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PREFACE 

This report was prepared by Dr~ H. W. C. Aamot, Research Mechanical 
Engineer, Construction Engineering ~esearch Branch, Experimental 
Engineering Division, U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering 
Laboratory. It is the final report !or a study of thermal waste problems 
in cold regions·. The study was conducted in three phases with interim 
reports published at the completion:of each phase and then combined to 
form 'th~s report. 

The. work was funded by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under DA 
Project 4A062103A896, Task 05, Environmental Quality for Cold Regi~ns, 
and DA Project 4Al62121A896, Task 03, Water Pollution Control. 

The study also fulfilled the requirements of a Doc·tor of Engineering 
thesis at the Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth College. Professor 
G. B. Wallis was chairman of the thesis committee~ Other members were 
Prof. H. E. Grethlein, Mr. E. F. Lobacz (USACRREL) and Professor C. F. 
Long, Dean of the Thayer School. ' 

The author wishes to thank Mr. E. F. Lobacz, Chief of the Construction 
Engineering Research Branch, and other members of the _staff and management 
of USACRREL for· providing valuable advice and ·support to this study artd 
for enabling it to be conducted compatibly with the thesis requirements 
of the Thayer School. He is grateful to Professor G. B. Wallis for his 
very valuable critique~ guidance and advic·e and to the committee members 
for their guidance and review. Dr. H. Richter, University of St.uttgart, 
Germany, provided valuable consultation and review, particularly of the 
thermodynamic aspects of the work~ Mr. F. Abeg, Municipal Utilities System~ 
Fairbanks, Alaska, provided necessary information for the design of the 
proposed heat pump system and has reviewed its applicability to conditions 
in Fairbanks. 

The citation of commercial products and c·6mpany names in this report 
is .for information only and does not constitute endorsement or approval. 
Also, the citations are given merely as examples, not as the complete 
range of choices. 
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SUMMARY 

The problem of waste heat disposal in cold regions starts with the 
atmosphere's susceptibility in cold weather to fog formation over open 
water. The usual and least expensiv~ method of heat dissipation from 
power plants is tnrough cooling with river or lake water. As a result, 
the heated river or lake aggravates the fog problem. In Fairbanks, 

'Alaska, cooling water from thermal power plants contributes most of the 
moisture from man-made sources that cause fog. 

Fog is a hazard and becomes a psychological factor when it persists 
for days or possibly week?. But, in addition, it aggravates the normal 
air pollution problems of a city. The fog that results from radiation 
cooling covers the city as a blanket and remains confined within the 
stagnant air mass, including the pollutants introduced into it. The 
relatively small volume of the fog causes a rapid groWth of the concen
tration of pollutants, such as from automobile exhausts and from chimneys, 
compared with the usual situation in a city where the available mixing 
height and the dispersion are much .greater. At air temperatures lower 
than about -30C. (-22F) the fog becomes ice fog which looks the same 
as other common fog, but is more stable and persistent. Fairbanks is 
well known for its ice fog periods., Other northern communities also ex
perience it, but the usual fog that frequently develops during cold 
weather in temperate regions leads to the $arne problems. 

a. Waste heat disposal 

The search for alternative meanl of waste heat disposal and available 
heat sinks shows that outer space is the ultimate and only true heat sink. 
The earth, its waters and the atmosphere are only transfer media which 
depend ori thermal radiation for final heat dissipation. 

A radiator on the ground fbr direct dissipation of power plant 
waste heat into space is very effective during a clear night. It is 
less effective under cloud cover and·quite ineffective under solar 
radi.ation. Its sj ze is about that of a 10', 000-ft runway, 300 ft wide, 
for a 100 MW fossil fuel power plant. The large size and the periodic 
unavailability make it somewhat impractical. 

Of the transfer media available for wast~ heat disposal on earth, 
water bodies are excluded. here because the resulting weather modification 
effects are adverse.· There are also not enough inland water bodies 
available for future cooling needs. 
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The earth is not a.practical heat sink because its thermal: conductivity 
. and d:i:ffusivity are low. The ~equired length of a lO.,..ft t·unnel to ·.serve' 

as a condenser and heat sink for a·loO-MW plant is more than 100 miles.· 
The· needed length of a 2-ft buried pipeline serving. as a cooling water 
loop for the same plant is over 200 miles. Even.the fresh water supply 
lines for a city are inadequate as·a heat sink. The· domestic .water used 
by the population of a city can be boiled with the waste heat from a 
power plant generating the electrici-ty used_by that population. 

The most desirable method for waste heat disposal is througha ·dry 
or a hybrid cooling tower. A wet cooling tower is not suitable because 
of its contribution, to the fog problem and the difficulties with icing 
in cold weather. The hybrid cooling tower has the desirable character
istics of a dry 6ooling tower during ~eneral. conditions and the increase4 
effectiveness of a wet tower during hot, dry weather through a 
sup~lementary water spray capability. · 

b. Waste heat utilization 

The disposal problem can ·be reduced by utilizing waste heat for a 
useful purpose. Space heating is probably the largest potential applica
tion; it represents about 20% of total U.S. energy use, about the same 
as purchased electric energy. District heating with steam or hot water is 
such an application. It is used in several urban areas. The cooling 
water from conventional power pla~ts offers another opportunity. As a 
heat. source, for heat pumps it c·an serve the heating needs of relatively 
large residential areas when the_cooling water is. circulated through a 
distribution system. This novel· c_oncept is evaluated in this thesis. 

Cold regions offer a special opportunity to use waste heat to 
generate electricity through a bott·oming cycle. At low air temperatures 
a dry cooling tower permits low condensing temperatures of an organic fluid 
Rankine cycle process that uses the cond·ensing steam as a heat source. 
The low temperatures increase the overall conversion process efficiency. 
This concept is also evaluated in the thesis. 

c. Space heating 

The cooling water is an attractive heat source for heat ·pwnps, 
contrary-to ambient air which is least effective at low'temperatures when 
heatin& needs are gr~atest. The cost-of the connection to the cooling 
water distribution system as a heat source for a single resi~ence is 
·estimated here by calculating the cost of a system designed for an 

. assumed residential area. ·The cost per residence is $700-800 but can 
vary ·significant)..y with the size and density of the area served and the 

·distance from the plant. ·The coefficient of performance of the heat pwnps 
is greater than CP = 3 with source water temperature.s of about 60F 
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(l5C). The heat pllillp is a commercially available·product. Its cost 
is near $1500 but varies with.Bize . 

. The same heat pllillp can also provide cooling (air conditioning'), using 
the cooling· water as a heat sink. Its coeffi~ient of: performance fo~ 
cooling is greater than CP = 7 in that case. The coefficient of per for-,· 
mance of window air conditioners, which are· heat pllillps using.ambient air 
as the heat sink, is only- about l. 5' to 3• 5.·- The cool-ing water distribu
tion system requires a supplemental waste heat disposal facility when th~ 
heat 'pumps operate to provide'. cooling because the waste heat from the 
reside;ntfal area becomes a supplement to that of the power plant. A 
cooling tower can serve as such a facility. Its cost is only ~ fraction 
of that of the distribution system and the impact on the cost of a 
residence connection to the system i~ relatively small, less than 20% in 
this study. The reduced operating cost and-~nergy use for air condition
ing with this system (one half to one fourth.when the coefficient of per
formance is'double or quadruple),~ compared with ambient air ~sa heat 
sink, becomes very _attractive. When space heating is economically 
feapible with the heat pump and power plant cooling water, the combined 

, capability of heating and air cond1tioning with savings both ways becomes 
an almost irresistable prospect. 

d. Electricity generation 

The bottoming cycle requires a boiler, a turbine and a conderiser. The 
costs of these elements can be estimated by determin~ng their size and 
configuration. Freon 12 is a safe and practical fluid but others are also 
possible. 

The Freon boiler serves simultaneously as the steam condenser. 
The heat transfer area is determined by calculating the heat flux 
from the condensing steam on one side and the heat flux to the-boiling 
Freon on the other side. The whole prbcess is essentially isothermal·. 
A method·for computing.isother:mal boiling he~t transfer was developed 
because the usual conditions have 2onstant flux. The heat transfer area 
for the Freon boiler is about 48 m /MW(th) at a temperature differential 
of lOC between the steam and the Freon. The heat transfer area ofa 
water cooled steam condenser is about 33 m2/MW(th) at ~ mean temperature 
differential of 20C between the steam and the water. 

The Freon condenser is an air coqled h~at e*thanger in the dry 
cooling tower. The direct condensing isystem.is practical, even for large 
plants, because the volumetric_flow rdte of the Freon vapor is only 
about l/30 of that of steam. The diarrieter of the duct from the Freon 
turbine to the cooling tower is not much greater than the size of a pipe 
required to move the cooling water of a comparable water cooled system. 
The heat transfer area of the plant fin tube·condenser in the cooling 
tower is about 97 m2/MW, based on the tube surface area, at an initial 
temperature difference of 20C. 
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The Freon turbine differs' from the s:team tur._bine due to diff~rences 
.Ln the thermodynamic properties of. the two fluids. ·.The Freon. turbine . 
has only'one or two stages due to the sma"ll drop in .specific enthalpy~ 

· It is suitably designed as an inward radial flow turbine with gas · 
. velocities up to Mach 2 becau.se the velocity of sound in Freon is only , 
about half of that in steam. The Freon turbine· becomes feasible when 
used in conjunction with a steam turbine such that the two cycles connect 
at or above lOOC (212F), i.e. as in a heat and power plant. The low 
pressure stages of a steam turbine develop only about one third of the 
total turbine power but·represent about 80% of the weight and cost 
about 5 to 6 times-as much per kilowatt as.the medium and high pressure· 
stages. The Freon turbine is relatively small; its exh~ust volume flow 
is about half that· of· its companion steam turbine and its cost is offset 
by the low pressure steam turbine section which it replaces.· 

The plant with bottoming cycle is more costly than the plant without 
but it is also more efficient in cold regions. The cost difference is 
~mall (less than 10%) when the conventional plant requires a cooling 
tower. The increased efffciency achieved. in cold regions can make the 
bottoming cycle economically feasible, particularly if fuel prices rise 
and equipment costs, after further development, prove to be less than 
estimated here. 

e. A system for Fairbanks 

The validity of the advantages that were determined for heat pumps 
using cooling water as a heat source is now tested through design and 
analysis of a s·yst'em for a real world application.· An existing residen
tial area is preferred over a planned, new city because the value of 
the concept is enhanced if the conversio~ of existing heating systems is 
feasible. The introduction of the heat pump system requires the conversi.on 
of all houses in an area in order to be feasible, .as in the installatio"n of 
a fresh water or a sewerage system. A military post's housing area is 
convenient because only one landlord's decision is required. But military 
posts do not have·power plants, or if they do, they also have district 
heating systems.· Therefore, a civilian community is chosen .. This is the 
most difficult case because an economic advantage. ·for the conversion mus.t 
be shown to make the system acceptable, but it 'is also the rewarding case 
because of the large potential benefits that are possible through 
application of the con·cep"S to many other towns and cities. 

A heat pump and coolingwater distribution system is designed for 
Fairbanks, Alaska. The coal-burning Municipal Utilities System (MUS) 
power plant is located in the· city and uses· the Chena River for cooling. 
The city has. fog and air pollution problems that make th'e benefits of 

. the conversion desirable. 

The condenser of the power plant is· in two sections. One_ section 
can be used for-the closed loop cooling water distribution system and 
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can serve about 750 house.s. The second section can be added. later to 
expand the system t6 1500 houses. The cost of the connection to the 
system is typically about $1500 per house,' based on costs of fresh water 

-and sewerage system connection costs. Tne cost of a heat.pump is about 
$2500 to heat an average size, insulated h_ouse at ...;50F (-'about . ..,.45C). 

·The cost of peating such a house with -oil· in Fairbanks is $1285 per 
year, based on an oil price o~ 45¢/gallon in 1974 (up from 32 in 1973). 
The cost of heating it with-the heat pump is $819 at an electric rate of 
3¢/kWh. The cost. of electric resistance heating is $2458 at. that rate. 

It is proposed that the MUS supplies_ the heat pumps for rental or for 
purchase by the home owners. The rental fee for the heat pump and system 
connection ($~000 total) is calculated to be $407 per year. The cost to · 
the home owner who pays $4000 is either about $200 to 300 per year in lost 
interest or $623 per year for a 10-year, 9-% loan. These cost figures· 
s~ow a definite economic advantage to the conversion from oil because 
the ope:r;ating and financing costs of the heat pump are less-than the 
operating costs for oil. 

Theconversion from electric resistance heating to the heat pump 
involves additional costs for .the :Peating system. The annual cost of 
conversion is $1338 for a 5-year loan. - Therefore, this conversion is 
even more attractive than the conversion from oil. 

The characteristics and effects of different heating methods a~d 
the conversion to heat pumps are summarized in the table below. 

1. Opera~ing cost 

2. Cost of conversion 
from- oil: rental, 
alt.; lbss of interest, 
alt. : _10-year loan-, 

3. Cost of conversion 
from electric: 
5-year loan, 
lO ... year loan, 

4. Waste heat discharge 
into the Chena River 
(yearly, per house): 

5. Source and type 
of air pollution 
(yearly, per house): 

6. Resource consumption 
(yearly, per house): I 

heat pump 

$819 

$407-
$200 (300) 

. $623-

reduction of· 
22-xlo 3 gwt(th) 
= 75xl0 BTU 

power plant stack, 
smoke frqm 

19 tons of coal 

heating value 
· (coa~) -
333xl0 BTU 
= 35lxlo9 J 

XX 

oil 

$1285 

reference 
base for 
comparison 

hous~ chimney 
smoke -from 

10.6 tons of oil 

heating value 
(oil~ -

400xlO BTU 
= 422xl09 J 

electric 

$2458 

increase of 
152xl03k~(th) -

= 518xl0 BTU 

power plant stack, 
smoke from 

57 tons of coal 

heating value 
(cogl) 

999xl0 BTU 
= 1053xlo9 J. 
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The benefits offered by the conversion to the heat pump system are: 

a. reduced waste heat discharge into the river, 

b. reduced air pollution and its improved control, 

c. reduced overall energy use, 

d. increased flexibility of fuel substitution, 

e. the availability of the necessary technology and equipment, 

f. the reduction of the heating costs to home owners. 
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MANAGEMENT OF POWER PLANT WASTE HEAT IN COLD REGIONS 

Haldor .: W. ;C . · Aarnot · 

Introduction 

This report identifies and analyzes the available ·options for waste 
heat disposal from central power plants in cold Tegions and evaluates_ 
one known but unexploited and one ·innovative concept for waste heat· 
utilization. It analyzes the problem and ·the potential solutions in 
terms of applicable physical principles, available technology and economic 
feasibility, and it evaluates the environmental impact,, -the ·conservation 
of resources and the economic and social benefits of the selected solution. 

I 

The problem of waste heat disposal in cold regions starts with the 
susceptibility in cold weather to fog formation from open water. The 
usual and least expensive method of heat 'dissipation from ·power pl~nts 
is through·cooling with river or lake;water. As a result,· the·river or 
lake aggravates the fog :Pr.oblem·~ Benson (1970) est{mates that ·cooling 
water from thermal power plants contributes 64% of the moisture .from 
man-made sources causing fog in Fairbanks, Alaska. 

Fog is a hazard and becomes a psychological factor when it persists 
for days or possibly weeks. But, in addition, it aggravates the normal 
air pollution problems of a city. The fog that results from radiation 
cooling covers an area as a blanket and i~ tends to confine the air mass 
within its volume, including the pollutants introduced into it. The 
relatively small volume of the fog caus·esi' a relatively rapid growth of 
the concentration of pollutants; such as; .:from automobile exhausts and 
from chimneys, compared with the usual ~:ituation in a city where the 
available mixing height and the dispers:ton are much greater. At air 
temperatures lower than about -30C ( -22F:'.): the fog becomes ice fog which 
looks. the same as other common fog' but' is more st-able and persistent. 
'Fhe city of Fairbanks, Alaska, is well kllo'Wn for its ice fog periods. 
9ther northern communit~~s also experi~n,c·e,:.it, but the usual fog that 
¢ievelops during the cold weather in temper<r~e regions leads to the same 
~)roblerns. 

This report is intended to ~rovide information for the planning and 
design of thermal power plants in cold regiqns, emphasizing the efficient 
utilization of energy for generating· elect~icity and heating buildings, 
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and the dissipation of' waste heat with least adverse environmental 
impact. It is divided into three principal parts and one concluding 
part. 

Part. I examines the basic possible methods of waste heat disposal 
and the available heat sinks. ~en it describes alternatives for wast~ 
heat utilization because waste heat is a large, free resource and because 
better utilization reduces the disposal problem. 

Part II evaluates the economic feasibility of the promising alterna
tives for waste heat utilization and selects the best choice for detailed 
analysis. Part III develops and evaluates a design for the city of 
Fairbanks based on the most promising concept. The conclusions and 
recommendations are summarized in Part IV. 

The dimensional units used in the report are ~ccording to the. 
Systeme Internationale (SI). Traditional British units and symbols are 
added as appropriate for bette;r understanding whe~e they are customary. 
Metric units in.the CGS or. technical systems_ are not considered necessary 
to add because they are very similar to the SI. 

Th~ term "heat" is used in the usual way, but with some caution. 
In thermodynam~cs "heat" is energy in trans~t, effecting a change in the 
energy of a body or the enthalpy of a flowing fluid. The term "wast~·' 
heat," however, is conventionally used tQ describe the energy rejected 
at the lower temperature of. a thermodY-namic cycle. Strictly' speaking, 
it is the exergy of this "heat" which. is available for useful purposes 
in a given environment. 
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Part I examines the oasic possible methods of waste heat disposal 
and the available heat sinks. Then it describes alternatives for waste 
heat utilization because waste heat is a large, free resource and because 
better utilization reduces the disposal problem. 

2. ,. Available heat sinks 

The ·ea:r.th is not an infinite heat sink. It is a finite mass and 
its tempe.f.atl.~re .is controlled by the First Law of Thermodynamics. It is 
in dyn~i,c -::Quasi.-"equili bri uin in a ra(liciht energy field, ·absorbing ene:r:gy 
from the sun. J.n ... the visib'i:e.light·range of 

1

the electromagnetic '::;pec:t·rum·~ 
(around 0. 5'.pm)' a.pd dissipating 'it':in the thermal infrared·.:negiqn· (a~'ound 
10 }Jm). The trerrr~:al energy prod·uced ~n earth l;)y_ ~:hemical ~~d mi~lear \ 

· processes :rai,s~s· :the ea:rfh '· s temperature towa:r:ds! a. new equilibrium y.rhileC' . 
this addi~ional' en'krgy 'is d-issipated by therma~[ radiation into outer . 
space, the.· ultimate. heat sink. The earth,. includl.ng its atmosphere, is· 
only a t ra.ns f e.r :medium. 

TherefQr~., ·tli:-er·.e_. -~:is~ .. one _true sink for waSt~ heat f~om power plants:/. 
outer space ,'·.·anQ.'.\he~~- are three high-capaci;ty transfer media: "'the ' 
·atmosphere, wat·er''-bqciies. and the ground. Th:~se· three media transfer 
heat and mass back ·and 'fortp .among themselves .while .simultane'ously 
:exchanging radi~ti"on :W~th .6uter space. 

• .' • i . :,. •, .. · ' '. ..-...,, I 

Waste heat can be radiated 'directly into space. from the ground only'_ ·· 
in the absence of cloud cover .. Wat.er is available on earth in a number:,. 
of large bodies but power is needed pri .. land al~ea, often great distance$ ... 
frorri large water bodies. The air and .. tf,le ground are, available· for peat 
dissip~tion over all land areas. The atmosphere is sensitive to small 
changes of its temperature and moisture· content when it is close to 
saturation. Clouds or fogs result from supersaturation and they immedi
ately affect the weather, particularly under inversions. Water bodies 
are not desirable fOr heat disposal under such conditions because their 
evaporation rate is increased and the fog ·problem is aggravated. Figure 
1 shows areas ,of low' moderate and high susceptibili_ty to fog formation 
due to cooling. towers in ·the. 48 c·ontigU:ous United ·States., based on 
frequency of unfavorable weather conditions. · 
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At low temperatures. the air has a low capacity to absorb moisture. 
Cold we~ther con.ditions, are hig:QJ.y cond~cive to fog formation~ Open 
water bodies go not ... dey~lop a complete .ice cover,,\ wh~n .used as a heat 
sink anq. are the~efore not desirable for heat disposal in cold regio~s. 

Heat dipposal from thermal·powe:r pl~ilts ip cold regions without 
adverse weather effects is therefore limited to infrared radiation into 
space, convection heat tra~sfer to th~ air and conduction into the 
ground. Evaporation cooling is pqssible without adverse ef:fects .during 
warm, dry weather periods. 

POTENTIAL 

[i)!iiifl HiQh 

m::::;r,J Moderate. 

D~li~~h· 

Figure l'. Geographical· distribution. of potential adverse effects from . 
. cooling towers., based on fog., low-level inversion cind·low mixing depth 

frequency. Source:. EG&G (l9?l). 
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2.1. Methods based on radiation 

Two types of facilities-are seen as possible space radiators: a 
heated surface, such as a runway, road or plaza, and a covered.cooling 
pond, equipped with a floating cover or a roof. 

The required area of the space radiator is large because its tempera
ture is low and radiative power increases with the fourth power of the· 
temperature. The thermal radiation from a perfect emitter (black body) 
is ~iven by the Stefan-Boltzmann l~w: 

= o'T
4 

.¢ 

· o i? the Stefan-Boltzmann constant of the value of.5.669 x 10-8 

W m-2 K- 4 • 

Values for various temperatures are: 

T = 253 
-20 

<P 232·5 

273 283· 293 303 
0 10 20 30 

314.5 .364 418 478 

·.) .. 

313 K· 
40 c 

554 w -2 m 

The waste .heat from the condensers of a-conventional (fossil fuel) 
. power plant is about ·1.125 kW per .kilowatt of· electric power, for a 
nuclear power ·plant it is .about twic·e as much. .Based on .these values 
the mtnimum required area for the space, radiator is .. estimated to· be 2 to 
5 m2 per kilowatt of electric power for conventional: plants and 4 to 
10 m2 per kilowatt for nuclear plant·s. ·. · T~e area .must .be .increased · 
according to the. expected amoU.nt .·of cloud cover in a given location.: 
Natural convective cooling of the surface by air c()ntributes to the 
overall heattransfer- and can :be estimated from experimental results 
given by Rohsenow and Choi (1961). The coefficient for heat transfer 
from a wa;rm, horizontal plate facing upwards may be computed with a 
simplifieci equation within the· range of 20 < L3~T < 30,000 

h = 0.22· (~T).1 / 3 .· (2.1.2). 

No :reference is.given for larger values of L3~T. The heat transfer per 
unit area is 

h~T (2.1.3 .. ) 
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llt = 10 20°F 

= 5-55 :11.1 :C;,;,i·t: · 

0.22(llT) 1 / 3 = o:474 0.597 
' ~. -

<P = 4'. 74_ 11-.95 BW/hr i't2.-

14.9. 37.6 w ~2 
= m 

Natural convection is a relatively small factor according to this
estimate. --During windy conditions the convective heat transfer increases~ 
The same is true where raiq falls, when the wet surface dries by evapora
tion and when 'snow melts. 

The radiator size must be large enough to dissipate the.waste heat 
during the summer. The. radiator absorbs energy from soJ_ar radiation-,' 
thus decreasing its effectiveness. · A ~prinkling system may be installed 
to wet the radiator surface for increased coo.ling effectiveness during · 
such periods. 

During fog, as under clouds, there is an exchange of radiation 
betweeri the radiator and the fo~ layer. If the temperature ·of the_ --fog .. 
is -20C it emits abo:ut 230 W m- because -it is a nearly perfect- emitter 
(black body-)., The emit~ed radiation is botp upwards into ·Space··and .. 
downward towards the ground. The radiator on the-ground-must -emit' more 
than 46,0 W m-2 in order to achieve a net exchange with ·the fog. of more 
than 230 W m~2 , which ·is needed to transfer more energy· into the fog at · 
the ground than it loses on top. The ,fog may be dis-sipated by evaporating 
its droplets if more energy can be transferred into it at the'ground 
than it loses oh top. The temperature Qf a perfect emitter under the 

. fog radiating more than 460 W m-2 is jukt under 30 C. 

A radiator temperature o.f 30: C is not attained when the normal 
cooling water temperature leaving the condenser of the power plant is 
under 25. C. Higher condenser temperatures are not desired because they 
reduce the efficiency of the power plant (Second Law of The::~odynamics) ~
The power density of the radiator will be less than 460 W m , probably 
no mor'e than about 300 W m-2 Therefore, the space. radiator for the 
power plant waste heat disposal is not expected to be effective in. 
evaporating fogs. 

Assume that a radiator size·of 3m
2 

per kilowatt of electric power 
(conventional plant') is determined, considering all these factors, then 
the area of the pavement or roof for different plant sizes is: 
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Plant size 10 100 1009 MW 

3' . . . 4 
105 6 2 

Ar~a .x·ro 3 X 3 X 10 m 

Square 173 X 173 :548' X 548 
.. , __ ... ,. "'· .·· : ... · ·-:. 

1732 X 1T32 ni 

Area 3 105 3 10
6 3_ X 

:7" ft 2 
X X 10 .· .. 

Square 568 X 568' i8oo 
J 

X 1800 5680 X 5680 f,t 

·The radiator size of· the· ioo-MW .plant·· is· the same as a 10,000-ft 
runway, 300 ft wide. A 1007".Mw plant suppl,ies power for about 60,000 
people, qased on a United States· installed capac.i ty in 1970 .of' 340 GW 
for about 204 million people (from. t.he. National Power Survey.) .. · 

The space radfator, 'therefore, is a possible alternative for waste 
·heat disposal. Its major disadvantage is the large-required size which 
may make its cost too great. It goes not appe~r to be effective in 
dissipating fogs. 

2.2. Methods based on evaporation and convection 

Cooling towers are frequently installed in power plants where water 
bodies are not ~vailable for cooling. Most cooling towers are "wet" 
towers, so called because they rely on evaporative cooling of water. 
During humid as well as cold weathertheir plume immediately becomes a 
condens.ed vapor cloud which_· aggravat''es the air pollution _problem as 
disctissed earlier. Wet coolirig towers ar~ therefore excluded as a 
technological alternative. 

Dry cooling towers depend on convec.ti ve heat trans.fer from: water or 
steam in coils to an air stream. for their cooling effect, just .as a car 
"radiator" does. They, .are suitable·: 'for cold: regio·ns from the env.iron-. 
mental standpoint because.they add no moi.sture to.the air. The warm 
plume has low relative humidity~ Dry c6oling ·towers are also ·we'll 
suited for use in areas where water is scarce. They can be located 
wh~rever the best power p1ant site i·s; 

Figure 2 illu$trates wet and dry cooling tower principles. 
. . 

Air temperatures ear1 vary significantly from ,day to ~i_ght ~ and froni 
summer to winter and tne temperature to which dry·cooling towers- can 

.cool the water varies accordingly. High air temperatures meg,n high 
condenser temperatures and low plant effi·ciency. In Fairbanks, Alaska, 
normal maximum, air temperatures in June and July are 22 C. Therefore, 
high air temperatures are a consideration even in cold regions. 
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CIRCULATING WATf:R 
PUMP 

STlAIII FROM 
NUCLlU 
STUM SUII'PLY 

CONOlNSATf: TO 
ftEACTOR FEEDWATER 
CIRCUIT 

Evaporative cooling. tower· conden$ing system 
pressurized water nuclear pZant. 

STEAM FROM 
NUCLEAR· 
STEAM SUPPLY 

CONDENSATE TO 

REACTOR FEEOWATE R 
CIRCUIT 

Indirect~ dry-type cooling tower con4ensing 
system with naturl-draft tower pressurized 

·water nuclear plant. 

Figure 2." Cooling tow~r and condensey systems: wet; 
indirect dry; direct dry. Rossie and Cecil (l9?0). 
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Direct_, dry-type cooling tower condensing system 
with mechanical draft-tower pressurized water 

nuclear plant. 

Figure 2 (continued) 

Cooling towers are design~d either for natural draft or mechanical 
draft. Natural draft req~ires 'a taller more expynsi v~::tower· but :mechani
cal draft is more expensive to.''·operate becau~e power is nee9-ed fo~ the 
blowers. Figure 3 shows a natural draft and a mechanica~ draft cooling 
tower for comparison. Both towers are shown with water. spray· nozzles 
which change the t·owers· from dry to hybrid. Mechanicai draft towers 
have one important advantage in cold· regions: their draft, :c'an be con
trolleq. which is an· advantage· under steep 'inversions· that oc·cur frequently 
·during nocturnal radiation cooling. Positive temperature gradients of 
10 degrees (C) /100 m up to an elevation of .80 to 100 m ~bove _t;he E?urface 
ar~ possible. This is the typic~l height . of·. a· natural draft tower, ap,d 
the gradient is :about the same as the. t-emperature ,rise of the air i·n·.--the 
tower's heat exchange:rs .· . Therefore, .the plume would have no buoyancy / . ' . • . .. . ... · .. ··. 

when leaving .. the. tower ap¢i the draft could be_ nearly· stal·l.ed .. 
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Outlet 
Air .. 

Outlet 
Air· . ... 

, Tube and Fin 
Heat Exchanger 

Cooling Water 

Figure 3. Hybrid cooling towers with dry cooling heat 
exchangers and spray chamber for wet·cooling during warm~ 
dry weather. The natural draft tower (top) is a large 
structure built to fit the.cooling requirements of a· 
particular plant. The mechanicctl·draft tower is a modular 
unit that can be grouped in numbers to fit the size of the 

plant. 
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Dry cooling towers are less common than.wet towers because they are 
more expensive but there are 21 installations for generating plants 
around the world, some with several towers, as listed by Rossie and 
Cecil (1970). The technology is well developed~ Existing ·towers are 
for plants ·rated up to 200 MW and larger units are offered for sizes up 
to 1000 MW. The height of natural draft towers is about llO·to 115 m 
and the base diameter about 55 t·o 110 m for ·100 and 200-MW piants,.. 
respectively. Mechanical draft towers are smaller because tl}ey do not 
require height to develop the draft. 

Freezing of water ~n the cooling tower heat exchange coils is a 
real problem in cold environin~nts. Direct systems, which use the coils 
in the·tower as.the condenser, are more susceptible to freezing than 
indirect systems, which use water as the heat transfer medium between 
the condenser and the tower. This water loop can use an anti-freeze 
solution, as in a car engine cooling syste~, to permit safe cold weather 
operation. 

A power plant. with a b0ttom cycle (such as a s.tea.m cycle for high 
temperatures .and an ammonia cycle for low temperatures) works well in 
combination with a dry cooling tower. This combination is especially 
effective in cold envirQnments because freezing is not a prob;:Lem with 
ammonia and·because the bottom cycle can utilize the lower condenser 
temperatures available in cold weather for increased plant efficiency. 

Dry cooling towers offer thE; potential possibility of penetrating 
inversions and ventilating fog and polluted stagnant air. from urban 
areas (Aamot 1972 ).. Dry and hybrid cooling towers are promising alter
nat'i ves for waste heat disposal. 

' ~ ' 

2.3. Methods based on conduction. in the ground 

Three different types of facilities are considered possible: a. a 
mine tunnel, b. a buried pipeline and c. an underground water reservoir. 

·a. The mine. tunnel is a large condenser for the.power 'plant .. The 
steam condenses on the tunnel walls and heat is dissipated bycond"llction 
into the.surrounding bedrock. The bedrock temperature .rises as a function 
of time as shown in Figure 4. The tunnel size is d~termined by the 
allowable temperature rise during the design service life. The plant 
efficiency decreases with time as the condenser temperature rises. An 
analysis and test of such a concept was conducted by Quinn, Aa.mot and 
Greenberg ·( 1971). 

The temperature rise of cylindrtcal tunnel walls withconstant heat 
flux into the infinite surrounding bedrock is given by Carslaw and 

. Jaeger ( 1959). 
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This can be expressed ~n the following dimensionless form: 

~Tk --= 
a¢ 

whereby 

~T te~perature rise of the wall 

k = thermal conductivity of the bedrock 

a = tunnel radius 

r = arbitrary radius 
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~ = he~t flux per unit wall surface 

a = thermal diffusiyity. of the bedrock 

t = time 

J
0 

J 
1 

Y
0 

Y
1 

:::: Bessel functions 

. u =. dimensionless ar_gument 

~umerical solutions were co~puted by St~ar1leY: and !elle:rs (1969) .. 

The following conditio~s are ~ssumed for .calculati.ori of the required 
tunnel iength in granitic gneiss for different plant sizes: 

~T = 95 ~ 5 = 90 C 

k = 3 W m-l K-l (1.73 BTU/ft hr °F) 

a= 3m 

a = 1.3 X 
-6 2 -1 ( 2 ) 10 m s 0.0504 ft /hr 

\ . 

t = 6.3 X 108 
s (20 years) 

(~) = 91, 2 
a 

~Tk --= 2.·669 

. -2 
~ = 33.7- m · 

-1 
The heat di_ssipating capacity is. 635 W m The required tunnel 

length for different conventional plant sizes is: 

' . 
Plant capacity io 100 1000 MW 

Waste heat 11.25 112.5 1125 MW 

Tunnel length · 17-7 177 '1770 km 

Heat dissipation in the _ground with primary dependence on the heat 
-capacity and diffusivi ty of the ground is not a feasible approach. . The 
cost of boring a tunnel of the required size is completely out of range. 
Assuming that a suitable tunnel is available without cost, the relatively 
low plant efficiency is still a disadvantage because the steam turbine 
must operate at greater than atmospheric pre.ssures. 

13 



b. A buried pipeline can be ·fill'ed- with water· wh1.'ch circulates in 
a large loop or it can be an empty pipe loop which becomes the condenser 
for the steam di s<7harged into it from the power turbine. The pipe · 
transfers heat to the ground at shallow depth. Further heat exchange 
takes place at the ground surface. - ·. 

The heat dissipation from the pipe is limited ~by the·· available 
temperature gradient between the pipe.and the ground surface during 
steady-state conditions. If steam is used, it is discharged at about 
100 C and. 'the pipe t·emperature may· be 'as high· as ·95 ·.c. The·. ef.fic iency: 
of su.ch a plant· is less- than with. lower condenser temperature such as 
with an o'rdi'riary power plant using ·a: condenser temperature of about 35 c. 

A first approximation of the ·ste~dy-state heat flux between- the 
pipe and the ground surface is made by assuming one-dimensional conduc
tion. The distance is from the top of the pipe to the surface, the area 
is the width and length of the pipe. 

<I>' = 
kbD.T 

d 
--(2.3.3.) 

.</>' heat flux per meter of pipe length 

k thermal conductivity of the soil 

.b width of pipe times un1t length 

d depth of·top of pipe below the surface ... . . · 

D.T temperature. difference between t.he pipe and the surface 

Soil. with good conduct-ivity may have k-.= 2 W m71 K-l (1.15 BTU/ft 
hr F), the pipe diameter is 0. 6 m and the depth below the ·surface is 
d = 0.3 m. The temperature difference between the steam-filled pipe and 
the surface may be 'about 75 c. 

<I>' = 2 x 0~6-x 75 = 
0.3 

-1 300 W m 

Therefore-~ the pipe may d'issipate: 300. ·W 'per meter length. 

The required pipe· l'erigth for different power·plant sizes is: 
. ' ' .. ,..-

:..: 
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Plant capacity 10 100 1000 MW 

Waste heat '11.25 . 11-2 .· 5 . 1125 ··MW 

Pipe length 37.5 375 3750 km 

The pipe_may be laid out in parallel rows to form a heated field. 
If the pipes are spaced two diameters apart, center to center, a field 
with an average heat flux at the surface of 

-2. 
300/1~2 = 250 W m 

is produced. ' This is less than the estimated· flux from the spac-e 
radiator computed tinder 2.1. (about 325 W m~2 ). 

The analysis shows that the ground is a significant thermal.resis
tance between .the pipe and the surface and this resistance must be made 
as small as possible to qbtain gooq plant efficiency. At the same time 
this same ·effort leads to increased. suscepti b:j..li ty of the pipe t_o 
freezing. 

The· problem of dissipating he·at :in the ground near the· surface is 
basically the ·same· as· that of radiating it i.nto space by means of a . "' 
pavement. ·'Alarge' installation is requir~d. 

c. The underground reservoir under consideration is the water 
supply for a population center •' The underground location may be nat
urally available. The reseryoir. is. replenished as water is consumed by 
the population. Was~e heat from the power plant·is transferred to the 
reservoir. The throughput of W/3;ter is compared ·with the'waste heat 
rejection to determine the rise. of the water temperature (disregarding 
·conduction into the ground). 

The per capi.ta water consumption in the United States is about 100. 
gal~6:ns per day. The water consumption of a population of 60,.000-is: 

. 100 X 3.785 10-3 
X 60 X 103 

3.6· x· 103 x 24 
0.263 3 -1 

m s 0.263 X 103 kg 
..;.1 

s 

The power plant capacity for the same· population is 100 MW. with a 
waste heat load of 100 MW at89% capacity. The specific heat of ·water 
is 4.184 kJ kg-l 'K-1 . 

The heat capacity of the reservoir throughput,is: 
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The steady-state temperature ·of the reservo.ir above the fresh rwa.t~r 
temperature is: 

T = 100 X 10
6
/1.1 X 10

6 
= 91 C 

This result means simply that the- waste ·heat from a power plant 
requires more cooling water than is used for consumption by the popula
tion served by the power plant. Only a part of the waste heat can be 
dissipated in the city water. The city of Nome, Alaska, uses this 
concept. Waste heat from the Diesel-electric generating plant is used 
to raise the temperature of the water which is circulated through the 
city and back to the storage facility. The· purpose. is to prevent 
fre~zing of the water pipes. 

Heat. dfs.posal into the ground is not considered a promising alter~ 
nat::..ve. 

2. 4. Summary-

The hybrid cooling tower appears as the most promising means for 
waste heat disposal in cold reg-ions.. :Basically it is a -dry cooling 
tower with provisions for water spraying during ·warm, dry .We?Lther. It 
is 'an indirect cooling tower because the icing- pr_oblem pre,vents direct· 
steam condensati9n in the tower heat exchangers. The heat transfer 
fluid is a non-freezing fluid which can be a bottom cycle fluid .... In 
that case the tower provides direct cooling for the.bottom ~Ycle~ 

The space radiator concept is less prbmlslng because of the l~rge 
a.rea requirement.- Its performance is ~ffected adversely. by cloud cover. 
and solar .. radiation; it canpot be con.trolled as need~d. 

Waste :heat disposal into the ground i's not practical. The h~at 
- diffusion rate in the ground is low and requires an excessively large 

heat exchanger. 

·3. Energy utilization and exergy conservation 

Thermal energy can be converted into work and electrical·energy 
through a thermodynamic cycfe but the c~nversion can oniy be inco~plete 
(second law of thermodynamics) .. The. unusable thermal energy becomes. 
waste heat and must be dissipated. 

EJtergy is energy that can be converted into work _and is there.fore 
directly related to economic value. The efficiency of a thermal process 
must be judged not· only by· the-amount of thermal energy converted but 
also by how well exergy is conserved. (Exergy is further discussed.in 
Appendix A). 
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Energy·is best utiliz~d when exergy is managed most effectively.· 
Processes requiring only low exergy should use thermal energy with low 
e_xergy where available.and save thermal energy with high exergy .for 

. processes requiring high exergy. Space heating is a typical·. example .of 
little need for exergy; }t can be satisfie-d :wit~ thermal energy whose 
high exergy has been used first for energy c'Onversip~, as in the heat . 
and power plant. 

Four systems designed to improv~ energy utiJ_ization and t-o reduce 
waste heat, particularly in cold regions, will be identified·: · 

I 

(1) the combined heat and power plant 

(2) heat pumps for space heating 

(3) the botto~ cycle plant and· 

(4) exhaust gas heat recovery 

The combined heat and power plant generator produces less electric 
energy from equal fuel quantities than the ordinary power plant because 
it uses a higher condenser temperature to produce hot water (or steam-) 
for distribution but its waste heat is utilized for space heating. 

Heat pumps use waste heat from a conventional power plant to 
provide hot water (or hot a-ir.) for. spac_e heating. They require electric 
~nergy to permit such waste heat utilization. 

The bottom cycle plant permits utilization of low air temperatures 
·tn cold environments to increase the efficiency of the energy conversion 
process. It reduces the waste heat to be dissipated. 

l ) . 
The heat recovery froin exhau·st gases, particularly in connection 

with treatment to reduce air pollution, permits increasing the energy 
~onversion e~ficiency. · 

3.1. The heat and po~er plant 
·, 

The combined heat and power.plant is appropriately compared with 
the ordinary power plant. It differs basically in the higher condenser 
temperature needed to provide hot water for dist!ict heating. Sometimes 
steam is distributed, rather than hot water, but the principle involved 
in the comparison is the same. 

The ordinary power plant (electric generating station) is illustrated 
schematically in a flow diagram (Figure 5) .• The steam cycle is illustrated 
in a temperature-entropy diagram (Figure 6) and a Mollier diagram (Figure 7). 
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Fuei· Steam HP steam ·.Steam Work . Electric ~·,;, E' 
A 

Q 7. 1000. kJ boiler w = 0.255 kg turbine w = 321 kJ generator 32i kJ 
= 1000 kJ Q = 880 kJ ( =·321.kJ 

-· - ( = 387 kJ 

exh. gas LP steam 
Q = 120 kJ cond.· . Q = 559 kJ ., 

( = 39 kJ Q=U ( = 66 kJ 

l = 2.6 kJ 

Condenser 
warm water 

I 

(heat 
or warm air 

/ exchanger) Q = 559 kJ 
( = 24 kJ 

Figure 5. · Flow diagram of energy and exergy in a thermal power plant. 
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Figure 6. Steam aycles of the power plant, 
(A) and the heat and power plant (B) in the 

temperature-entropy diagram. 
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. Figur.e 7. Steam cycles· of the power: plant· (A) and· the heai, 'aiui· .. -
_power plant. /B) in _the Mo-llier diagram (Bosnjakoi?ic). · 

It is- sh?wn as a simple and basic cyqle in order that comparisons· cari· be 
m~de conveniently. Actual power plants may use"differentpressures and 
superheat temperatures, they may use steam reheating and feed water pre
heating to increase tpe cycle efficiency, but the basic cycle is the same. 

The condenser temperature is· identified by the ·letter A. - It is 
chqsen to be 35 C and assumes that the cooling .water has an exit 
temperature of 25 C. The thermodynamic; cycie calculations and. tabula-
tions are summarized _in Appendix B. . . 

The thermal-efficiency of the .boiler is assumed to be 0.88 which 
corresponds to that of the Dartmouth Heat and ·power Plant boilers. The 
thermal efficiency of the. Rankine cycle is 0.365. The overall plant 
thermal efficiency~$ 0.321. Higher efficiencies· are possible with 
higner -steam temperatures and pr~ssures. On the other hand, ~the isentro
pic and mechanical efficiency rif the turbine and the electrical and 

· mechanical efficiency of the generator. are taken to he 1. 0 while the 
real efficiency is about 0.95 or greater. Such simplification is permis
sible for the comparison made in this analysis because it is appl,ied 
uniformly and it is intended· to be typical of plants in general rather 
than a description of one design. 
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A look at the exergies shows that ·the greatest loss is in ·the···· 
boiler. Here is an opportunity for greater energy utilization whic-h ~ay 

, .. , ... be achieved with a .t.opping cycle such as with .. {3-,,.gas, turbine whose ·hot 
exhaust gases feed the steam boiler. ·. This study, however, is concerned 
with ·the lower end of the steam cycle. Here the exergy is· red1.i'ced to a 
few percent of the initial value which is nearly equal to the fuel's 
lower heating value while the waste heat is a major fraction. 

The fuel cost to the power plant is 0.33'to 0.47 mill_s/MJ, based Qn 
1972 average annual costs of fuels burned for electrical generation in . 
the U. S. The lower value is for·. coal, the higher value for: o_il. 
Appendix C summarizes the relevant-energy prices. The revenue produced 
by the· power plant from the electricity· sold at an electric energy price 
of 4.417 mill/MJin 0.321•.417 = 1.418 mill. The rev~nue produced after 
fuel co_s.ts is 0. 948 'to 1. 088 mili. . . 

' . 

The combine.d heat and power plant is ·illu_strated schematically. l.n 
Figure 8. The steam cycle· is included ·with that :of t·he _power plant in 
Figures 6 ·and. 7 .· The selected condenser temperature of 86 C gives a 
Rankine cycle efficiency of 0.281, compared.with 0.365 of the ordinary. 
power plant. The over·all plant ·effic~ency is 0. 247. · 

The revenue produced- from the sal·e of electric energy is 0,. 247 •. ~17 
;:; 1.091 mill. This is 0.327 mill. less than with the power plant.· 
Assuming equal ·fuei and plant cost·s, the cost of the thermal energy of 

. 633 kJ available for sale is 0. 327 x 0. 633 ... = 0. 517 mill/MJ. This is 
only slightly greater than the cost Jof :fuel oil and becomes about equal 
to it if the 'therm~l efficiency of a· good. boiler ·is consfde·red~ ·'It· is 
mucp .. lower than the cost of #2 heating oil of about 1. 4 · mill/MJ·. - .-. ·· 

Fuel• HP steam · Steam ' ·work• . · Electric · 
Q = 1000.kJ 
( = 1000 kJ 

Steam 
boiler w co 0.272 kg · tu~bine ·. 

Q = 880 kJ 
W = 247 kJ ·generator . 
( = 247 ~J. 

.....___----.-----'-..... ( == 413 k J 

exh. ·gas 
· · Q ; 120 kJ cond. 

( = 39 -kJ :. Q = 0 
( = 11 kJ 

LP steam · 
... Q·co'633 kJ 

( = 166 kJ 

Condenser· 
(heat 

· exchanger) 

j-.-,'_h_ot ...... w_a_te-'-r ~ Buildings 
.Q = 633 kJ 

( = .78'-.kJ 

... : ,' 

Figure 8. . Flow diagram pf energy·· d'ncL ·-e~ergy 
in a heat and power plant. 

2.0 

( = e: ... 
247.kJ 
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. The fi:xed costs of .the heat ~nd power plant. p.re expected to .be 
great~r than those of ·the ·ord1nary power, plapi .. because .Jhe :thermal 

. energy requirements for. district heating vary with .. the weather so that 
there is only partial plant capacity utilization. On· the·· other hand, 
the cost of the thermal energy sold cannot be much. higher t}?.an 0.517 
mill/MJ because then it becomes ·more economical not· ·to produce electri
city but to operate the plant as a plain heating plant. 'The combined 
;heat and power plant is evidently squeezed economically betwe~n the 
ordinary power plant and the plain heating plant. 

3.2~ Heat pumps 

The cooling water from a conventional power plant is riot hot enough 
to be usef11l for space heating· but it is a valuable source for heat 
pumps. It can be distributed for dist~ict heating just as hot water, 
perhaps more cheaply and over greater distances because its low tempera
ture (e.g., 25 ~) redu9es or eliminates the need for insulation .. This 
method of waste heat utilization requires electric energy, ·which is not 
required with the hot water from the heat and power plant, but, on the 
other hand, the lower condenser temperature of the ordinary power plant 

. permits ge,nerating more electric energy from the same fuel. The· cost ·of 
thermal ene~gy ·from such a heat pump syste.m .will be _estimated. 

The theoretical coefficiept of performance of ·a heat pump (heating 
cycle) is: 

CP = useful heat delivered 
work 

T .. 
h 

If the heat pump provides hot water at Th = 80 C ·from a source 
temperature Tc = 25 C, then CP = 6.42. rhe actual value.:may b_e about 
CP = 3. 5. • 

The power plant and heat pump system is illustrated schemati'cally 
in a flow diagram, Figure 9. 

Useful heat' delivered = Heat: from source ·+.work done 

.The combination of equations· (3.2~·1) and (3.2.2) provides: 

Energy required Work done 
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Fuel Steam - . -
... ; . 

HP steam Steam Work Electric·. . i = E 

. ( = 
1000 kJ boiler 

a 

w = 0.255 lq{ . turbine· w ~ 321 'kJ generator 98 kJ 
Hioo kJ Q = 880 kJ (""' 321 'kJ .:. ,,, ... 

( = 387 kJ ! 
-

exh. gas LP steam Electric 
Q = 120 kJ COJ;ld. Q = 559 kJ energy 
( = 39kJ Q=O ( = 66 kJ E = 223 kJ 

( = 2.6 kJ ("" 223 kJ 

warm 

Condenser waLer ... Heat 
w = 6.68 kt, pumps 
Q = 559 kJ 
( = 47 kJ .. 

hot water 

~ 

Q ='782 kJ 
( = 91 kJ 

' 

Buildings 

·. 

Figure 9. Flow diagram of-energy and exergy in a power plant 
·with ·heat pumps utilizing waste heat for. space heating. 

The electric en~rgy required to transform the waste heat from the 
power pl:ant (559 kJ) into useful heat for space heating with heat pumps 
with CP = 3. 5, assuming an electrical and mechanical ·efficiency of the 
motor of 1.0, is 559 x 2.5 = 223 kJ. The useful heat (thermal energy) 
delivered is 782 kJ. 

The energy cost of· space heating provided by· heat pumps, as ·aboye ,: 
.is for electric energy used only when the power plant waste heat is 
available without cost. In that case the energy cost is 0.223 x 0.417 
0.985 mill for 0.782 MJ or 1.260 mill/MJ. The comparison with 'space 
heating through burning of #2 heating oil (fuel cost ·1. 4o mill/MJ.) ·is 
favorable, especially coqsidering the thermal efficiency of the boiler 
or furnace. The cost comparison is less favorable with the hot water 
from the heat and power- plant ( o·. 517 mill/MJ). · 

From the standpoint of fuel conservation the heat pumps are desir
able. Total fuel consumption is iess than with individual fuel·burnirig 
boilers in all houses.· 

The relationship between production and use of electric and/thermal 
energy is presented in Figure 10 for different producers and users. The 
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Figure lO. Ratip of electric to thermal energy use and production. 

Legend: 

A. Production of a heat and power plant~ based on the example of 
Chapter 3. l. 

B. , Average residential energy use in the United States. Reference: 
Appendix D. 

C. Residential energy during winter weather~ Reference·: Appendix D. 

D. ·Production of power.and Wa$te heat irian ordinary power plant as 
in the example in Chapter 3. l. 

E. Winter· residential energy conswnption using heat pumps for spaee. 
he a ti.ng as in Chapter 3. 2. 

heat and power plant produces proportionately more electric energy than 
the residential.users use during cold weather.. The ordinary power plant 
produces proportionately more waste heat than itsresidential electricity. 
users need for space heating using heat pumps ... ' The two types. of plants 
may supplement each other in their electric energy production but .the 
ordinary power plant will require alternate means for waste.neat disposal, 
particularly during warm weather, because it cannot opera,te at.reduced 
outp~t levels much of the time and remain competitive. 
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Fuel 
~ 

..• Steam,,_.,,, , ... HP steam Steam Wqr~·i•·· J.· . L,E.l~ctric ( = E 
1000 kJ boiler w = 0.255 kg . turbine w = 32f kJ generator 333kJ 
1000 kJ Q = 880 kJ ( = 321 kJ 

( =388 kJ 

LP steam Work 

exh. gas cond: Q = 559 kJ w = 12.4 kJ 

Q= 120 kJ Q=O £ = 66 kJ ( = 12.4 kJ. ; 

f = 39 kJ ( = 2.6 kJ 

'· 

Ammonia w = 0.46.9 k& Ammonia 

' 
boiler Q = 559 kJ -turbine 

( = 51.6 kJ 
.. ., 

Q = 546 kJ 
cond. ( = 39 kJ 
Q=O 

-

Heat warm 
exchanger air 
(cooling tower) 

Figure ll. Flow diagram of energy and exergy ~n a power 
plant with ammonia bottom cycle. 

3.3. The bottom cycle plant 

Jill air .co.oled power plant can achieve lower condenser t_emperatures 
and higher cycle efficiency during,cold weather than a water cooled· 
plant. -This can be realized with a second cycle for the low temperature 
range using 8.IIJ.IIlOnia or other non-freezing fluid. The bottom cycle ,.uses 
a smaller turbine than the steam cycle because·it operates at higher 
pressure. During warm weather the air cooled plant has higher condenser 
temperatures than the water cooled plant unless supplementary water 
cooling can be provided. 

Several fluids ·are sui table for .:the- bottom cycle, s~ch as_ carbon · 
dioxide, sulphur dioxide, Freon; and :others.· .. -Anunon:ia .will be .. used in an· 
example to determine .plant efficiencies .:at various condenser temperatures. 
Figure 11 shows the steam and ammonia cycles ·together in one flow 
diagram. The- steam cycle is the same ·as in- the p·revious example of an 
ordinary·power plant. 

The ammonia cycle is illustrated in a temperature-entropy diagram 
(Fig. 12). Three condenser temperatures are used: 20, 0 and -20 C. 
They represent estimated values for assumed ambient air temperatures of -
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Figure l2. Ammonia bottom cycle for the power plant. 
The temperature-entropy diagram shows different ~ammonia 

condenser temperatures. 

0.01~- ~20-and -~40 C. The ammonia vapo~ temperature is assumed to be 
25 C with a steam condenser temperatur-e of 35 C. 

The work do'ne_ py the ammoni-a t_urbine is very small as shown in the 
flow d'iagram because th_e temperature difference between . th_e ammonia _ 
vapor and condensate ·'is only 5 C. _ It increases sign-ificantly with 
decreasing condenser temp~rature. This is illustrated in Figure 13. 
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Figure l3. Efficiency of the steam cycles and the combined 
cycles of the power- plant and ·the heat and power plant. 



The liJiportance o!' ~a ~good :heat ·excnanger betw.een the ste.am and ammonia 
and the ammoni·a and ·air ~is ·also ~evident ·becaus.e t·he :ammonia cycle 
eft'iciency is affected signif-icantly •. -A lar_ge ;portien {)f the exergy o·f 
the· Tow pressure steam is Tost ·i-n the steam--ammonia neat exchanger and. 
much exergy remains unused in the B.mmonia- vapor leavi-ng the turbine .. 

The waste heat r.ej.ected .by the a.mnionia cy-ele is nearly as much as 
that rejected by the steam cycle. The advantage of the ammonia cycle is 
not t-o be sought in a significant waste 'heat ·reduction -but in the 
increased electric energy production. 

The-revenue produced by the ammonia cycle reaches 81 kJ (electric) 
x ·4. 417 mill/~T = 0. 358 'mill at -40 C ambient air temperature. This is 
s.ignificantly less than the revenue produced by the steam cycle: 0.948 
to 1. 088 mill after fuel costs. · On the- othe~ hand, the only principal 
equipment required for the ammonia· cycle is the turbine with its _conden~ 
sate pump and perhaps a separate heat exchanger. A separate gen~rator 

- is needed if the turbine is not connected to the -steam turbine generator. 
The ammonia cycle may be economically feasible, particularly where col4 · 
weather prevails much of the time. - -

The bottom cycle is equally applicable to the heat andpower plant. 
It permits operating the plant-at full capacity year-round while utilizing 
the waste heat that is npt needed for space heating. Figure 14 is the 
flow diagram for this b1nary cycle plant and Figure 15 shows the ammonia 
cycle in the temperature-entropy-diagram. The efficiency-of the combined 
steam-ammonia cycles is shown in Figure 13. ·rt is lower than that of 
the combined cycles with the ordinary power plant. This suggests that --
the lowest condenser temperature of the steam cycle provides the highest 
overall efficiency. ·The conclusion is tent-ative·, however, until other 
working fluids and cycle temperatures for the bottom cycle are evaluated. 
The temperature chosen for the sa~urated ammonia vapor of 50 C is 
relatively low compared with the steam condenser temperature of 86 C and 
affects the cycle efficiency adversely. The reason for the choice is 
the limitation of available thermodynamic data for ammonia. 

The revenue produced by the ammonia cycle combined with the heat 
and power plant ranges from 59 to 127 kJ x 4~417 mill/MJ,= 6.260 to 
0. 561 mill at ambient air temperatures ·from 0 to -40 c·. · 'l'he cost of the 
waste heat was determined in Chapter 3.1. and-is 0.327 mill. After 
subtracting this from the revenuelproduced, the ammonia cycle is less 
economically attractive here than1with the ordinary power plant. This 
verifies whatrFigure 13 shows: the overall efficiency of the power 
plant with bottom cycle is greater than that of the heat and power plant 
with bottom cyc-le. · 

The heat and power plant needs a more efficient bottom cycle so 
thf;l.t its combined efficiency is at least as great as that of the ordinary 
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power plant with bottom cycle. Then, the heat and power plant can 
operate year-round at. full capacity, increase its plant utili~ation and 
become competitive with the power plant as well-as the heating plant. 

The nuclear power plant faces the same problems and' solutions with 
its waste heat utilization and disposal' as the fossil fuel power plant 
because the condenser temperature of the steam cycle is the same. The 
only difference of concern is that there is relatively more waste heat 
from the nuclear :plant because the steam is produced with lower exergy. 
The feasibility of the bottom cycle applies equally to the nuclear power 
plant. 

3.4. Exhaust gas heat recovery. 

Signif~cant amounts of energy are lost with the exhaust gases from 
the boiler. Much·of it can be recovered profitably. When exhaust gases 
require treatment for··-pollution control it may be convenient to cool 
them and thei'r waste heat utilization becomes an obvious consideration. 
In cold climates it is 1 desirable to remove moisture from exhaust gases 
and_ cooling them is a logical approach. 

Waste heat frqm.the exhaust gases can be returned to the boiler by 
preheating the combustion air; it can be transferred directly to the 
steam cycle by preheating the condensate entering the boiler; it can be 
transferred to the bottom cycle to increase its efficiency; it can be 
utilized by the heat and power plant to produce more district he~t .. 

Many power plant·s use ·exhaust gas en.ergy to preheat the combustion 
air. The Dartmouth Heat_ arid Power Plant uses a Ljungstrom heat exchanger 
to raise the thermal efficiency of' the boiler from 0.88 to 0.94. Refer--. 
ring to Chapte-r 3.1. and F~gure 3.1.1. the energy delivered to the 
turbine is increased by 60 kJ and the work done by the turbine (and 
generator) is increased by 0'.365 x 60 = 22-kJ. The ·revenue produced 
from the increased saleof electricity is 0.022 x 4.417 = 0.097 mill. 

Greater heat recovery is possi"ble by cooling the exhaust gases to a 
low temperature but the precipitation of. sulphur and water from the 
gases requires a different heat exchanger. A gas to liquid heat exchanger 
as in a steam condenser may be suitable .. The -condensate, from .the steam 
cycle can serve as the cooling fluid. The energy available from condens
·ing the water. vapor in the. exhaust; gases is over· 4%. of the fuel heating 

. ·value (differ-ence between tfie upper. and .lower- he_ati;ng value). Therefore, 
with reference to Figure 5, 40 kJ of thermal' energy is potentially . 

.. . . I . . . ._ .... 

availabie-from the exhaust·gases. :The fuel energy·delivered to-the 
boiler is 1040. kJ.· The electric e~ergy --generated is. Io·4(>,_ :x: 0.321 =· 334. 
kJ which represen-ts a~ increase or·i about 13 kJ. The- increased rev-enue 
is ·G. 013 x 4. 417 · =. 0. 057 infll. 
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The- waste heat -of- the exhaust ga~es can _'also be transfe~r~d- t'o: ·the -.... 
bottom: cycle where .:it>can be 'used to superheat the vapor 'to_ fnsf~~~e 'th~-. 

· cycle efficiency ·and also t6 preheat the condensate. · H-owever~ :the·< .•. 
efficiency of the botto:Ui· cycle· is significantly lower than that·.:.of<the,· 
steam cycle and, ·ther_efe>re, ).es s electric . E:mergy will be produ¢e.d. ·It 
is:·elear that the' waste heat •from the exhaust ga~res ·is, best utflize<i.by 

. preheat±hg the combustiorr air or the condensate.. going int.o the ·.boiler:' 
rather than by improving the -e_fficieh~y' of ·the bottom. C!.ycl~-· · ·· · · 

'.· 

The heat and power- pla~t utilizes the waste heat from i'he. exh~}lS,t 
gases best by preheating the combustion·· air and/or preheating. the con+
densate entering. the boiler,· Just as ~n the ·ordinary power plant,' b~cause 
the greatest revenue is produced if the waste h'eat can be utill.zed- by 
the steam -cycle. ,That portion. of the energy. converted to electricity· 
through the steam cycle produces about 8 to .. 9 times ·as much revernie 
(4.4·17 x 0.517 = 8.55) as the remainder sold through the district heating 

- .: '. 

system~ 

3.5. Summary 

a. Heat and power .plant. ·Hot water (or' steam) produced by the 
heat and power plant is waste heat, but: it is produced· at a cost because 
t~e conversion process 'to produce electricity is less· effi·cieht due_ to_ 
the higher condensing temperature, compared with the conventional power 
plant. The overall conversio~ effi_ciepcy is 0. 24 7 at- 86_ C saturated . 
condensing temperature against 0. 321 at 35 C saturate.d condensing tempera
ture (including a bo-iler efficiency of 0. 88). The cost of the hot water 
_is determined by. the reduction in electricity produced. It is 0. 517 mill/MJ, 
·exclusive of distribution c?st. · The cost of the oil is 0.47-4 mill/MJ.· 
Therefore, the cost ·of hot water from a heat and power plant approaches· 
that of hot water or steam produced in a boiler (simple heattng plant). 
The heat and power plant does not appear ~o be economically very attrac
tive. It is more-attracti-ve from the s_tandpoint of _reduced waste heat 
dissipation. 

b. Heat pumps. They can provide heati:qg at 1.26 mill/MJ, conipar~d 
with 1.40 mill/MJ for ·#2 heating oil (exclusive of furnace efficiency). 

. . I . 

The heat pump may be· favorable compared with hot water from the heat and 
power plant ( 0. 517 mill/MJ), <I.epending ()n ~he distributi_on . cost of the 
hot :water.. The heat pump is as attractive' as the heat and power plant 
from the standpoint of waste.heat dissipation and more attractive· from 
the air pollution standpoint than qil burning home heating systems. 

c. Bottom cycles. Their advantage is in the low condenser_tempera
tures possible in cold regions through a dry cooling tower. The overall 
conversion· efficienq_y ·is .increased by 5 to 10 percentage ·poi~ts. They 
appear attractive for the heat and power plant -'because they utilize the 
waste heat that is not nee_ded for distri'ct heating and the plant can 
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operate at full "capacity and ·efficiency. They are attractive from the 
·standpoint of waste heat diss:ipation'because they use a dry cooling 
tower. 

d. Exhaust'gas.heat recoverY.. Thermal energy lost thr()ugh exhaust 
gases is best utilized for preheating of combustion' air or of the conden
sate.· The recovered energy is some portion of the. difference· between 
the boiler efficiency (e.g. 88%) .and the fuel energy (100%). The latent 
heat of condensible vapors in the exhaust gases permits recovery of 
about 4% of th·e _fuel energy, corres.ponding _to the difference between the 
upper and lower heating value.· ·Drying of exhaust gases through cooling 
and vapor condensation is attractive from the air pollution standpoint .• 

4 .'. Promising alternatives 

'The promising alternatives for waste heat disposal and for waste 
heat utilization are summarized in Chapters 2. 4. and 3.-5., respectively. 
From these the following systems evolve as promising solutions to the 
problem of energy production, use and dissipation with environmental and 
economic impact consideration in cold regions: 

a. The combined heat and power plant with bottom cycle and hybrid 
cooling tower. The hybrid cooling tower functions as a dry tower except 
during warm, dry weather when it is augmented with water spray cooling. 
The bottom cycle permits year-round operation ~nd plant capacity utili
zation to make it competitive with the- ordinary power plant. District_ 
heating and electric energy production utilize available fuel energy to 

l ' ' . 
the greatest extent possible and conserve resources. Air pollution 
control is centralized. 

b. The ordinary power plant with bottom:cycle_and hybrid cooling 
tower. It differs from the heat_and power plant by its lower steam 
condenser temperature. District heating is- not provided; instead, the 
greatest possible amount of electric energy is produced from the fuel. 

c. Heat pumps using the cooling water from an ordinary power 
plant. The cooling water c~n be distributed to users over relatively 
great distances without the heat ,loss problems of the district heating 
system. The advantages of electrjic heating of residences are available 
at a fraction of the cost of elec

1

tric resistance_ heating. Air pollution 
is reduced. Fuel energy is fullY: utilized and energy resources are . I . 
conserved. 

These prom1s1ng systems apply to fossil fuel burnfng plants as well 
as to nuclear thermal plants. The cleaning and drying treatment of the 
exhaust gases from fuel burning eliminates the undesirable chimney; the 
cooling tower discharges the tre~ted gases blended into the warm air 
stream. It produces the plant's :only emissions, a clear plillne forming a 
cloud at hig_h altitude. Existing plants can be converted by adding the 
bottom cycle and the cooling tower. 
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PART II: EVALUATION OF PROMISING ALTERNATIVES 

1. Introduct-ion 

Considerations of the environmental impact of discharges of large 
quanti ties of thermal energy from power plants, i.e. waste heat' and the 
growing economic incentives to increase the efficiency .of energy utili
zation due to _the rapidly rising price.of oil lead to a renewed-awareness 
of the need for effective waste heat management.· In cold .regions the 
ecology is less diverse and in a more ·delicate equilibrium than in 
temperate anQ. warm regions, and man's energy needs are greater (to support 
life and activities. Therefore, residents of cold regions ~raditionally 
have had a particular awareness of the need for effective waste heat 
management. 

Part I of this report identified available alternatives for energy 
utilization in power plants to reduce waste heat, ·and for the disposal 
of waste heat with the least adverse environmental impact. In-cold· 
regions the particular con_cern over the discharge of heated waters :Ls 
due to their cause· and aggravation of_the fog·problem which compounds 
the conunon alr pollution problems of urban areas. The discharge of 
humidified air from evaporative cooling· towers causes fog problems· jus·t 
as heated waters do. During warm weather there is no fog· problem, of 
course, because th~ relative humidity (more precisely the dew point 
temperature) is generally low. The remaining choices of heat transfer 
mode are by radiation into space (surface emission),_ by convection into 
.~he atmosphere (dry cooling), and by conduction into the earth (ground 
heat ~xchangers) ,· · · · 

The extensive low ambient air temperature c~ndi tions in cold -regions 
offer a special· opportunity .to increase the efficiency of epergy conver-: 
sion.in power plants. Lower c;ondenser temperatures are possible in warm 
regions; thus the efficiency of the_Rankine cycle is increased and· 

·available energy resources can be utilized more ·efficiently. This. -
opportunity is availableto ~uclear power plants as well as f()ssil~fuel 
power· plants and it can be realized in the same principa:L way _witll._both 
because it is independent . of the source of energy. It pertains .:?.niy to " " . . . . ·. . . . the cold end. of'.the thermodynamic process. 

Three .. t'echnically ·feasible alternativeg were ·.ide11t.i'fied in ~Pii:r'-t·)~:. 
a. heat pumps th~t utilize power plant' cooling water {waste .. heatJ .:for.: . 
tbe' heati-ng of hu~;lq.ing~. and related. purposes; b. bottomfng . 
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using an organic fluid and dr:y cooling towers, combined with conventional 
power plants, to avoid producing fog and perhaps reduce existing fog and 
to increase the overall plant efficiency; c. bottoming cycles with dry 
cooling•towers, combined with heat and power plants, to improve the 
-efficiency and year-round utilization -of such plants while also reducing 
the fog problem. · 

Part II evaluates the three alternatives to permit a rational 
choice of.the.most promising method. The economic viability is analyzed 
through a conceptual design lay·out to identify the major system elements. 
Next the basic parameters are identified which determine the size of the 
required facilities and equipment. , This size is expressed in relation 
to system capacity. Then the direct. 0 operating costs are estimated and 
combined ·with amortized fixed costs to obtain the actual cost of pro
ducing the desired product, e. g. heat for buildings or electri~i ty. The 
comparison with the cost from currently used methods determines ·the 
economic viab.ili ty. 

Part III will then test the selected best method through design for 
application in Fairbanks, Alaska, and ev-aluation of its· merits in ·terms 
of economic and social f~ctors. 

2. Heat pumps using plant cooling water 

The cooling water from a thermal power plant, fossil fuel or nuclear~. 
is not warm enough to be used for direct heating of buildings but it is 
a valuable source of thermal energy for heat pumps. It can be distributed 
through a commercial or residential area the same as hot water for 
direct heating. The thermal energy supplied by the hot water from a 
heating plant has value and a price· because it represents energy lost 
from the conversion process to ·electricity. Its exergy is greater than 
that of the cooling water which is near zero~ The cooling water is 
available at the cost of distribution alone but requires a heat pump and 
electric energy to make it available for heating of buildings (homes, 
offices, shops, hotels, etc.). 
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Figure lB. Distribution system for cooling 
water from power plant to l"~esidential area 

. for use as a heat source for heat pumps. 
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Figure l?. Hot.water distribution system 
for district heating.' 

The system is similar to a conventional district heating system 
using hot water. Such a system is shown ~n Figure 17. The hot water , 
system is pressurized in order to operate with sufficiently high pres
sure. in all parts of' the system such as to prevent boiling at water 
temperatures.above lOOC. 

In the residential area there are branch .and service connection 
lines to distribute the water to individual buildings. A model· of s-uch 
:a residential area is used to determine ·the heating requirements and the 
layout of the branch and service lines. The model used for this analysis 
is. adapted from that ·developed. by Miller .et al. (1971) for a design· 
study-of a total energy and total utility city. Appendix E describes 
the residential·area and the distribution system. 
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2.2 The water distribution system 

The res,idential area 'in Appendix E is located 3.1 mile? from the 
power plant, covers one square mile and has a population of 21,500 in 
apartment buildings. -Shops and schools are included in the area. The 
distribution system for cooling water is laid out with flow rates and 
pipe sizes based on a supply temperature of 20C arid.a'return temperature 
of ·1oc. The flow velocity at the·design point 'is 8 feet per second in 
the main pipe line, resulting in a pressure drop o·f 40 psi. A pump 
station at the beginning of the supply line feeds at the required rate 
so that the water pressure is positive at the end of the main supply 
pipe. The heat pumps in the residential area have their own circulating' 
pumps which develop flow according to demand and the pressure required 
to move the water through the main return pipe (i.e. 40 psi at the 
beginning of the main return· pipe at the design point). 

The distribution system for hot water is laid out to serve the same 
area in order to provide a-'direct comparison. It uses the same water 
temperatures as the system desig.ned by Miller et al. ( 1971): supply 
temperature 149C, return temperature 71C. 

Miller's .system is_ designed for summer_ cooling as well as for 
winter heating .. The hot water serves to power absorption refrigeration 
equipment. This makes the.system suitable for,year round use in all 
different climates. 

The plant cooling water system can.also be used for cooling with 
heat pumps. In that case the 10-degree water becomes the supply and the 
20-degree water the return-for the residential area. The circulating 
pumps are connected to tbe heat pumps in the opposite direction. 
During general cooling conditions the flow in the main pipe line i-s 
reversed. This is achieved by operating-six valves, installed as 
illustrated in Figure 18. Valves 1, 3 and '5 are closed and Valves 2, 4 
and 6 are opened. Now_the pump feeds the 10-degree main pipe. 

During mixed heating and cooling conditions there is heat exchange 
within the residential area between different users and the main pipe 
line supplies only the net difference. The main pump slows down accord
ingly- to me·et the reduced flow requirement. When the. net heating of the 
residential area changes to net cooling, the direc:tion of flow in the 
main supply and return pipes, and also the pressure differential between 
.them, reverses. This signals the vaives to -~witch as described ·above. 

~ 

The use of the plant· cooling water system for cooling in the resi-
denti~l area requires consideration of the thermal impact on the pi?-nt's 

·cooling porid, of course. During :ex~ensive-warm'weather the pond must 
accept waste heat from the power plant as well as from the residential 
area just-- as it may receive essentiaily no waste heat at all during cold 
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Figure lB. Valve control of main pump to 
p~rmit re·versaZ _oj flow in the cooling 

water distribution system.· 

weather (~11 waste heat from the plant is used by the heat pumps). The 
capacity of the pond must be large enough to avoid complete and solid 
freezing in winter and overheating in the summer. The waste heat from 
residential cooling can also be dissipated with a cooling tower, thus 
permitting the use of a smaller pond. ·The water in the distribution 
system augments the capacity of the. pond; it al.so produces .1:1 time delay 
of the impact from the residential area Wa$te heat. This waste heat 
(from cooling) reaches the cooling pond about 45 minutes aiter it is 
generated at full flow, or later at part tal load, mostly because the 
transit time in the: 5-km main pipe line is about 34 minutes. Therefore, 
th_e "s~orag~ capacity" of the distribution system· is about 45 minutes 
for residential was·te heat·. 

The pip~s in the plant cooling wate-r distribution system are not 
insulated, those of the hot water system are insulated arid·cased. Both 
systems.are buried in the ground. They could also be in a<utilidor. 
The heat losses from the uninsulated pipe system are large at .the start 
and decrease as the ground around them approaches the pipe temperature. 
The heat. losses are calculated by treating the buried pipe as a cylinder 
in an infinite medium with a step temperature change of the ,cylinder 
surface. The radial heat:flux is. given by Carslaw and Jaeger C1959): 
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This is expressed in dimensionless form: 

whereby: 

~ heat flux per unit cylinder surface 

a = cylinder radius 

. 2 . 
Yo~ (au)] 

~T step temperature change of the surface 

k thermal conductivity of the ground 

a. thermal diffusivity of the ground 
I 

t time 

Jo and Yo are Bessel functions 

u = dimensionless.argument 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Numerical solutions were computed by L. E ~. 'stanley at USACRREL and are 
presented in graphic form in. Fig~e 19. 

The heat losses from a 30-inch. pipe, 5 km long, buried in sandy 
soil ( 8% moisture) at an initial temperature of lC a.nd a pipe tempera
ture of 21C are calculated. Va.;tues ar·e at the end of one day, one month 
and one year. Thermal property values· are taken from Carslaw and Jaeger 
(1959). 

a= 0.381 m 

.. ~T = 20C 

k = 0.586 W/mK (0.339 BTU ft/hr ft
2 

F) 

-6 2 
a.= 0.33 x 10 m /s 
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The heat losses from the_ pipe at the end of 1 day, 1 month and 1 
. year are l1sted in Table l. Fqr the initial time period ·of less than 

one day the validity of the· curve may be questioned because the system 
does not star.t with a perfect· step temperature change but this initial 
period· is also not· relevant here. For the long-term con_di tions, e: g. 
one year and longer, the curve is also not valid becauae the surrounding 
medium i$ not -infinite; the proximity of the ground surface and seasonal 
temperature variations influence the heat transfer. For an interme-diate 
time period such as one month, however., the calculated heat loss may be 
considered to be repr.esentati ve of actual conditions. The design heating 
requirement of the residential area is 65 MW.- By comparison the pipe 
heat losses are about 1%, 0.3~% and 0.2% respectively. For practical 
purposes it·can be stated that the drop of the water temperature in the 
pipe is less than O.lC at the design- flow rate. It is greater at 
partial load but still negligible in this analysis . 

. · · __ The equipment and installation cost per apartment building con
taining 2l·apartments·is $11,531 for the cooling water distributi~n 
system and $38,047 for t~e·hot water distribution system. 

In a .larger residential area with individual homes for the same 
population, also 3.1 miles from the power plant, the equipment and 
installation cost per home is $738 for the cooling water distribution 
system and,$ 2, 610 for the hot water di stri but ion system. ' 
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1 day 1 month 1 ~ear 
( 

t -8.64 104 - 2.59 106 8 - 6 
X X 31.0 ·x 10 s 

(:;) - 0.196~ 5.-892 -- 70.704 

(~) - ~TK 1.737 ___ D. 6034 ~. 3676 

ip 53.432 18.-561 11.308-

639 _222 135 kW 

Table 1. Heat losses from the buried main.waj;er pipe. 

2.3 Design of the heat puinp ~ystem 

A circulating hot water system was selected for heating the apart
ment buildings as well as other buildings in this study because it is 
practical for central heating. The heat pump is a water-..to-:-water heat 
pump. Figure 20 shows the general configuration. 

The figure shows two heat pumps; one is for heating, the other for 
,cooling. In actual practice one heat pump can be used for heating and 
cool-ing by changing -flow directions through control ·valves. The pressure 
ratios and the ·evaporator and condenser-temperatures are different. In 
large b~ildings it may be necessary to provide heating and coolin~ 
simultaneously because of solar radiation or lighting and equipment 
effects~ In that case two pumps can be used. They provide the d~sign 
heating or cooling capacity when operating together in the same mode and 
half the design capacity in eac~~mode for operation in temperate weather. 

Both heat pumps are basically the same~ Each consists of a com
pressor, an expansion valve, a condenser heat exchanger and an evaporator 
heat exchanger. The heat pump for cooling is 'commercially produced and 
sold as a water chiller. The heat pump for heating is the same device 
except that its "waste heat" is the desired product., 

~he central water tank in Figure 20 with its heat exchangers is sup
plied from the plant cooling wat;,er distribution system by a circulating 
pump. During the heating mode the water in the tank is cooled. The 
thermostat (aquastat) at the· bottom of the tank responds, activate_s the 
circulating pump and opens the appropriate valves to supply 20-degree water 
to-the tank and discharge.lO-degree water. During the cooling mode the 
water in the tank becomes warmer. The thermostat at the top of. the-tank 
responds and 10-degree water fr9m the plant cooling water distribution -
system passes through the. tank. During combined heating and cooling 
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Figure 20. Central heating and air conditioning 
system for a building using 'circulating hot and 

chilled water produced by heat pumps. 

the water in the central tank becomes either warmer or colder, depending 
on the ne~ output of the two heat pwnps. 

The selected hot water temperature for the heating system is 55C 
(131F). It is slightly higher than is usually found in typical_systems 
using heat pumps but lower than temperatures used in oil-fired systems. 
Lower water temperatures require larger radiator and convector sizes. 
The heat pump is inefficient if it produces higher temperature water · 
than necessary~ The most economical temperature is determined by the 
'efficiency of the heat pump and the size of the radiators (convectors). 
The s-elected temperature is expected to produce conservative results' for 
the heat pump_"system, but may not be an o.ptimum value. 

I 
The chosen cycle condenser and_.. evaporator temperatures are· 6oc and 

5C to provide temperature differences of 5 to 15C for the heat exchange 
between the refrigerant a~d the water. The chosen refrigerant is Fl2 
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Figure 21. . Heat pump eye le for heating using Fl2 ( CF 
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as the refrigerant (diagram from Plank 1956). 
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(CF2Cl2 ) .. It operates at greater than atmospheric pressures which helps 
to avo1d the air intrusion problem. It is in the most favorable National 
Fire Underwriters group concerning freedom from toxicity. Compared with 
F22 which is also commonly used for heat piunps it- has lower compress-ion 
end temperatures and a slightly higher coefficient of performance. The 
compressor displacement is greater but is not considered important for 
small equipment. ' 

Figure 21 shows the heat pump cycle in the P-h diagram (pressure
enthalpy). The cycle is shown as the ideal cycle with adiabatic compres
sion and throttled-expansion. Table 2 gives the conditions at each 
point (Plank 1956). 

Point! Temperature Pressure Enthalpy 

T[C] 2 
P[ks;/cm ] i[kcal/ks;] 

1 ·-5 3.6959 . '114. 57 
2 5 3.6959 137.54 
3 68 15.481 143.95 
4 60 15~481 142.49 
5 60 15.481 114.57 

Table 2. Conditions-in the 'f7-eating eydte (Fl2)-. 

The coefficient ·of performance based on the- Carnot _ qycle is: 

(heating.) - 273-- + 60 
~.=.....--~ = 

60 5 6.05 (2"".3): 
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Figure 22. Heat pump cycle for cooling using Fl2 (CF2cl
2
J 

as the refrigerant (diagram from Plank l956). 

The coefficient of performance based on the Rankine cycle is: 

heating effect i3 -·i 
143.95 - 114.57 = . 

51 
(heating) = 4.58. = 143.95 137.54 compression work i3 - 12 

1.15 

1.16 

The relative efficiency of the Fl2 Rankine heating cycle in this 
_system is: 

CP (Rankine) =. 4
6 

.. _
0
58

5 
= 0. 757 CP (Carnot) 

. 
~ 

A e 
c 
ILl 

(2.4) 

Using a pump and motor efficiency of about 0.76 ·(compression ratio 
4.2:1) the actual CP of the heat pump is 3.5 (actual heating). 

The chilled water temperature chosen for the cooling system is 5C 
(40F). The cycle temperatures are 25C and OCto provide temperature 
differences for the heat exchange\ of 5 to 15C. The cycle is shown in 
the P-h diagram (Figure 22) and the conditions at each point are listed 
in Table 3. 

Point Temperature Pressure Enthalpy 

T[ C] 2 
P[kg/cm ] i[kcal/kg] 

"1 0 3.1465 105.77 
2 0 3.1465 136.99 
3 30 6.6363 140.45 
4 25 6.6363 139.61 
5 25 6.6363 105.77 

Table 3. Conditions in the cooling cycle (Fl2). 
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· The coefficient _of performar1.ce based on the Carnot cycle is: 

'CP 
T 

·T ~ T. (cooling) -
·. h c 

.273 . 
25 . ..:. 0 =.10.92 :(2.5) 

The coefficient of performance based Ol:l t-he Rankine cycle is: 

. . i2 - i5 
CP = refrigerating effect.= (cooling) 

compression work i
3 

- i 2 

= 136.99 - 105.77 = 
140.45 136 -99' 

(2.6) 

9.02 

The relative efficiency of the Fl2 Rankine cooling ··cycle in this 
syst~m is: 

CP (Rankine) 
---+----._..;;.;.~ = 
CP (Carnot) 

9.02 = 
10.92 0.826 

Using a pump and ·motor. efficiency of about 'o. 83. (compression ratio 
2.1:1) the actual CP is 7~5 (cooling)~ 

2.4 Equipment sizes and costs 

The design heating requirements of an apartment building, established 
in Appendix A, are based on values used by Miller e~ al. (1971): 30 BTU/hr 
ft 2 floor space,. 25,200 ft 2, floor space, 0.756 x 10° BTU/hr = 63 tons = 
221.58 kW. The heating requirement o~ a house with the same floor space 
as one apartment, i.e. 1200 ft 2 , is ·36 x 103 BTU/hr = 3 tons =' 10.55 kW. 

. The design cooling requirement is given by Miller et'al. to.be 27.6 
BTU/hr ft 2. The cooling power.'required for an apartment is 0.6875 x 10 
BTU/hr_= 57-~ tons= 201.5 kW. The cooling power required for a house 
is 32.8 x 10 BTU/hr = 2.73 tons = 9.6 kW. 

The rate ·at which thermal energy is-removed from the plant cooling 
water distribution system per square foot of building floor space is 30 
(2.5/3.5) = 21.43 BTU/hr (heating. mode; CP = 3.5). To meet the design . 
cooling requirements the heat tra~sfer·to the distribution ·sys~em is 
27.3 (8.5/7.5) = 30.94 BTU'/hr (cooling mode; CP = 7.5). The load on the 
cooli,ng water distribution .system is therefore 30.94/21.43 = 1.44 times 
as gr'eat during cooling as during heating. This effect is explained by 
the fact that the electric energy· used to drive the heat pump is utilized 
for.heating of the building during the heating mode but is rejected as 
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waste heat into the water distrib~tion system during the'cdoling mode. 
Consequently, during design ·cooling conditions the flow. in the distribu
tion system is 1.44 times as great as indicated in Chapter 2.2. or the 
temperature of the water returned to the system from the heat pump will 
be raised to about· 25C instead of 20C. The latter appears as the pre
ferred alternative. 

The cost of a heat pump for an apartment building (heating mode) is 
estimated from the cost of a packaged water chiller, compressor type,· 
water cooled (which is ·the same piece of equipment). The heating capacity 
of 756,000 BTU/hr with .. CP = 3.5 corresponds to a.cooling capacity of 
756,000 (2.5/3.5) = 540,000 BTU/hr = 45 tons. However, the capacity 
required for cooiing is 57.3 tons. ·Therefore, a design capacity of 60 
tons is selected. It is assumed that the two 30-ton units are used. 
The cost of two 30-ton units, together, is $22,000 (App. F). All cost 
estimates' are based on installed price. 

The cost of a heat pump for a house (heating mode) is estimated 
from that of an air-to-water heat pump. A 40,000-BTU/hr unit· costs 
about $167.0. This cost is used for ~he analysis because the air-to
water unit is considered likely to be more expensive than a water-to~ 
water unit. Cost estimates for water-to-water units were not available 
in that size. The same cost is used for a heat pump for cooling a 
house. 

The cost of an oil burning boiler for the hot water heating system 
of an-apartment building is about $4,400-for 800,060 to 850,000 BTU/hr. 
The cost of an oil burning boiler for a house is about $1,600 (available 
estimate is for 91,000 BTU/hr). 

· The boiler a-lso requires a chimney and an oil tank which must be 
considered as part of the boiler system. The cost of the chimney and 
boiler is near $800. Actual costs vary depending on the size and choice 
of design and materials and cannot be defined more accurately in a 
.general analysis. 

There is no in-house equipment required for district hot water' 
heating. In-house plumbing is ignored because it is common to all 
systems in the comparison even though the radiators (convectors)·used 
with hot water. from heat pumps are larger due to lower water temperature 
than with an oil-fired boiler or district hot water. Cooling is achieved 
with district hot water through absorption refrigeration or through 
separate vapor, compression refrigeration (water chiller, air conditioner). 
The cost of such "cooling_ equipment is assumed to be similar as f~r the 
above heat pump~. The same cooling-equipment is applicable to the oil-
_fired boiler system. 



The equipment costs for various heating and cooling systems are 
summarized in Table 4. It is immediately evident that the lowest 
equipment cost for an apartment building is that of an oil-fired boiler 
and the highest cost is that of the district hot water system. For a 
house, however, the heat pump represents the lowest eq~ipment cost. In 
fact, the heat pump compares in cost with the oil-fired boiler without 
cooling capacity. 

AEartment bldg. House 

Heat pump 22,000 1,670 
Cooling water ll,531 738 
distr. system 
TOTAL 33,531 2,408 

Hot water 38,047 . 2,610 
distr. system 
Cooling equipment 22,000 1,670 
TOTAL 60,047 4,280 

Oil-fired boiler 4,400 1,600 
Chinmey 2,200 Boo 
Cooling equipment 22,000 1,670 
TOTAL 28,600 4,070 

Pable 4~ Summary of heating and aooling equipment costs. 

It must be noted that this analysis does not consider the equipment 
cost for heating domestic hot water. Such water may be heated directly 
by the oil-fired boiler, indirectly by the· district hot water system· 
through a heat exchanger (water heater)," and in the heat· pump system 
either through direct electric heating (after pre-heating through the 
hot water heating system) or through a small heat pump using the.hot 
water of the heating system as a heat source (cascade system). 

2. 5. ·Annual operating costs-

The annual operating costs are determined from two factors: the 
fixed costs and the energy costs. The energy costs for heating and for 
c-ooling depend on the climatological conditions of a particular location. 
Usually -the cooling requirements are greater where the heating require~ 
ments are less.· -

The annual energy requirements are more difficult to determine than 
·the design heating or cooling capacity requirements because pertinent 
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climatological data do not give ~n exact correlation. This-is particu
larly· true of __ :~~e cooling energy_ requirem~nts. 

For this . analysis the ene:rgy requirements . establis-hed by Miller 
et al~ (l971) will be used as a basis. They are. for a .;E'hiladelph.ia 
location. The correlation for other locations is on the basis'- of heating 
degree-days ( 65°F basis) and cooling degree-days (Discomfort Index·· 60). 
This correlation will be used to analyze other locations, including-cold 
regions. Philadelphia has 4815 heating degree-aays (mean between airport 
and city) and about 1400 cooling degree-:-days. 

The energy required annually for heati~g is 47.9 x 1~3 BTU/ft2 of 
floor space or 6o.67 x 103 MJ for a 1200-ft apartment or ·single-dwelling 
house. This amounts _to 9-95 BTU/ft2 degree~day, which is just under the 
values determined in Appendix D (~.3) (AS~ Guide 1~72). The energy 
required for_cooling is 40.3 x 10 BTU/ft or 51 x 10 MJ per apartment 
or house. These values are determined from the ratio of the average 
annual heat consumption, for heating as well as for air conditioning. 

The cost of energy is summarized~in Table 5 according to energy 
type. Oil and electricity costs-are taken from Appendix C. Oil is 
heating oil for.· power plants, #2 oil is residential heating oil. The 
cost of electricity is the national weighted average. · The cost· of 
thermal energy from 80-degree (C) water from_a heat and power plant of 
54·. 5¢/MB'I'U is taken from Chapter 3 .1. of Part I. It is determined from 
the cost penalty due to lower conversion process_efficiency of the heat 
and power plant, compared with the straight power plant, due to the 
higher condenser temperature. 

Oil: 50¢/MBTU = 0.474 Mill/MJ 
#2 oil: 148¢/MBTU = 1.405 Mill/MJ 

Electricity: 15.9 Mill/kWh = 4.417 Mill/MJ 
Water (80C): 54.5¢/MBTU = 0.517 Mill/MJ 

Hot water, steam (max): 68.8¢/MBTU = 0.653 Mill/MJ 

Tab!e 5. - The costs of various forms of energy 
(based on l9? 2 prices). 

The cost of thermal energy from hot water (or steam) in a district 
. heating system, produced by a heat and power :plant, must not be greater 
than that p.roduc ed by a straight heating :plant • A 1, obo, OQQ...,BTU /hr 
boiler ·costs $4;yoo (Appendix F).· With annual capital (14%) a:r;Id operating 
and· maintenanc-e {3%) costs totalling 17% anQ. 8,000 operating hours per 
year the fixed cost is :$0.10 per MBTU or about 0.1 mill/MJ. A boiler 
two -orders of magnitud~ greater costs relatively much less. Therefore, 
it is assumed that the above fixed cost is representative of a complete 



hea~ing plant • The fuel cost for oil is 50¢/MBTU ~nd the thermal effi
ciency of the boiler is assumed to be·85%. The resulting energy cost of 
68. 8¢/MBTU applies to a straight heating plant and represents a pra-ctical 
limit for reference. It also·points to the narrow margin within·which 
the economic feasibility of ~the heat and power plant is assured. .The 
.selected thermii:l energy cost for the district hot water system in this 
analysis ·is 65¢/MBTU = 0.616 mill/MJ. 

The .energy cost· ·figU:res summarized in Table 5 are based on 1972 
prices.· ·The current trend of rapidly rising oil prices changes ·the cost 
figures and a~fects the economic analysis accordingly. However, it is~ 
not believed that the conclusions will change because. the v:arious 
energy forms are· interrelated and have similar price trends. Only in 
the .distant future can the price of electricity possibly drop relative 
to oil when oil_ can be eliminated· as a fuel for power plants. 

The annual fixed costs of all heating and cooling equipment, as 
well as for the water distribution systems, are set at 17%. This va_lue 
is based on 14% capital costs and 3% operating and maintenance costs. 
This uniformity and simplicity is_ chosen in orde~ to faci_litate the -
basic-comparison of the various. systems; 

The system using heat pumps and distributed pl~nt cooli'ng water is 
suitable for heating as well as cooling. The other two systems: _district 
hot water heating and oil-fired boiler heating, are not directly suitable 
for cooling. In·order to permit cost comparisons for cooljng as well as 
heating for all three systems, the latter two will be equippe-d with 
apsorption refrigeration equipment for this purpose. The equipment cost 
is assumed to be equal to that of the vapor compression refrigeration 
equipment (water chillers). 

Absorption and turbo-compression refrigerators _have higher partial 
loa.d efficiency .:than piston compression refrigerators. Load control is 
possible from 100 to o% with absorption equipment, 100 to 10% with turbo 
c~mpressors and 100 to 30% with piston compressors. Table 6, adapted 
from Plank (1956), Vol. XII, compares relative partial load power require
ments. Absorption refrigeration and turbo compressors are therefore 
attractive for large systems. 

Cooling power (%) lGO 9C Be 70 60 50 40 30 
LiBr, by-pass control ·100 87 75 65 55 45 35 27 
Turbo compr., adj. vanes 100 87.5 76 65 55.5 47.5 39 31.5 
Piston compr., 6-cyl. 100 lOb 86 86 74 60 60 45 

-Table 6. Comparison of relative partial' power requirements 
of different refrigeration systerr:s (from Plank). 
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Table 7 shows that absorption refrigeration has a high ratio of 
power required to refrigeration achieved. For proper interpretation one 
must consider that compresso'rs generally use electric energy while 
absorption equipment uses thermal energy. Thermal energy is much less 
expensive than electric energy, particularly if it is available as waste 

"" .. · .. heat. Therefore, absorption refrigeration is usually feasible where 
thermal energy is available from an existing source. (Absorption is not 
used for household refrigerators because electric energy is not cost 
effective for heating, but it is used for camping refrigerators,using 
gas for heating.) 

Cooling 
100 90 80 70 60 50 .·40' 30 20 10 power (%) 

LiBr, by-pass 
1.48 1.44 1.39 1.38 1.36 1.33 1.33 ].33 1.33 1 .. 33 contr. 

Turbo compr, 
adj. vanes 0.175 0.170 0 •. 166 0.162 0.162 0.166. 0.183 Q'l.2J:9' 0:.219 0.350 

Piston compr, 0.186 86 6 223 223 0 252 6:-cyl. 0.1 0.193 0.193 0.20 0. 0. . 

Table 7. Comparison of power to PefPigePation effect ratios 
of diffePent PefrigePation systems (from Plank). 

Lithium bromide and water form a solution that is popular for
absorption syst"ems._ It is thermally more efficient than an ammonia and 
water solution. It is also non-toxic. Partial load ratios for lithium 
bromide and water absorption with by-pass control (thermal energy re-· 
quired to cooling effect achieved) are listed .in Table 7. Plank (195·6 ). ,, 
Vol. VII, gives the following performance data for ammonia and!. ·water 
absorption refrigeration: 

Evaporator temperature = 
Cooling water temperature: 

Heat source temperatUre: 
Thermal energy to cooling effect: 

co·oling water per kW: ·ar cooling: 
Pump power. per kW of cooling:. 

oc 
15C 
95 to lOOC 
1.6 : 1 
0.1 m3/h 
6.9 w 

Absorption refrigeration does produce significant amounts of waste 
heat. Cooling water requirements are about the same~as with vapor 
compression refrigeration. City water may be used if it is available in 
the required quanti ties. Well water may be used if available. . Neither 
method is completely satisfactory •. The best opportunity' is believed to 
be· in air cooling •. The cost of cooling is not included in this analysis 
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Figure 23. Annual operating .;osts for heating ·and for air conditioning 
using heat pumps~ district hot water and oil-fired boilers. The costs 
include fixed costs for equipment. Air conditioning costs include only 

fixed costs that are supplementaZ to those determined for heating~ 

of operating costs because.:l.t depends largely on the available oppcrtuni
ties. . This fa~t must pe considered in evaluating the annual operaJ.ing 
costs of the different systems in greater detail. 

The calculations of the.annual operating costs of the three neating 
and cooling systems are presented. in Appendix G. The results are used 
to produce a graphic presentation· of the annual-costs as a function of 
the number of degree-days of heating and cooling. This is shown in 

I 

Figure 23 for the heat pump, district hot water and oil-fired boiler 
systems. 

The degree-day scale is reasonably well suiteg for comparing heating 
costs of a building in different loc,ations. It is based on 65F as a 
base and an indoor temperature of about 70F. The base tempe:rature of 65F 
is an experi.ence value at which fuel consumption is zero in a·relati'onship 
that shows fuel consumption to be directly pr'oportional to decreasing 
temperature •. Figure 24 is a fieating degree-day map of the United Stat :,s. 
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Figure 24. Heating degree-day distribution across the United States. 
Source: . Strock and Koral (l965). 

Values for numerous cities in the US and outside are listed in Strock 
and Koral (1965). 

A corresponding cooling degree-day scale can be used to determine 
the air conditioning needs of a building and different locations but it 
is less reliable than the heating degree-day scale. There are two main 
reasons for this problem: first_, the average daily temperature does not 
consider large variations which would be better considered by a degree
hour scale and- second, the humidity affects the ·cooling requirements, 
not only the temperature. 

A Discomfort Index (DI) was defined by J. F. Bosen, Office of 
~Climatology, US Weather Bureau (see Strock and Koral, 1965), in an 
equation he derived: 

(2.7) 
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AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL NUMBER OF COOLING DEGREE-DAYS 
Period: 1953-1957, ind. laM: Diacomfort Index 60 

Figure 25. Cooling degree-day distribution across the United States. 
Source: Strock and Koral (l965). 

which can also be expressed as: 

DI = 0.55 Tdb + 0.2 Tdp + 17.5 (2.8) 

whereby Tdb = dry bulb temperature 

Twb wet bulb temperature 
simultaneous 

= values 

Tdp = dew point tempera~ure· 

The Discomfort Index is in degrees F but it is not a temperature 
value. It is an index intended to be directly proportion~l to the 
degree of discomfort. 
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Earl C. Thorn of the same office then proposed that the DI be made 
useful for determining the energy ·requirements for air conditioning by 
(a) fC?r a given day, adding the four values of the ·nr for 6-hour periods, 
(b) dividing by 4, and (c) subtracting this average from a base of 60. 
Th~s yields a number-proportional to the total of sensible-and latent 
heat loads imposed by outside air. Figure 25 shows the:average yearly 
cooling degree-days for 1953 to 1957 (Strock and Koral, 1965). 

The degree-day scales for heating and cooling can serve_only as a 
general reference be·cause they cannot account for two /factors that 
affect the heat loss and .gain of buildings significantly: wind and 
s'olar radiation. Both vary with the design, orientation, location and 
tree protection of a building. 

2. 6. Evaluation and c·onclusions 

A comparison of the annual costs of heating only,· given by the 
heating cost curves in Figure 23, provides the following results: 

,For apartments the oil-fired boiler· presents the least costly 
system by far. District heating is less costly_than heat pumps in areas 
with more than 4,500 degree-days • 

. For houses the district heating system is least costly in areas 
with more than 4,250 degree-days, in warmer areas the heat pump ~s least 
expensive. The oil-fired boiler gives·the most costly system except in 
very warm areas (less than 2, 000 degree-days). 

Heating without air cqnditioning needs is limited to cold regions. 
Therefore, ·it follows from above that in cold regions the oil-fired 
boiler provides the least costly heating system for apartment buildings. 
For residential housing the district heating system is least costly, 
presumably. '\fith neighborhood or community (co-op) heating plants. There 
is one alternative for the isolated house to have less costly heating 
than with an oil-fired boiler, however. That is with the oil-fired hot 
air furnace (see Appendix F). 

All other areas between (and partly including) the cold regions and 
the tropics reql,lire heating as well as air conditioning, or at least 
they make it desirable. They vary from great heating together with 
small·cooling requirements on one end.to small heating together with 
great cooling requirements at the other end, on an annual basis. In 
order to evaluate the relatiye costs of.the three heating and cooling 
systems under analysis for different climatic conditions, three cities 
are selected because their climates. range from cool to-warm (Table 8)~ 
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Minneapolis, MN 
Washington, DC 
Savannah, _ GA 

Heating 
degree-days 

7,853 
4,296 
1,710 

Cooling 
, degree-days 

1,000 
1,700 
3,000 

Table 8. Climatological comparison of three cities. 

The annual costs for heating and cdoling of apartments in t~e t~ree 
selected cities are summarized in Table 9. The corresponding costs of 
houses ·are summarized in Table 10 .. The projection into very warm 
climates requires consideration of the higher CP for heating. The 
effect on this analysis is considered to be small. 

heat pump 
Minneapolis, MN district 

boiler 

heat pump 
Washington, DC district 

boiler 

heat pump 
Savannah, GA district 

boiler 

Energy 
heat + cool 

124.87 + 
59-37 + 

185.37 + 

21.46 
32.31 
98.27 

68.31 + 36.49 
32.48 + 54.93 

101.41 + 167.06 

27:19 + 64.39 
12.93 + 96-94 
40.37 + 294.81 

Fixed Total 
heat + cool heat + cool 

271.44. 
308.00 + 178.09 

53.43 + 178.09 

271.44 
308.00 + 178.09 
53.43 +·178~09 

271.44 
308.00 + 178.09 

53.43 + 178.09 

417.77 
577-77 
515.16 

376.24 
573-50 
499-99 

363.02 
595-96 
566.70 

Table 9. Annual heating and cooling costs of apartments 

heat pump 
Minneapolis, MN district 

boiler 

·heat pump 
Washington, DC district 

boiler 

heat pump 
Savannah, GA -,_ district 

boiler 

,Energy 
h~at + cool 

124.87 + 21.46 
59-37 + 32.31 

198.60 +·105.29 

68.31 + 36.49 
32'.48 + 54.95 

108.64 + 178.99 

27~19 + 64.39 
12.93 + 96.94 

~ 43.25 + 315.86 

Fixed Total 
heat + cool heat + cool 

. 409'· 36 555.69 
443.70 + 299.20 834.58 
408.00 + 299.20 1011.0~ 

409.36 
443.70-+ 299.20 
408.00 + 299.20 

514.16 
830.31 
994.83 

409.36 500.94 
443.70 + 299.20 852-77 
408.00 -+ 299.20 1066~31 

Table. lO. Annual heating and cooling costs of houses. 
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The heat pump system using power plant cooling water through:':a dis ..... 
tribution system is cle~rly. the. least costly· system .for apar:tme;nt _ . 
buildings _as well as for individual houses. The district heating ·system 
provides ~he most. costly method for apartment .buildings and the Q.t.l·
fired boiler provides the most· costly method for ,individual houses.· 

. . . . . . ' . . ! . . - . 

The cost. advantage of the- heat pump system is considerable so ·.that· 
an investment may be considered for supplemental cooling at t:he power 
plant during the warm season. The waste heat frpm the residential area ... 
must be dissipated in addition to that of the power plant. ·The coolfng 
pond size may have to be increased. or a· cooling tower may be added. A 
natural draft;. wet cooling torrer costs about · $6 per kilowatt of heat 
dissipation, according_ to Miller ·et al. (1971}.· The heat rejection from 
the residential area during design cooling-conditions is about 95 MW. 
The cooling tower cost is about $600,000. (A mechanical draft, wet 
cooling tower is somewhat less expensive). This expense has not been 
included in the above cost analysis but appears feasible with the heat 
pump system. Problems due to cold we.ather fog formation are not antici
pated because the cooling tower is needed only during hot weather. 

The heat pump system is a very clean system from the standpoint of 
environmental impact. The air pollution problem is greatly reduced 
because the heat pump has no emissions and it replaces oil burning 
heating equipment with its chimney emissions. The benefit is greatest 
in urban areas. In ·fact, further efforts to reduce air _pollution in 
cities will inevitably lead to the need to reduce chimney emissions. 
The heat pump isan available solution leading to the all-electric city. 
The overall control of emissions into the atmosphereis simplified 
because the e'missions are concentrated in central plants' instead of 
beir{g widely distributed (oil burners ih every :house)-.. Central plants 
permit the most effective and efficient pollution control. Monitoring 
is also most reliable •. 

, Central plants have the further advantage over individual oil 
burning heating equipment in every house, that they permit the use of 
alternate fuels. Coal, and also solid wastes, can be burned as abundant 
fuels in the United States in place of oil which.is in short supply. 
Nuclear energy can also be utilized in central plants to reduce the need 
for·consuming fossil fuels wh:ich are a limited and non-renewable resource. 

Heat pumps are expected to have a favorable effect on the load 
characteristics of a power plant. They place a relatively stable demand 
on the plant, compared with the pronounced demand peaks of lighting, 

. cooking, etc. The demand by the heat pumps depends directly on the~ 
weather. and the resulting heating and cooling loads· 'and, therefore, /it 
does not change abruptly. The heat pumps require much energy, compared 
with the average needs for lighting and cooking (although it is much 
less than electric resistance heating, of course). The overall effect 
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is an increase of the power plant-'s base load, c-ompared to oil-heated 
house·s·, and an expected loyer peak to base load ratio. 

. . . . - . . . 

. . . . . 

-The heat pump system is of- national econo:Inic· interest because it 
uses. less fuel energy overall than the commonly used indivldual.oil
fired boiler (or. furnace). This· point can be explained as follows. The 
oil-fired. boiler uses fuel with an efficien-cy of 65 to 70%. . The heat 
pumpuses electricity produced with an efficiency of 32% (~ee Part I) or 
more and delivers 3.5 times as much thermal energy by utilizing waste 
heat ( CP = 3.5). The result is a fuel efficiency of 112% or more. This 
does nQt mean that energy is being created or that the first law of 
thermodynamics is being violated. It ·means only that-the heat pump 
utilizes more waste heat than_is produced in generating the electricity 
needed to drive it. 

3. Rankine bottoming cycles 

The Rankine cycle is use~ for bottoming cycles to utilize waste 
heat because it has the greatest thermodynamic cycle efficiency next to 
the -Carnot cycle which, of-course, serves as the standard of comparison. 
This fact is evident from- the temperature-entropy diagra.rri. -The Rarikine 
cycle without superheating closely approximates the rectangular shape of 
the Carnot cycle. 

Rankine bottoming _cycles are suitable for use ·together. with steam 
Rankine cycles ·in the typical steam power plant and heat and power 
plant. These cases will be evaluated. The same bottoming cycles are 

.also suitable together with Brayton (gas turbine)- and Diesel cycles. 
The gas turbines may be part of open or closed cycle systems. In other
words, the bottoming cycles are applicable to almost all fossil fuel and 
nuclear power plants. Finally~ ·they can serve to utilize energy from 
geothermal sources (wet or dry sources), from ocean temperature'_gradients 
or ocean-air temperature differentials, and from solar heating. 

3.1. Selec~ion of a working fluid 

In the steam-power plant the'condenser as the energy source for the 
bottoming cycle has a temperature of 35 C, o·r similar. The heat and 
power plant represents a source at a temperature near 100 C, or perhaps 
higher. Therefore, the working ffuid must be suitable for an evap~ration 
or boiling temperature of_lOO Cor higher. A similar requirement holds 
for the case of a Brayton cycle as the source. 

, Several fluids are evaluated~, including water for comparison. A 
basic Rankine cycle between 100 ahd 0 C is used for the evaluation 
(Figure 26) and the tlH~rmodjnamic properties an<f'the cycle efficiencies 

·are calculated in Appendix H .. The selection of working fluids is limited 
by available thermodynamic data for temperatures up to and exceeding , 
100 c. 
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Figure 26. Temperature-entropy diagram for water, showing the Rankine 
cycle between 100 and OC used for comparing the efficiency of different 

fluids for the bottoming cycle (diagram from Schmidt, 1969) .• 

The Carnot cycle efficiency between 100 and 0 C i's 

n = . c . 
= 373.15 - 273.15 = 0 26799 

373.15 • 

il -·i2 
The Rankine cycle efficiency is -~ = (calculated values in 

- ) Q il - i3. Appendix H . 

. The relative efficiency of the Rankine cycle, compared with the 
Carnot cycle, is nR/nc· This is the ratio·of interest for the evaluation. 
Table 11 lists the fluids under consideration. 

Fluid nR nH/nc 
.. 

Water (H
2
0) . 0.2491 0~9295 

Ammonia (NH
3

) 0.2275 0.8489 

Fl2 (CF 2c12 ) · 0.2110 0.787~ 

Fll (CCL
3
F) . 0.2186 0,. 8157' 

Sulfur dioxide (802) o. 22.44 o.B373 

F21 (CHCl F) . 
2 0.229 0.8544 

Table 11. Rankine ·ayale efficiencies of some fluids. 
between 100 and OC. 
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The comparison of Rankine cycle efficiencies shows that water 
performs best, followed by F21 and ammonia. High efficiency is desirable, 
of course, _to produce the maximum amount of energy, as well as revenue 
from sales. -

Another compari~on II}U~t be made which give::; an indication of the 
size of the turbine which is required. -The turb.l.ne -is' the major piece 
of capital' equipment which is req~ired for the bottoming cycle. The 
turbine size is determined by the volUIDetric flow rate in th,e last -
stage. This flow rate depends on the specific volUIDe of the exhaust 
vapor and the mass flux which in turn is describedby the energy dissi
pated in the condenser. The specific volumetric flow (i.e.-volume flow 

· per unit of output) is· defined here as 

= 

Fluid <P p 

Water (H20) 82.5 m3/MJ 0.006 bar 

Ammonia (NH
3

) . -0.229 " 62.64 " 
Fl2 (CF2Cl2 ) 0.-366 " 3.086 " 
Fll (CC1

3
F) 2.128 " 0.402 " 

Sulfur dioxide (802) 0.584 " 1.540 " 
F21 (CHC12F) 1.238 " 0.710 " 

TabLe L2. Specific volumetric fLow and saturation 
pressures of some fLuids at 0 C. 

The comparison of the specific volumetric flow rates in Table 12 -
shows· that the steam turbine is extremely large a11d _costly. The small
est turbines are needed for ammonia and Freon 12 cycles. The latter 
fluids also have greater than atmospheric- saturat-ion pressures at all 
anticipated condenser temperatures which eliminates the air intrusion 
problem. 

Water is not a candidat-e fluid despite its high cycle efficiency. 
It is listed only for comparison~ _Its relatively high freezing_ point 
prevents its use at, temperatures below 0 C, its low pressure creates 
design problems for seals, and itslarge volumetric flow rate indicates 
the need for a relatively large and costly· turbine. 'rt appears that in 
the ordinary power ·plant the 'low pressure stages of the steam turbine 
might be replaced advantageously with a- smaller'bottoming cycle turbine. 
The steam cycle would end at about lOOC instead of 3-5C followed by the -

_bottoming cycle. -



Freon .12 has the highest Rankine cycle efficiency- and ammonia has 
'the lowest volumetric flow rate of the fluids being compared here. For 
these reason_s they are the most desirable fluids. However, ammonia is 
very toxic, producing serious or fatal results in concentrations Of· 0.5% 
by volume after 30 minutes; Freon 12 is less toxic; -producing such 
results in concentrations of 10% after 30 'minutes. ·~onia is quickly. 
detected because of its pungent odor; Freons are almost odorless in 
small concentrations. Ammonia can be burned in certain concentration 
limits, but there is only a little danger of explosion. Table 13 lists 
toxicity and flammability characteristics of.the fluids under considera
tion. The highest toxicity is denoted by the number l and the lowest 
toxicity is 6. These characteristics mus.t· be considered as well as the 
thermodynamic and physical properties. 

Water (H
2
o) 

Anurionia · ( NH
3

) 

Fl2 (CF 2c12 ) . 

Fll ( CC1
3
F) . 

Sulfur dioxide (so
2

) 

Toxicity 

2 

6 

5 

l 

Flammability 

non 

limited concentr. 

non 

non 

non 

F2l (CHC12F) 4-5 non 

Table l3. Relative-- toxicity as noted by the Natiorial Fire 
Underunii.ters and flarronability of some fluids. 

Based on all thes·e considerations Freon 12 is chosen as the working 
fluid for the follow~ng analysis. Its volumetric flow rate is almost as 
low as that of ammonia and it is not poisonous. It has the least toxic 
National Fire Underwriters group rating. It does· not burn and it forms 
no explosive mixtures with air. It is readily available and commonly 
used. 

·Freon 21 is an attractive alternate fluid which must be considered 
under other circumstances. Its thermodynamic characteristics .are pre
ferable to those of Freon 12 but its vplumetric flow rate and its 
toxicity are greater. 

3.2. The heat excha~gers 

The.heat exchangers that are needed for the bottoming cycle systemdiffer 
fr.om those used in· conventional steam· cycle plants. Figure 27 illustrates 
the temperature conditions in and functional locations of heat exfhangers. 
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(radiators, convectors) ~;~~em 
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Air Temp. 

c. Direct Hot Water Heating System 

Figure 2'?. Temperature diagrams of heat exchanger systems. 

The bottoming cycle- (Fig. 27a) uses ambient air for cooling in 
order to utilize ;tow temperatures for high cycle efficiency.· A direct 
cooling tower is the economical choice that_ avoids the additional heat 
exchangers needed for an_ indirect cooling tower. Direct conde~ser 
c.ooling systems are practical when the specific volumetric flow 4> is • 
low as in the case of Fl2. 

Steam has large specific volume flow 4> and low condenser pressure 
(high vacuum); therefore, with air cooled systems an indirect cooling 
tower is frequently chosen, particularly for large plants. Figure 27b 
shows the indirect dry cooling tower. The difference-between it and 
cooling pond or river cooling is that the cooling water is in a closed 
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system. The comparison of Figure 27a and b also shows that the Freon 
cycie can perform-as a heat pipe during warm weather. It boils and 
condenses at about the same temperature and the temperature difference 
between the condensing steam and the ambient air is smaller than with 

. water as the heat transfer fluid. The cooling range goes to zero. 

Figure 27c shows the basic similarity of the district hot water 
heating system and the indirect dry cooling. tower. Only the water 
temperatures differ. 

The heat exchanger between the steam cycle and the bottoming cycle 
replaces the conventional water cooled steam condenser. It is the 
condenser for the steam cycle, but it is at the same time the boiler for 
the bottoming cycle; i.e., it is a condenser/boiler. In the conventional 
steam condenser the cooling water is heated which causes a gradient in 
the condenser_from the water inlet to the outlet. In,the condenser/ 
boiler the bottoming cycle fluid, e.g. Freon, is boiled and evaporated 
at basically constant pressure and temperature. Therefore, the _condenser I 
boiler is a quasi-isothermal heat exchanger.· It will be called here the 
Freon boiler. 

The bottoming cycle.requires·a condenser for the expanded Freon. 
This Freon condenser is an air-cooled condenser which permits utilization 
of low ambient temperatures •. The condenser is the heat exchanger in a 
cooling tower. 

An economic analysis of bottoming cycles may be attempted by 
estimating and· _comparing the heat exchanger sizes required, as well as 
the size of· the steam and Freon turbines, because these are tne main 
equipment cost items. First the'heat exchanger size for the conventional 
(water cooled) steam condenser will be determined, then the size of the 
Freon boiler will be determined and finally the size of the Freon 
condenser. 

The working fluid is Freon 12,. as selected in Chapter 3.1.. The· 
heat exchangers are chosen to be vertical tube.elements because t~e most 
complete information available is for vertical tubes.. Other geometrjes 
may be chosen to somewhat greater advantage in different designs, but 
the scope of this _.chapter has to be -broad and basic to permit comparisons. 
The boiling and condensing heat transfer is analyzed with- reference to 
Collier (1972) and Wallis (1969). 

3~2.1. The steam condenser 

The steam condenser is treated as consisting of a number of vertical 
tubes containing flowing water. The· tubes pass through a container 
filled with steam coming from the turbine. The steam condenses on the 
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tubes and flows as liquid water to the bottom of the container from 
where it is returned to the steam boiler by the feed pump. 

;) 

The pressure and saturation temperature of.the steam in the con
denser is 0.056 bar and 35C as chosen in Part I. The cooling water is 
assumed to have inlet and exit temperatures of 10 and 20C, respectively. 
The wall temperature of the condenper tubes is somewhere between the 
bulk temperatures of the two media. It is determined by equating the 
expressions for heat flux of condensing steam with the heat flux of 
single phase water convection and solving for the temperature difference 
between the tube wall and the two media. 

The heat flux of _the condensing steam is ~omputed using the original 
Nusselt theory. Improvemen~s over the basic theory have been made which 
show greater flux, but they will not be considered at this_point in 
order to avoid unnecessary complexity. Nusselt's theory considers 
filmwise condensation producing laminar and growing film flow downward 
along the surface. The laminar nature of the fi~ will be checked at 
the end of this chapter. The condensate film is a-thermal barrier 
causing lower heat flux at the bottom of the tube. The average heat 
-flux due to .condensation is 

= . hf (T . - T ) g1 . w (3.1) 

T . is ·the interfacial temperature at the filni surface. It is very 
close ~5 the bulk. steam temperature in the absence of air and other non
condensible gases. -T is the tube wall temperature. The average heat 
transfer coefficient }to_r ,a vertical surface at constant temperature is 

- . 

(3.2) 

The temperature gra~ient along the length of the tube can be simu
lated by a series of short tube len~hs of constant temperature for more. 
precise results. The equation can be simplified by substituting values 
for water at 35C. 

liquid density = 994 kg/m 3' 
Pr -

pg - _vapor (gas) .. density = ~. 03961 kg/m3 · 

-- gravitatfonal'force 9.81 m/s 
2 

g = 
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ifg = latent heat = 2418.8 kJ/k.g 

kf = therm. conductivity, .liquid = 0.625 W/m K 

dynamic viscgsity, liquid 
. -4 

N s/m 2 
llf = = l•225xl0 

z = length of tube from top 

For the steam ~ondenser at 35 C from (3.2): 

zl/4(T . _ T )1/4 
gl w ' 

= (3.3) 

The heat flux for singlephase water convection on the inside of 
the tube is 

cf> = h . ( T ·- J~ Tf). 
fo w ( 3 •. 4) 

Tf is the bul_k water temperature in the tube. It is an average of 
15C. We also know that the average temperature difference between the 
steam and the. water is Tgi-Tf = 20C and that the tube "fall temperature 
is somewhere between the temperatures of the two me~ia. Therefore, 

(T . T ) + (T - T ) = (T . Tf) = 20 C 
gl w w f gl 

and eq. 3.4 can be restated in this case 

\ 

= [20 ( T -.- T ) ] • 
gl w (3.5) 

The heat transfer coefficient for single phase turbulent convection 
in the tube is 

(
kf) (Re)o.8(Pr)o.4 hfo = . 0.023 ID (3.6) 

' 4 
The relat ioti'ship ''''is'''''V.alid for Reynolds itillhbers·-· greater than 10 and· 

· for z/ID > 50. It can be simplified by substituting values for water 
at 15C. A constant Reynolds number is chosen for analogous flow in 
different tube\ diameters. 



kf" - 0~595 W/niK 

Re = Rey~olds number = 1~4 

Pr = Prandtl number = 7.99 

ID = inside diameter 

-For turbulent water in the tube at ·15 C from (3.6): 

.h. = 49.8/ID 
fo 

An energy balance over the condenser tube gives 

.D = tube outside diameter' 

-.td = enthalpy increase of the water 

w f ·= mass flow- rate of the ·;w:at er 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

The mass flow .rate is related to the H~ynolds number by , 

Re (3.9) 

The relationship between inside and ou_:tside diameter of the tube 
can be determined by stress analysis, but it is convenient to choose a 
practical value. It· can. be shown later that the temperature gradient " 
across a metal tube wall is negligible and that-the wall may be generous
ly thick. Assume: ID = 0.8D. Now-equation 3.9 may be ·rewritten 

(3.10) 

and substituted in equation 3~8 1 
I 

z = (3.11) .. 



Equation 3.11 can be substituted in equation 3.3 which can be 
combined with equation 3.1 to give 

T ) 
w 

~c T ) • w '. (3.12) 

Values for water at 15 C ·can be substituted. 

td = i20- ilO = 83.9 - 41.9 kJ/kg 

1.136 X 10-3 Ns/m 2 
'll = . f 

Re · = 104 (chosen) 

The heat flow for the condensing steam is .from equation 3.12: 

4> = 4005 ( T . - T ) , . 
c gl w . (3.13) 

The expression for the heat flux on the inside of the tube is 
obtained by combining equations 3.5 and 3.7 and substituting ID = 0.8D 

= . 498. 8 [ 20 - ( T . - '1 ) ] • 
0. D .g1 w 

(3.14) 

Equations 3.13.and 3.14 can. be combined whil~ noting that _the 
heat flUx on the inside surface is greater than on the outside of the 
tube_ so that 

- ·~. . 

4005(T .- T ) 
. gl w = 

= 0.8 4> 

0 -a· !±.2.& [ 20 . o.BD 

(T .~ T ) = 996/D 
g1 w (4005+49.8/D) 
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The size of the steam condenser can now be determined by choosing 
the desired tube size. All other parameters are fixed as a result. The 
tube diameter is chosen to be D = 20 .mm. 

From (3.15): (T . T ) = 7.67 c gl w 

T = 27.33 c w 

~c 30.708 kW/m 
2 = From ( 3.13): 

From ( 3. 11 ) : z = 3.10 In 

W' = 0.143 kg/s f From (3.10): 

2 The surface area,of one tube is nDz = 0.195 m. The heat transfer 
across one tube is 30.708 x 0.195 =·5.99 kW. The mass flow o~ condensed 
steam at the bottom of the t~§e is heat transfer divided by latent heat: 
we = 5.99/2418.8 = 2.48 X:!~ kg/s. The mass flow rate per unit width 
is: f = w /nD = 2.48 X 10 /0.02TT = 0.0394 kgtm s .. The film Reynolds 
number is Her= 4r/ll. = 4 ·x 0.0394/7.225 x 10- = 218 from equations 
3.37 and 3.40. The film Reynolds number indicates that the flow of 
condensate is laminar. 

The size_of the ~s~eam condenser, in terms of heat exchange surface 
area, is 1/~ = 32•56 m /MW or 167 tubes per _Megawatt. 

3.2;2. The Freon boiler 

The Freon boiler is basically the same heat exchanger as the steam 
condenser except that the Freon flowing through the tubes leaves as a 
vapor rather than as a heated liquid. It enters, at the bottom of each 
ve:r:tical tube as the feed pump delivers it from the Freon conden-ser. 
While it rises in.the tube it is heated until it begins to boil. As it 
continues to rise, more and more liquid boils and escapes as vapor. At 
the top of the tube all liquid is evaporated. 

Figure 28 illustrates different regions in the boiling flow regime. 
Region A corresponds to the condi~ions in the water cooled steam condenser. 

- Region B shows vapor formation at the wall but the bubbles recondense 
because the bulk liquid is at less than boiling temperature. Regions C 
through G are Freon at boiling temperature starting as 100% liquid 
(x = 0) and ending as 100% vapor (x = 1). · 

I • 

The heat flux -is determined just as in the steam, condenser,- in-
principle. F'irst the saturated boiling_region is treated, then the 
subcooled boiling region and finally the convective heat transfer 
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Figure 28. Flaw patterns and 
regions in boiling heat transfer 

(from Collier, l972). 
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a. Reynolds Number Factor, F (Chen) 

R F H5 e,p=Re1x . 

Suppression Factor, S (Chen) 
', 

Figure 29. F- and S-factors 
(from Collier, l972). 

region. ·The entering temperature of the Freon is taken to be·o.c as a 
·design point -for this analysis. Feed heating may be used in a refined 
design but is not included·,·,for simplicity .. The"steam.,,h~s the same 
conditions here as in the water cooled condenser analysis. ·~he Freon 
boiling temperature will be chosen as close to the condensing steam 
temperature as appears practical in order to reduce losses .due to the 
temperature difference between the two cycles and to approach the 



economic optiml.llll between heat ex<;hanger size and conversion losses. 
Superheating with stack gas waste heat is an optional f,eature whose 
merits are not considered here. 

Experimental methods to determine boiling heat ·transfer frequently 
use uniform heat flux at the tube wall and the theory is most readily 
applicable to this condition. Condensing steamproduces a nearly constant 
wall temperature ~th v~rying heat flux. The difficulty is in relating 
the boiling heat t~arisfer which varies with the vapor fraction of the 
two-phase flow to the condensing heat transfer which decreases with 
increasing water film thickness from top to bottom of the tube. 

The heat flux in the saturated boiling region will be determined 
using Chen's correlation~ 

The saturation temperature of the Freon, TSAT' is estimated.tobe 
near 30C. The two-phase heat transfer coefficient hTP is assumed to 
consi:st o:f a convective and a nucleate boiling coefficient . (Chen): 

h = h + h __ 
TP" , c -~cB 

h 
c 

= 0.023. [(1- x)Re]
0

·
8 

[Pr]f
0

·
4 C;) (F) 

(3.17) 

{ 3.18) 

The difference between equations 3.18 and 3.6 is the_inclusion of 
the vapor fraction x and factor F. F i:s a function of the Martinelli 
:factor Xtt and can be taken from Collier's (1972) Figlire 7.5. (Figure 
2'9a). 

( )

0.5 ( )0.1 0.9 

X~t = ~ _ :~ . (l~x) 
I 

Properties of Freon 12 at 30 ·c are: 

m3/kl v 
g 

= 2.35 X 10-2 

-4 3 . = 7-75 x 10 m /kg 
· . -4 · , I 2 

= 0.126 x 10 N s/m 
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kf 71 x 10-3 W/m K 

[Pr]f = 3.5 

Re = 104 (~hosen) 

ID = 4 x lo73 m·(chds~n) 

from ( 3 . 19 ) : 1 4.08 -= 
xtt 

Re = f (1 -

from (3.18): 

~~xr
9 

.. 

x)Re. 

·The nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient is 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

( 3. 22) . 

. _ - -- f - cpt Pf 0.24 · o 75 

[ 

k- 0.79· 0.45 0.49 ] 

hNcB- 0•00122 0.5 0.29 -. 0.24 0.24 ~TSAT . ~PSAT . (S)-
a ~f lf P 

g g . (3.23) 

The suppression factor S is a function_of the two-phase Reynolds 
number ReTP and can be taken from Collier's (1972) Figure 7.6. (Figure 
29b). . . 

Additional properties of Freon 12 at 30 C are: 

c = 976 J/kg K pf 

Pf = .1/v f kg(m 
3 

.a = surface tension = 0.0081 N/m 

ifg = la.t ent heat - = i35.03 X l03 J/k~ 

~g = 1/v kg/m3 
g 
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from (3.23): h__c·B = 0. 33_0 L\T 0. 24 L\P . 0. 7 5 ( S:) • 
-~ SAT ·SAT' 

Tables 14-16 are used to derive numbers fo~ the sat.urat.ecill boiling, 
heat flux <PsB along t~e length of· :the tube, for d:if'f'erent, values o,f 
L\TSAT- = Tw.- TsAT· It is now necessary to est.imat.e: th~· average heat~ 
flux <PsB in order to relate. it to the average neat. flux <Pc: o-f th.e con
densing steam and to determine (T i ~- Tw)· 'The moTe preeise method of 
equating flux across incremental ~-ength of the tube: is m:c;r·e: time:-e:ons1:1II1dim:g 
and can be applied later in a. detailed desdLgn analys:is;., Es;t.imated 
values for ~SB are listed in Table: 17. 

X 0.01 o. 0'5· 0.20' 0.50: 0.80 0·~-9:5, 

I/Xtt 0.066 0.294 1.192' 4.15:4 14.~6 5:8; .. B 

F 1.0 1.5 3;.4 7 •. 5 16 50 

Ref 9900 9500 8000. 5000: 2:000: 500 

h 1064. l536 :302'3 4590 4.7:42 h8.10 W/m2K 
c 

Re 
'F':P. 9900 15780 36950 620:00 64000 66000 

s 0.9 0.86 o.67 0.52 0. 52 0.51 

Table Z4. Convective boiling heat- trans/ er coefficients 

L\TSAT 1 2 3 4 5· c 

APSAT 19600 38700 57300 75500 .93300 N/m 2 

~cB 560(S} 1075(8) 1591(8) 2096(8) 2592(8) W/m2K 

TabZe Z5. Nucleate boi/Zing heat transfer coefficients 
based on T = w 30 c 

X 0.01 0.05 0.20 0.50 0.80 0.95 

6TSAT=2 hNcB 967.5 924.5 720.3 559 559. 548 W/m2K 
I 

W/m
2
K hTP 2031 246i 3743 5149 5301 5358 

I 2 
<PsB 4063 4921 7487 10298 10602 10716 W/m 

j 

I 
I 
I 2 

L\TSAT=3 hNcB 1432 136~ 1066 827 827 811 W/m.K 

hTP 2496 2904 4089 5417 . 5569 5621 W/m2K 

<PsB 7487 8713 12267 16252 16708 16864 W/m 
2 
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-~TSAT=4 h i886 1803 11+04 1090 1090 1069. -W/m2K NcB 

hTP 2950 3339 4427 5690 5832 5879 . ~/m2K 
2 

~SB . 11802 13354 17709 22720 23328 23516 -w /m 

ATSAT=5 hNcB 2333 2229 1737 1348 1348 .1322 W/m2K 

~TP ·3397 3765 4760 5938 . 6090 6132 W/m2K 

~SB 16984 18826 23798 29689 30449 30660 W/m 2 

Table l6. SatUrated boiling (two-phase) heat flux in the Freon l2 
v boi·ler tube as a fu~tion of vapor fraction. 

AT SAT ~ 3 4 5 c 

~SB 9300 14600 . 20500 26900 W/m2 

z 9.22 5.87 4.18 3.19 m 

T gi- Tw 1.66 2.61 3. 67 ,-, 4.82 c 

Tw 33.34 32.39 31.33 30.16 . c 

TSAT 31.34 29.39 27.33 25.16 c 

Table l?. Tube length_, heat fluxes and temperatures as a function 
of difference between steam and Freon temperature. 

The length of the· saturated boiling section of the ]freon boiler 
tubes is calculated-using equation 3.11 and values for Fl2 at ~0 C: 

(Ai)Fl2( 11f)Fl2 
z = Re (3.11) 

5 ~c 

Ai - ifg = 135.03 kJ/kg 

. lif = 2.54 -4 I 2 x 10 Ns m 

Re = 10
4 

~c 0.8 ~SB (for ID·,= 0.
1

8 D) 

" 
The temperature difference between the initial stearn.and the tube 

wall can be determined from equation 3.12: 

. ' 



- (T . .... T ) = -. g1 · ·w 

o.B (i )1/3 (~ )1/3 Rel/3 
fg Fl2 f Fl2 . 

~SB (3.26) 

The average wall.temperature_is·Tw =_35- (Tgi~ Tw) andthe saturated 
boiling temperature of the Freon 1s TSAT - TW - il~SAT" 

A design choice is ·now made fr-om the summary of data in· Table 
17. The tube length of 3.19 m appears -practical and is selected. The 
corresponding saturated boiling temperature is abo.ut 25 C. · The average, 
heat flux of the condensing steam is -~c = 0. 8~SB = 21520 W/m2 .· The 
tube diameter-does not appear as a parameter in equations 3.11 and 3.26. 
Its influence is limited to the convective heat transf'er coefficient-he. 
The. small tube diameter of 5 mm chosen earlier in this chapter is found 
necessary in order to attain sufficiently high convective boiling heat 
transfer. The low viscosity of Freon 12 is beneficial for improving th_e 
heat transfer as shown by equat.ions 3.11 and 3.26. 

The temperature_ gradient across the tube wall is: 

L\T : ll 
k 

Values for low-carbon steel tubes at 30 C are: 

k = 53.7 W/mK 

0 
-4 

= 5 x 10 m 

<P 0.9~SB 
I 2 

24.21P kW/m 

ilT = 0.225 c 

(3.27) 

The temperature gradient across the tube wall may be considered to 
be insignificant in this situation .. 

f 

I 
The pressure loss in the sat;urated boiling region can be determined 

where the quality x of the liquid-vapor mixture changes linearly over 
the length z of the tube,, using ~quation 2.44 from Collier (1972}: 

2f zG
2v [ (v ~~ ! . (v ~ L\P = TP f 1 + .!. __f.g_ + _~G2v __f.g_ x 

ID 2 vf : f vf 
. I 

+ V~:X ln rl + X ::gl (3.28) 

. . 

10 



I. 

whereby (3.29) 

'and (3.30) 

From ( 3.10): -3 7.98 x 10 kg/s w = 
f 

From Collier (1972): fTP = 0.005 

For x = 1:. 

The pressure of saturated Freon 12 vapor leaving the boil_er at 25 C 
is 6. 516 bar. The pressure at the beginning of the saturated boiling in 
the boiie~ tube is 7.043 bar and TSAT = 28 C. 

The velocity of the Freon vapor leaving the boiler tube is 

-u = Gv = 635 x 0.0269 = i7:1 m/s 
g 

The heat transfer coefficient -at the beginning of the saturated 
boiling region is for steam: 

= pf'(pf' -p g)g if'gkf'.:; ' = 
[ 

' ' ~]1/4 
.hf(z) . 4~ . z (T . - T ) . 0.75 h 

'f gl w 

Using equati9n 3.3 and z = 3.18 m 

hf = 4996/(T . - T }1
/
4 

gl w 

The heat_ flux from condensing steam is, 

~ = 4996 (T . - T )
3/

4 
= 0.8~SB 

c gl 'W 
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and 

from Table 16, and by trial and error: 

for .TSAT ~ 28C: 

2 . 
~SB = 11802 W/m for 8TSAT = 4C 

(T ~ - T ) = 2.34C gl w 

T = 32.66c , 
w 

(3.34) 

The length of the tube in Regions A and B can be determined only by 
approximation because the heat transfer coefficient for the condensing 
steam depends on approximations in the saturated boiling regions. 
Figure 30 shows the basic wall and liquid Freon temperature distribution.· 

Going from Region C to the inlet conditions· at the bottom of the 
tube, the subcooled boiling heat flux ~SP increases because the liquid 
temperature decreases. In Region A the single-phase convection heat 
flux ~SP increases further becaus~ (Tgi - Tw) increases. The heat flux 
~SP at the point where Tw = TSAT = 28c can be determined to a good 
approximation. It is then used as the average flux for Regions A and B 
in order that z

8
c can: be determined in a further approximation. Finally, 

the heat flux ana. temperatures at .the inlet can.be determined. 
i 

At the point in Region A whe~e Tw·= TSAT the heat transfer coefficient 
hf of the condensing steam is slightly less than at the beginning of 
Region C (given by equation 3.32) because a larger value of z must be 
used. The estimated value is 

h = 4700/
1

(T. - T )1 /
4 • 

f : gl w 
I 
I 

) I 

.The corresponding heat flu.X ts 

I . . 

~ = 4700(T ~ ·1 T )3/
4 = 0.8~SP 

~c g1 1 w ~ 

Given (T . - T ) ~ (35 - 28) = 7C 
gl w 
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I . 
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: TSAT .. 

Actual variation 
of bulk liquid 
temperature 

Figure 30. WaZZ and Ziquid Freon temperatur~s: in 
t(le suhqoo Zifl{J bci Zing and singZe-:phrase Ziquid 

· -convec.t.ion regions (qpapted from CoZZir::r~. Z9'(2)·.· . 
· ... 

The heat flux ~SP in the single-phase convection region (A) is 
given by equation 3.4 .. The heat -transfer coefficient ,hfo is given by 
equation 3. 6 and can be solved for ·values for Fl2 at. ·:an average tempera
ture of about 15C (the thermal conductivity decreases about 4.3% per 
degree C with in:reasing temperature and.affe~~s hf

0
_along_the len~h ?f 

the tube proportlonately). · 

".: .... .. 3 .... -·- '· 
7.~ x -10- W/m K 

' ~. ' I 
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Re.= 10
4 

The temperature of the liquid,:qStn .be obta;in'ed using e·quation 3. 4: 

Tf = 28 22.8 = 5.8C 

.. 

Using equation 3.il and ·an. enthalpy- inc.rease of th~·~liquid Fl2. of 
(~i )F12 = i 28 - io:·:: 62.6~ - 3?~05 '::::. '26. 58_.kQ"/kg:_·~hile _being heated from 
0 to 2t3C and an average. v1scos1 ty llf = 2 ~·-7 5. x l.().: •. Ns /m2 , tr1~ length of . 
Regions A and B is .. 

( 6f)Fl2 ( llf )Fl2 
.. zSC ~ 5 X 0.8 X 25283 Re = 0.723 m. '• 

The total lengtb:,_()f the Freon boiler tube is 3 ~-19 + 0. 723 ·:= 3. 913 m. 

'· 
The heat transfer coeffi·cient of the condensing steam at ·the bottom 

of the tube is determined with the hel·p·· of ~the film' Reynolds -'nutrrber. 
The condensed water mass flow rate pJr unit width is · 

I 

r = 
WH 0 

2 
7TD 

The energy balance over the tub~ gives 
I 

';, ·. 

. t_··' 

·· ~H o (if ) ·. ,-:::. ·.:wF-12 (_~~i )Fl2 .. 
.. . · 2 g H 0 ... · · · ·· · 

·. 2 . 
~- . . . . 

Equatibns 3.37 and._3;38 combined ·give 

WF12(~i)Fl2 
r = (ir.· J · nD '' g .· 

H
2

0 
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... 

The values used in equation 3.39_ are given earlier in the chapter 
and are listed below 

. . -3 \" .··· 
_wF12 = 7.98 x 10 . kg/s 

(if ) = 2418.2 kJ/kg 
g H 0 

2 

D = 5 X 10-3 m 

r = 0.034 kg/m s 

: The film Re;x:nolds number is 

For water near 25C the dynamic viscosity is ~f 
theref~!'e 

. "(3.40) 

. -4 . 2•. 
= 8. 9 X 10 N s /m , .. 

The film Reynolds number indicates that the water film flow is 
laminar. The heat transfer coefficient is· 

.. i 

. ·.(3.41) 

Values for water near 25C·are: 

kf = 0. 611 W/m K 

pf = 997 kg/m
3 
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and 

Given ¢ 
c = 0.8 <Psp and using equations 3.1 and 3.4 

I. 

hf(T . g1 

·' I 

T ) = 0.8 h (T w . fo w 

Using the values determined directly above: 

.. h;fo = 1110 and hf = 2908 W /m
2 

K 

(T . - T ) = 8.19C gl w 

cj> = 2J809 W/m2 
c I 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

The tube size determined for the Fr·eon boil.er ~ncluO.es Regions A t.o 
F (Fig. 28) , but not G. The liquid deficient region (G) may be replac.ed 
by an appropriate manif~ld chamber in the boiler design or by separators 
as in nuclear reactors. A s·epar'at.e superheater may also be added if the 
steam ·rrom the turbine is superheated and the need .for Region G is 
eliminated in the boiler tube. 

The condensation heat transfer has·been calculated using the basic 
Nusselt theory~ Actual condensati.on rates are about 20% greater·, probably 
due to waviness of the film (disc~ssion by ~allier, 1972). Therefore, 
the calculated boiler tube length !may be slightly longer than necessary. 
This will offset somewhat the omission of Region G in the analysis . 

.• ' 2 
The surface area of each tube is nDz = 0.0615 m2. The average heat 

flux of condensation is wF12( t.d )F{2/ nDz = 20.99 kW /m . This value is 
about two thirds of that determined for the .watercooled condenser. On 



the other. ·hand~,. fhEr temperature difference between the two media is only 
lOC for the .Fteon -b:oi1er whereas it is 15 to 25C for the water cooled 
steam cond·enser., 

The s~ze of the Freon boiler in terms of heat exchange surface area 
is 47.64 ,m ./MW .. 

A -small tube diameter has been found necessary to achieve complete 
evap.orat.fon of' the Freon· without going to extremely great tube lenli;ths. 
It app.ear_s .. __ that a: heat exchanger with flat· tubes. and· plate. fin:=i)- .-is 
suit,able.- --,The- flat tubel:? provide a ·higb~r ratio of surface to cross 
secti~-n th-~n. round tubes and the plate fin~· p~;vide support for the 
tubes. There are only relatively few· plp.tes required because they are.;·· 
not needed. for increased heat transfer ar'ea' whe-r·e the steam condenses -~ 
(the heat. :t:t~ansfe~· coefficient for the c'onde~sing steam is greater than 
for t·he--::b_(?iling Freop). The tubes rriust be arranged inc:tined or· 'h6ri';_. 
zont~i'-}_:6::ass.tP;e·:good drainage of the cdnderising'·st.eam_·f.rom the pfates:. 

' '• ~. '-~· ·-
.......... 

: 3-~ 2·.-3.·: The~Fr~bn condenser 

The :co-~denser for the bottoming cycle is air cO'oled in Ord~r"~(%:et·:·. :: 
permit utilization of low ambient temperat11res. to attain low._cond:e·ns;~r 
temperatures and :c;onsequently hig}1 cycle effi~iency. · : Ther·efore, a .. 
direct ·:type. cooling tower is used. as- shown in .Figure' 2·. The'exhaust·· .. : 
vapors. from:~th~- Freon: turbine flow through a pipe t.o ·_the heat ~xchange~ 
in the .. coofl'ng: :to~~r and the condensate is pump~q, b.a~_k:·~-o. the Freon . 
boiler thr·ough· a- smal-ler pipe. 

Figure 3 shows possible cooling tower configurations. The-.:to.wers 
are shown. as p.y,brid cooling towers ~-o permit improve~ cooling durin_g ·· ... : ··:. 
hot, dry. weather.· 

. . . 

The· condEi.hsing Freon temperature in the heat exchanger is essentially 
constant as shown·: in·· Figure 27a. The air enters the heat exchanger 
with a certain initial temperature ari_d leaves--through -the tower at--a 
higher· ··temperature.:: The approach is the differepce l?etY~eE?n ·this higher 
temperature and the condensing temperature. The condensing Freon tempera
ture used for this analysis now is QC . 

. , _ ... _. .- .. . '·' 

The ·s·aturation pressu're in the F~eon cond.enser at OC is 3. 08()_-_})ar<·. 
At· this press·u:re .t'here fs r:ro air intrus-ion: p~oplem .. as: the:r;.e '·is -:fr.e.quently, :.~· 

'·with ·st·eam condensers'·~- Air .is a non-condensible gas. wpich interferes" 
with the· c.ondensation process. The pressure of the Freon system has the 
further advantage of reducing the vapor duct size between the turbine 
and the cooling tower, compared with that for steam. This fact is 
suggested earlier~ ~·in' Chapter 3'~ 1 .. ~, with ·:the :us:~ of. the SPE;C~Ji_<;_. v.olymetric 
flo·w: rate: <P~- ~- .: 

·-:·f 
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BTU 

hr tt 2 °F 

Fluidizep Beds 

-I 
10 .. 

ibm 
G - tt 2 ,:;_sec 

- . f t 
v "'SeC 

. id 
at 'T=60°F 

··,~fgJg!g:,.----:_,--_ ~; :.' 
' ~1.5"L ·· , . · \1!' Die 

·'' '':· Fluidized Bed 

Bore Tubes 

Particle .125" :25". · 
- - A·- 1.75" ·2:5" 

~2~5";a Lc-t\s61a 
'Pocked>Bed 

.... ·~o"og._ " 
. I . 

. 866" .402" 

Standard Surface 'B' 

I ~32" ~ 1r'6i!i\\\'l;r ·• ~~-I\::' 
''~·.· .. ····,·,,. 

. . :. . . - -1:35" ·_ -

Standard Surface 'A' 

Figure 3l. __ Heat transfer coefficients 
as ~ funation of air flow rate p·er unit 
frontal-area (friotn·Andeen and Glicksman 

Figure 32. Heat exchanger con
figurations corresponding to the 
performance curves g1-ven- in 
Figures·3l-and 36 Jfrom Andeen . l9?2). 

· _ and Glicksman l.9. ?2 J •. 

~ . _. - . 

The volumet-ric flow r~te 3or F:L2 at oc ·is· ~:. =· 0:~ 366. m3 /MJ .· For 
steam at 35C it is ~ = 10.43 m /MJ. Therefore, the cross sectional area 
of the Freon vapor duct i$ only about 1/30-of.the steam duct leading 
from the steam turbine to the· Freon boiler. 
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The size of the condenser in the cooling·tower· is estimated by cal~ 
culating the heat transfer conditigns. ·in a sui table air- cool·e'd heat 
exchanger. The heat exchanger is assumed to :consist: of tubes with fins 
in the air streai·:·-l· Tii~····F'reon vapor rushes d.<5\'inwar'2i ~through ihe vertical· ·. 
tubes with a sweeping action which enhance·s the· condensation~-- Figures 
31 and 32, taken from Andeen.' and Glicksman~ (1972) ., ---show that. the t. ube 
with plate fin configuration is relatively favorable. A heat transfer 
coefficient h = 100 BTU/hr ft 2 °F = 567.4 W/m2K is achieved~~ an-air 
flow rate of 0.6 lbm/ft2 sec. 

The heat·" transfer coefficient for the ·condensing Freon v:apor must 
be computed for. the case of condensation inside vertical tubes .. The 
ASHRAE H.andbook of Fundamentals (1972), Chapter.2, gives the.following 
equation for the heat transfer coefficient fo.r condensation inside 
vertical t·ubes from correlations by ·carpenter and Colburn: 

. h = o. 065(cp~fprf')1. /2 G 
f 2~fp m . g 

The following values apply at OC ( 32°F ):: 

c f = sp. heat.of fluid- 0.936 BTU/lb °F 
p . 

k = th. conductivity of fluid 
BTU/hrfft °F 

-3· ... 
- 80 x:lo W/m K 

=liquid density= 1386 kg/m3 = 86.52 lb/ft 3 

' ~-
.. f 

- p . 
g 

= dyn. viscosity of liquid = 303 x 10-:6- -kg/m s· .-

3 vapor density = 18.05 kg/m ~ 

(3.44) 

0.046-24 . 

0.7327 lb/ft hr 

.G mean vapor mass flux= 0.58 G (complete condensation),' lb/hr ft 2 

m 

'' t:" 

The friction factor f' for vapor in a pipe coi1t.ainir1g ,_ condensat·e ·is 
shown in Figure 33, taken from the ASHRAE Handbook (1972') ahd -·based on 
results from Bergelin. It has a maximum at ·a ce.rtain Reynolds N'wnber·, 
i.e. mass flux G. 

Considering equation 3.44 and Figure-33 it·ts·evident that the mass 
flux should be as great as or greater than that corresponding to the . 
Reynolds Number for which f' shows a maximum, in order to obtain a high 
condensing heat transfer coefficient hf and an efficient heat exchanger. 
The coefficient hf should preferably be larger

2
than the heat transfer 

coefficient on the air side (h = 100 BTU/hr ft . °F) .. 
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0.001~--~--~~--~~~~~~~~--~~~~---~--~~~~~ 
103 2 3 4 6 8 104 2 -3 4 ' 6 _ ·5 10~ 2 3 4 6 8 106 

RE.YNOLOS' .NUMBE.R, NRo 

Figu.J!e 33. Friction factQr for vapor .in a. pipe contai~ing 
condensate. The Reynolds number is based on the vapor alone: 
Re = GgDillg· . The parameter is T/pf?* whereby .r is. the_: : _ . 
condensate flow rate per_,unit of tube circumference (inside)
and . a.* is. the cpndensate surface tension r.e·lative t;o w.a-ter. 
For complete condensation the mass flux of the vapor equ:als ... _ 

that of the condensate. 
.~ . '· .. \" . ! , .. 

. The heat- trcansfer . .area/of the tube- is proportional tQ_:t:Pe length 
but it can be increased for a gi v~n length by using flat tubes. Fl.at 
tubes have larger surface :(larger perimeter) than round t11"b~~ w:ith.:the 
same cross sectional area and permit using shorter lengths. 

-. 

Figure 34 shows the round tube and plate fin heat exchanger dis
cussed by Andeen and Glicksman (1972). Figure 35 shows a similar heat 
eJ~;changer ,_with f-lat tubes .. ~· The. heat t~ansf'.er coefficient: _for the air 
side is. si:mil_a~ to.- that ·in. Figur~ 34, but the surface to cr9ss ·se.ctional· 
area .. of the tube~ j_s much .larger ··I·· This beat. exchanger ,·will: oe used for--
the cooling tower analysis. 1 

I 

! 

-· .. The. Reynolds ·number· fo;r the_ <freon va.por flowing in the: heat ex-:
chang.e;ri tubes :is.-

,-· 

GD 
·. Re = l1 .•. 

•: g-
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r"'--~· !_. ...l ~0.401" 

().03()-- ._,___ .___h -_J .. ·· . ::.--n-_ +--·~· .. 
. ....... .---r-:-. 
. . h--K 

0.~0~4--4~~+-~~~~~~~--+--+--+~~.~~~.~~~ .. ~-. ~--~ 

. .. 

. 0.4 0.6 .. 0.8 1.0 .. 2.0 . 3.0 . 4D . 6.0 . ao 10.0 

· Tube put~ ide diameter= ·;C?.40.2 in. 

Fin pitch = 8.0 per in. 

whereby 

Figure 34. Finned circular tubes_, surface 8.0-3/8 T 
(Data of Trane CO.) 

Tube outside diameter= 0.402 in. 
Fin pitch- 8.0 pe~ inch 
Flow passage hydraulic. diameter- 4 rh = O.Oll92 ft. 
Fin thickness - 0. Ol3 in. 
Free-flow area/frontal area :- CJ - 0. 534 
Heat transfer area/total voliAme - a = l?9 ft2/ft3 
Fin area/total area~ 0.9l3 
NOTE: Minirrrum free-flow area in spaces transverse 
to flow (from Kays and J!ondon. l964). 

G 
__ . 4wF12 · 

. 2 
TID 

(3.46) 

The Reynolds number can be expressed in more general form by com
bining equation· 3. 45 with equation 3·. 46 while. noting that the tube 
perimeter is n'D: 
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Figure 35. Finned flat tubes~ surface 9.l- 0.?3?- S 

Fin pitch - 9. l per inch ..... , .... 
Flow passage hydraulic diamet~r- 4 rh = O.Ol380 ft 
Fin metal thickness - 0. 004. ·in. · · " · . . · .. 
Free-flow area/fr.ontal area - .1?. = 0."788. . . :.:. , ,

2 
. _

3 Total heat transfer area/total volume - a = 224ft 1ft 
Fin area/total area -. 0. BZ3 , · .. · · · ·· · 

. (from Kays and London l964)· 

. 4vrF12 
Re - -----~--

~ perimeter g 
(3.47) 

Equation 3.47 permits expressing·the Reynolds number for flat tubes 
by 'using a and b for the width and breadth of the tubes (rectangular 
approximation) 

Re 
. 2wF'12 . 

~g (a + b) 
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The: flow of· Freon through ·each tube. is the·-coc:r1fng power ··of the:: 
tube' dfvfd'ed;. by the. 1at·ent. fl~at. ·Of the: con(i'ens:fng. vapor· '. ... ·" 

( 3 .. 49} 

The outside surf~ce A of the tube is its circumference times 
l.ength. z. The: tube dimensi.ons: in Figure 35· are 0.1 x 0. 737 inches. J The 
circumference: is about 0 •. 138 ft. The heat. transfer coefficient, based 
on the· tube surface., is. h =· lOU BTU/hr ft 2 °F, as chosen earlier. At OC 
for F~2·: if ·_ .::: 65 .. lT BTU/lb._· Ass.um~ng· a temperature difference· betwe.en 
the alr and: fhe heat exchanger tube liT =· 30F =and· a tube length · z =, 10 ft ·,. 

0~138 X 10~ X 30 x·lQ 
6s.rr - 63.5 lb/hr . 

The wall. thickness· of· the heat exchanger tube in Figure 35 is not 
given. Bas.ed on the fin thickness of n. 004 inches it is estimated to be 
0 .. 010 inches .. 

a. = inpide width. = 0·.,0'80: inches 

b = inside breadth == 0.71T inches 

' -6 . 
p - dyn. vi.scosity of vapor.= .11. 8. X 10 .· kg/m. s 

g 0.028:5 lb/ft hr 

From equati.on 3 .. 4$:. Re = 2 X 63.5 = 
0.0285 (0.08 +'0~717) 

The mas:s. flux o.f Fl2 in the tubes is: 

WF12 .. ·2 
G = --· = 160, 986 lb/hr ft 

ab 

The vapor velocity at the· tube· inlet is:· 

u. = G./3600 p· = 39'·1 ft/sec = 12.1 rir/s g 

5591. 

( 3. 50) 

Tne film mas.s fll,lX at tp·e· tube. exit after compl·ete c.ondensation is: 

WF12. 
r = 2( a + b) - 482 lb/hr ft . ( 3. 51). 
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The parameter ,in _Figure 33 i~ f /p fa* whereby g*- 0.11 .1;>a~~q. on. 
surface tension values_ for F'l2,-and H

2
o -of Q.OQ81 and 0.075 :N(m,:-.. r~~-, 

sp~ctively. 

f/pfo* = 482/86.52 x 0.11 = 50.6 

·· .. ; ' 

f' o. 009. 

From Figure 33 it is evident that a higher friction factor can -be 
obtaine<i at greater Reynolds numbers, e.g. near 35,000. 

From equation 3.44: 

Q. 065 (0· 936 X 0. 04624 X 86.52 X 0. 009)
112 

Q • 58 X l60 , 986 
2 X 0.7327 X 1.1267 

. . . 

h = 867 BTU /hr. ft 2 °F = 4919 W /m2K • 
f 

'The ratio· of inside to outside surface of the heat exchanger tube 
is abo~t 

2(0.7lt + 0.080) . . . 
'2(0' 7 ) =-0.952 . . • 37 - 0.100 

The· energy· bai~nce of the heat flillc on the inside and outside of 
the tube is, as in equation 3.42: 

0. 95 2 hf ( T . -.. T ) ::; h ( T - T . ) . gl w w a+r (3-52) 

The initial temperature difference between the condensing Freon and 
the ambient air is assumed to be 20C as used in Part I. 

(T . ~ T ) + (T . - T . ) =.20 gl _ w · . w alr 

h -= 
20 - ( T - T . ) [ ] 

0.952 (T : T .a~r = 0.952 T·~ ~OT .. ~ l 
. w · alr w alr 

= 0.952 X 20 
(.T T .. ) 

w ,a::Lr-
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2' 
h.r ft ·°F 

.Bore. Tubes: x-,.= 1.·5: 

XL=.L5 

10..:3 

Friction Power 
-Air ·S·Iide-

X = 1.232" 
·T .· 
XL=I.35" 

'A. . '. 
FIN = .. 8 :3" 

A ToT 

B . 

. ~02" 
1.0."' 

·.866" 

. .Figure 36. Heat tran{3f~r coefficients as a function 
qf friction-power per square :fo_ot of .heat transfer· 

area {from Andee;:z, and .(l;iicksman Z9? 2) .. 

(T 
w 

The heat flux on the outside of the tube is 

<t>= h(T 
w 

·, 

T . )·- 567r4- X' 18.2- .-l0.31·kW/ni2 . 
.. ~1-r .. 

'The heat ·exchanger size ·is' 9T rrl-Iww. 

The' ·fan< power requir.ement;s to blow the ·air through the' heat ,·exchahger: 
.. are c:a·lculated by Artdeen and-- Glicksman ( 1972)' arid ·presented iri Figure: · 
36. ': The 1round tube and plate fin heat-- exchanger in 'Figlire 34 re-quires:·-·· 
3 .. .5 X lo~3 HP/ft 2 (tube surface}-.. 'The flat tube''and·· plate :f'irt heat;- .. 
exchanger in Figure 35., selected for this analysis, has a slightly · · 
;gr~at-er -a~3 fri~t~on f:actor f.

2 
The r_equired .. f~~ ~ower __ i~ estimate.d to 

be -4 x 10_, .·HP/ft _ or_ 3~-~1 W~m ." - _Compared y;:t~h the cool1ng power- of the_ 
heat ·exchanger of 10.31 kW/m , t·he· fari power ·':Ls 0. 31% ~ · · · · ... · · ·. -· · 

'The pressure drop in the condenser tubes is not calculated here. A 
comparison of the Freon vapor velocities ·at the condenser ent.rance of 
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12.1 m/ s and at the boiler· exit- of IT~ I m/s ·sugges·t·s that the ·pressure. 
drop in tt+e condens·er ·is_ modest and that it will not affect the·, above 
results significantly. The pressure drop can be calculated in a detailed 
design analysis.· · 

No effort is made at this point to optimize the condenser design 
with respect to cost. Such optimization, considering heat exchanger 
configuration, size, initiai temperature difference ~nd fan power, can 
be performed in a detailed design analysis. The purpose of.this analysis 
is to obtain ~eneralinformation for .a .. basic·economic viability analysis. 

3.2.4. The high-temperature Freon boiler 

Up to this point the heat exchanger sizes have been determined only 
for the bottoming cycle in connection with a straight power plant, i.e. 
with a steam condenser temperature of 35C. The bottoming cycle.is 
basically the same when applied to the heat and power plant, except that 
the two· GYcles connect at·a higher temperature, e.g. lOOC. Therefore, 
the Freon boiler operates at about lOOC instead of about 35C. The Freon 
condenser is the same in both cases. 

The heat transfer c·oefficients for condensing. steam and boiling 
Freon show no major difference between the two temperatures. A signifi
cant i~fluencing factor is the:liquid thermal conductivity kf of the two 
fluids but that does not change much with ·temperature. The viscosity is 
lower at the higher temperature and tends to improve the heat transfer 
coefficients for condensation but.the influence is only to the one
fourth power. Therefore, the heat flux .is expected to be just slightly 
greater in the high-temperature boiler than in the lower temperature 
boiler. 

The thermal energy transferred at lOOC is slightly greater than at 
35C, however. .The latent heat of steam, at the two t.emperatures is 2419 .~. 
and 2257 kJ /kg, respectively. There-fore, the Freon boiler is about the 
same size for equal capacity binary cycle systems, regardless of whether 
the boiler temperature is near 35C or· near lOOC. The. same .boiler can be 
used for either application.which is attractive. from .the standpoint of 
b<?~ler des~gn and manufacture as well as market application. Another 
featurE; of this characteristic is the opportunity to change the boiler 
temperature during plant operation to meet changing .ne.eds and .eondit.ions 
or for the complete c.onversion of a plant from power :to heat and power 
or vice versa.-

.. , The. steam density is· about 15 .. times greater at ·lOOC ·than at· '35C 
and, therefore·, the· exhaust .duct siz~: .. aU:d -t;;.he steam velocity around the ... 
boiler tubes are both smaller for the high-temperature boiler·. · ·· 
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·a: Condehsing 'Steam ·rurbi.ne 

. '' 

b. Non:...condensing· .Stea·m Tu~birie and Freori Turbine 

Figure ,3?. Sahemat-ta_cirrangement of ~arge turbo- .. 
generators. The Zow pressure sections are shown 
as doubZe~fZow seqtions·.- There .may be ·/rom one to. 
fo-Ur double-flow Zow pressure sections. The Fr_eo.n 

turbine ~s -shown· as a quadruple fZoy»_. turbine~ 

3.3. The.turbines 

...... 

Steam turbines are c~aract.er.fzed by the_ great--_-_eJ{pansi_on ratio frQm _ 
ini t:lal steam condition .to. final exhaust c.ondi tion. _ Large _a}dal flow_ 
turbines are 'genei-ally' built frt sect'ions o'ri .. one' shaft' with two s,hafts' 
used 'for the·· largest uriits ~- . The·.:hfgh '•a.hd mediUm .:p::res·s'ul'e: s~'ctions (HP~ 
:and -,MP) ar-e ·r.elati vely :small, :that . is the ·blade ;Lengths ~re. sp1ali, · _· 
'becaus•e ·the ··steam volume is small. ·- ·rrt the low· p'ressU:re . (LP) section th-e -
steam flow is generally divided into o_ne_,_ two or three qouble _flow 
elements.. Figure 37a: illu,strates ~his principle. 

·' .. -:·_-: 

The exhaust· pressure' Is ·norm~lly 1. 5 inches: Hg {absolute},,_· .c.orre...: .: 
· spondin_g to' ·a- condenser temperature of about 92F .. (abo-tit 33C ) .. Such . -
turbines are called c.ondens:ing turbines. The_ steam pressure at the . '' 
entrance .of t_he LP section is .near 200 psi a (~bo~t 14 bar). __ ,., 

. ;st-eam· turbines with exhaust pres sur'es' : (ba_ck. pres su.~es y near 1 bar ' -
and higher, corresponding to condens·er temperatures .. near ·lOOC ·arid above.~· 
ar~ :call'ed- noncondensing t'urbines.' 'They are. 'the typ'e .. of_turh1.-ne.·that'·. is
,sui,table.Tor a heat and pow~r. plant~. ·(condens.ing turbines ·w_ith steam 
·extraction are used for plants where heat · is a by;...product of power·· 
.generation.) .. Noncondens.ing turbines are sm~ller than .condensing t~rbines 
'becausre the last st'age or stages with the longest blades (buckets (are 
~limiriated .. They. are available .. as .in~ustri~l turb~nes (less than -100 MW/' 
-or as non~pnd¢tfsing hue lear tu:tbiries '. used fqr seawater deqalinati6n 



with exhaust steam for heating. Bac~ pressure ratings may be 10 to 30 
ps:ig, corresponding to condense~- t.emperatures of .115 to 134C. 

Horn ( 1968/69) notes that-·the · LP sebt1ons ·of turbines develop only ;f 
about 32% of the total turbine .power ,but .. represent about 80% of the 
weight. Their cost per kilowatt is 5 to 6 times the cost of the HP and 
MP sections. Therefore, condensing turbiiles.can be ex!)ected to cost 
more per kilowatt than noncondensi:hg turbines which avoid the LP section 
or at least the largest stages. Noncondensing turbines can also be 
built in larger power units than condensing turbines because more steam 
can be handled by a given size due to the greater steam density at 
higher pressure. 

Nuclear turbines are .. so:-called becau::3e they operate on saturated or 
low superheated steam from light water-cooled reactors. The traditional 
large steam turbines are also called f~ssil f:u~l tur"t?~nes because of the 
energy source. They" ·use high supe-rheated steam from coal, oil and gas 
fired boilers. _ . The superheated steam. has . gr.ea;ter enthalpy. t}fan the 
near-saturated steam from a m~.clear :reactor. and consequen-~ly the HP 
section of foss-il. f1._1el turbines h~s· more· stages. These turbines are 
only slightly larger ethan rJ.UClear turbines beca~se _ t~e addi'tional blaQ_es 
of the HP section· a:t:-e quite. small but the turbine power is significantly 
iarger corresponding to tne greater steam enthalpy. The price per 
kilowatt is accordingly smaller than for nuclear turbines. 

The Freon turbine for the bottoming cycle may·: he -m~~ted on 'tlie 
same shaft with the steam turbine, as shown. in __ Figure 37b for the case 
of th~- poncondensin.g ·s-team turbine:. Th~ advantage of this compination. 
over ·a; combinati_on with ~ corid~n;sing ·turbine ip evident: , .the _.s.mal.ter 
size .of the noncondensing _steam turbin-e offsets the .cost of· the Freon . 
turbine. arid, c'onsequehtiy,'the benefits of lower condense,r :temper_ature . 
po_ssible._ u:nder cold cii~atic ·cond_i:ti6ns can be .rea~ized more effe_.cti_v~~Y-·, ~; 

Freo·n turbines -~r·e. not s:tan<:lafd prod1-!Ct s· ~ut some des :lgn. informa~ .. _. ,: ~: 
tion is available. Horn (1968/69). shows- that Freon turbines are suitably 
built as axial flow or inward radial flow turbines with one or two_ 
stages.. They are reaction turbines with. super9opic g~s veloci tfes .at 
Mach nili.nbe·rs up. t.o 2. - . 

·The small nurriber of stages is dueto the sniall drop in specific 
enthalpy of the freon. The inward radial flow qesign, particular,ly with 
axial ·exha~st, is· su) .. table because the expan~ion rat.io 'of the vapor is·:~ 
relati \rely. large in the one or two. st·ages .th~t are used ... - Supersonic g~s ... 

. . . . .. ·. . . . . . . ._··, .. -· . ,_.-. ' . . 

velocities are almost necessary. b_ecause_the sonic ve_locity. in Freons_is-
low. Fof·Freon 12 _at Q_C .. it is-about 149 n1/s. (46p ft/se~.). . .. _, .... 

K~naev _ (1967) describes t'he development· of. large_ steam~Freon.~ t_:u.rh~~: _:· 
generating plant;s. -Figure 38 'shOW?. the single-stage'. quadru_ple fJ..ow reaction 
Freon b,J.rbine. ·. Figure 39 shows stage 'details ... The. F:'reOJ) cycle is bet weep 
115 and' 20C. · The·. Freon turbine has a capacity of 176 MW ~ the· combined 
steam and Freon turbine system has a capacity of 800 MW. 
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Figure 38. 
l?6 MW. 

5100xt,00Q 

Single-sf;age~ quadruple flr;w FrerY(J. ·turbine. Output: 
Dimensions are in millimeters (from Kanaev l96?). . . ''·' ,·. . . 

Figure 39. Flow secti()n details of the F'feqn i~~bine. 
The vapor has greater expans~on in· one stage than steam~ 
The speed of sound in Freon is lower than in air or 

steam and the flow is supersonic. 
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·Figure 4l. Combined temperature
entropy diagram of water and Fl2 
showing the subposition of the Freon 
cycle under the steam cycle of a 

heat and power plant .. 

The power plant and the heat and/ power plant, with bottoming cycle 
and without, can now be compared and the possible merits of the second 
cycle can be ev:aluated, 'by determining the sizes and costs of the princi
pal pieces of equipment involved. The ba-sis of the comparison will be a 
fossil fuel boiler With· a steam produ~ihg capacity of 1200 MW(th). If 
the steam generator is an oil-fired"tioiler with 12% stack·heat loss, the 
fuel consumption (lower heating value: 40.7 MJ/kg = 17500 BTU/lb) is 
335 kg/s or 1205 tons per hour. . . 

Table 18 summarizes the conversJon processes and equipment capacities. 
The steam cycle cposen for the analysis.· is .a high pressure, high superheat 
cycle but it is not a supercritical ~ycle. TheFl2 cycle is also sub
critical. The combined. cycles are s~own·in T-s diagrams for the power 
plant and the heat and power plant ib Figures 4o and 41, respectively. 
For simplicity the turbines_are assufued to expand isentropically while 
real turbines have an isentropic efficiency near 0'•9· The. condensing 
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'- .:. 

Steam ·gerier'at'or capacity, MW(.th) · 
Initial steam condition, bar 

degree.C 
'kJ/kg.· ·. 

Condensat'e condition, degree C 
-bar-

. kJ/kg ·.· 
Steam production, kg/s 
Steam· enthalpy and volume isentropic 

expansion, k~/kg 
. m /kg 

Isentropic turbine power, MW(e) 
Feed pump power,_· MW("e) 

3 Turbine exhaust flow, m /s 
Cycle efficiency 
Combined cycle efficiency 
Cooling tower; capacity MW(th) 
Cooling ·fan ·power, MW(e) 

( 

.,• 

.. Power Elant 

1200 
.50 
6oo 

366.4-.'5 . 
35 
0.056 

'~146~ 56. 
341 

.· ' • I:_, . •r~ ,~ • 

2225 . 
22~5 

491 
1.7 

7673• 
0.409 

.709' 
25 

6.516 
'197. 73 

0 
3.086 

36.05' 
4385· -

184.88 
0.0544 

56.350 
·- 1.1 

2_38 
0.:079 

-0 .. 454 
653 

2 

Heat and 
Eo:wer E1ant 

1200 
50 

6oo 
3664.:5 

'c, '105" 
1.2 

440.17 
372 .• 

··26TO 
- ... 1.42 

'370 
1.8·. 

528. 
.0 .. 308 

830 
. 95 

30.57 
211. 9·4 

0 
3~086 

36~. 05 
4Tl9-· 

175.65 
0.0511 

171.247 
9.3 

241 
•. :·-,0 .• 206' 

0 .. 442. 
659 ·, 

·2 

Table lB. Summary· of equipment sizes, output and efficienc.i·es 
of steain and Freon cycles for power. arid heat and power plants.· 

..... -

Freon temperature is chosen to be OC, corresponding to an ambient air 
temperature of -20C (-4F). The resulting combined cycle efficiency 
applies' to this temperature and varies with the temperature. · At _an 
ambient air temperature of-+5C (41F) the Freon cycle becomes a heat pipe 
in the case· of the power plant with steam condensing at 35C. The reason 
for this condition is that th.e Freon boiling and condensing·t·emper.ature 
is the· same · ( 25C). · The si tuatibn ·is comparable to that -of a steam power 
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plant with>an i,hftial temperature difference ( ITD) of 35 - 5 = 30C, 
which is a_ typical va-lue. Higher ambient air temperatur.es mean -higher. 
steam condenser temperatures. 

It is. interesting to note that the steam eXhaust flow volume of the 
turbine condensing at 35C is about 17 times great.er than that -o.f the one 
condensing at l05C. .The annulus covered by the last- stage buckets of 
the·t.wo-turbines corresponds in the same ratio and gives an indication 
of the difference in the turbine sizes. The exhaust flow volume from 
the Freon turbine is less than half of the st.eam flow volum~. (at l05G) 
and indicates the relative size of .th~. Freon turbine. The siz.e of the 
Freon vapor pipe between the turbine and the condenser in the cooling 
tower, assuming a flow velocity of 40 m/s (no~al steam turbine an,nulus 
exhaust velocity is 160 m/s), is 240/40 = 6 m corresponding to a di?J!leter. 
of 2. 76 m (about 9 ft_) .· The required flow rate of. cooling water -for an. 
indirect dry cooling tower or for direct' water cooling from a river or 
lake, based _on a heat r~jection of 709 MW(th) and. a water tem3erature . 
rise of 15C is 709 x 10 /15 x 4.18 = 11.3 x 103_,kg/s ;:::·11.3 m ./s. The 

2 size :of<the pipe, assuming a flow velocity of 3 m/s, is 11.3/3 = 3.77 m , 
corres.pdnding to a ·diameter of 2.19 m (over 7 ft ) .. 

The fan power -.requirement for the mechanical draft cooling tower is 
0. 31% of the cooling power as determined in Chapt.er 3. 2. 3. The feed 
pump power· is the product of spec. volume • pressure difference .• mass. 
flow rate when the compres si bili ty of the fluid can be, ignored ... For 
Freo'n the pump power is relatively large-because large flow rates are 
necessary in the -process. 

The advantage .of superheating the Fl2 vapor from. t.he saturated 
state at· 95C is evide'nt· in Figure 41 where it is shown in dashed _,:,Line~ ... · 
The steep slope of the. saturated vapor' curve has the particular advan- -. 
tage that for changing condenser temperatures the endpoint of. the _ . 
turbine expansion line is always about equally close to the .saturation 
line. By contrast, in the case of steam the expansion line :intersects. 
the saturation line at a large angle. Therefore, the steam condenser is 
best maintained close .to the design point. Superheating may be achieved 
with waste heat from boiler.stack gases after .the combustionair .has 
been preheated in the conventional manner. The economic feasibility of 
superheating the Freon vapor with stack gas waste heat is not analyzed 
here. ., 

Feed heating ·of .the Freon and water is also not .cons:i,dere9- in this 
· analysis but it must be included in a detailed design an..alysis. The 
Freon condensate is heated·with Freon vapor extracted from the turbine· 
stages. ! . For example, a two.,..stage Freon turbine provides for 2 stages , 
of feed heating .as Silberring (1969 ). -shows. ~t is not advantageous to. 
extract steam from the steam turbine for Freon feed heat,ing_ because 
greater efficiency is achieved by using the steam for fee~ heating of 
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the water. It is also not advantageous'· to cbol --:fhe: ·c.dnde'ns~'d ·:steam • 
below ·its condensing tempe_r.ature in the Freon boiler because the super
cooled condensate must 'be reheated 'wit_h_·.fu'ei ·:-~nefgy' WlH:~re~s· th~· latent . 
heat of- condensation that ~ari be used is' :waste- ·herat 't:o t:t1e -~stea.tD:· cycie .· 

• r • ' • • ' • •. ,. • •• ; • : :: • --~- ~ • ': • ' • .:' : : : ' ' • ', '> ' • ,' ~ ' : • ' ! 

The .co~t .~·f the ·_:maj~r pieces of e'q]ifpment-, whd's:e si~:·~_s :·are. d~termined 
and listed in Table 18, is· summari-zed -in Table i9~:· It is· bas'ed. ·on-· · ·. 
information developed. in Appe:ndices _I and 'J... . , .. -. 

Oil~fired-steam.boiler, unit 
total· 

., 

Steam turbine, unit 
total.-

Steam condenser, unit 
total 

Freon-boiler, unit 
tqtal 

Freon turbine, unit 
total 

Cooling tower, unit 
tower 

Power ·plant ·_ 

-$15. -/kW(th) 
$18 '000 ,000 . 
$.29. ;_/kW(e) 

.$14,239,000 

$3 .:-/kW( th} 
$2,127,000 

$6.-/kW(th} 
- _ $4,254 ,QOO 

$36.50/kW 
.$2,056,775-
$15. ~;kw(t:ti); 

. $9 '795 '000 : 

'Heat· and 
gower plant 

$15.-/kW(th) 
'" $18-,ooo ,ooo 

$25.20/kW(e) 
$9,324,000 

. __ .: $3. -/kW( th) 
·$2~490,000 

$6. -/kW( th)' 
', $4,980,000 . 

$28.50/kW 
$4,880,540 

$15.-/kW(th) 
_$9 '885 ,000 

Table Z9. Swnmary of major equipment costs ol steam arid 
Freon cycZe[3 for power .and heat and power,_pZan~s.. 

3. 5 ~ .. Evaluation and conclu-si.ons 

From the equipment size and- cost ·i~forinatio'n ·aevel.6ped in the 
preceeding.chapter it is possible-to evalu~t;.e_and compare the cost of 
various systems_: .power plants and heat and power p(larits with and 
without bottoming cycles. 

. -

The COStS Of the- major COmponent~ CQmp;ris-ing the vari01is systems. 
are summarized in Table 20. The. table, lists .only· majof. components for 
comparison'. it. does not include such i ~_ems as piping' feed :pumps' feed 
heaters, etc. , which are more or less conrrnon to all systems.-

The Freon bottoming cycle adds considerable cost to the basic steam 
cycle systems, as might be expected. The Freon turbine costs about the 
same as the low pressure stages of the steam turbine which it replaces. 
A small advantage may be gained when the Freon turbine is mounted on a 
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common shaft witb.:_: .. the steam turbine and a single generator' instead of 
being a -E?_epar~te ,uriit as .listed ab,~ve. 

· :Tab.le 20. · sh~ws that· the.· s.t.eam~Freon ·power plant is le·s s· -cost ~Y ·when 
the. ste·am. c~rid.ens'ing :.temperature· i.s high (e. g. l05C} ·than wheh ·it is· 

·low Ce.-g~ 35C)~ as expected. It shows further -t·hat a powe·r pl'ant usin·g 
.the steam cycle alone is less costly than a power plant with a Freon 
bottoming .·cycle. This. is true ev~n when the power _plant requires. a 
cooling tower due to lack of'' available water or because of' environmental 
impact considerations. Therefore, the steam-Freon power plant is · · 
probably economically attractive in places where ambient air temperatures 
of 5C ~nd below are available much of the time (the colder, the better) 
and· it i~ probably ec,onomically attractive for very large plants because 
the turbine size limitations are overcome through elimination of the 

·large low pressure steam stages. Most authors- of studies of. bottoming 
eycles for·power plants are pessimistic about th~ economic feasibility, 

·as verified by Table 20, but they do not allow for the benefits from low 
condenser temperatures. · However, Heilbronn in hiis discussion of Horn's 
(1969..:.70) paper points to the advantages of bottoming cycles together 
with dry-cooling towers in Arctic latitudes and Aronson emphasizes. the 
same point in his discussion of Horn's paper. Kanaev ( 1967) and Silber
ring (1969) stress mainly the advantages of size and weight reductions 
that are vossible through Freon cycles and the opportunity to build more 
powerful_turbo-generator units than are possible with steam alone. 

. . 

The heat and power plant with Freon bottoming cycle becomes synony-
_mous with the steam-Freon power plant (cQndensing steam at l05C) when 
the steam heated water boiler is separated from the comparison. · This 
water boiler should properly be identified as a cost item in the hot 
water district heating system. 

It is now possible to.conclud~ that steam power plants with Freon 
bottoming cycles and dry (or hybri~) cooling towers have greater initial 
cost than conventional steam power,plants, they have greater conversion 
efficiency and resulting fuel econ~:nny -in· cold regions, ·and· they permit 
more powerful and compact turbo-generator units. 

The increase in convers:lon; efficiency is achieved by.the:bottoming 
cycle when ambient temperatur·es are about 5C (41F) or lower. In 
Anchorage, AK, this is the case about 54% of the time, iri Minneapolis;, 
MN, about 42% of .. the time. No estimate is made, however, of the. economic 
feasibiliti of the increase~ ~onversion. ~6hiev~d through the increased 
equipment cost, bec;3.11se this cost is not sufficiently well known and 
aiso bec .. ause fuel costs are a variable that can change the feasibilit~,-
drastically. 
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'::; 

,Power plant 

steam boil·er 
st·e8.m. -±urh:lne 
water· c·ooled 
st·ea:tri · >cond.ens:er 

indirect cooling 
tower 

T8 ,:000 
11~ ,:ooo 

'-~2 ,127 . 
34,,366 

9·;79'5. 
··44,161 

Power plant with 
·Freon cycle 

·steam -poiler 
steam· turbine 
Freon boiler 
Freon turbine 
cooling tower 

18,000 
14,239 

4,254 
2,057·. 
9,795 

48,3'45. -

·~: ' . 

s·t;eam bqiler 
st·'¢·am turbine 
'st e·am · heated 
w·at-:e:r· boiler 

1:-8,000 
9,32'4·--.. · 

2,,-'4'90 
29,814 

Heat and-power plant 
··~:with-· Freon cYcle 

steam boiler 18,000 
'Steam turbine 9, 324 

_ steam/water boiler 2_,-490 
Fr~Qn boiler 4 ,980 
Freon turbine 
cooling tower 

4,881 
9,885 

49-,5-60 

-, Bin~ry cycle power plant , 
steam ·condensing -at 105C . 

steain boiler 
steam turbine 
Freon boiler 

'Fred.n ·turbine 
cooling tower 

18,-ooo 
-. 9' 32'4 -
4,980 
4,881 
9,885 

47,970 

. Table ·20. ~ost··surroiicrry ;of rpajor components of power 
_plants and·· heat and power plants with and: w~thout 

Dottoming- cycles .: (in- thoUSi;fridS _ of dollars). 

4. Smary 

The '·evalriation. of 'the- pfomising :'alternatives';- selected in Part. I, 
is conducted-with respect to three co.nsiderations in order to choos-e the 
most promising alterriati ve f6r f·in~i. analysis: .. (l). economic: feasibility' 
(2) ehvironmental'impact ;~ ( 3) feSOt1YCe c¢nservation. . These _thre·e. con
siderations 'are not- intended to be list-ed in a''priority'·or 'other sequence 
rating because ~ny such ·:ra.nkfng must be cortsidered·. subjective. Instead 
it is.believedt:hat the best choice can: be.made~orily after an-evaluation 
based on ·various arid different ·.considerations, i ~-e. with'. the best possible 
awareness of pertinent factors. 
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Economic 
feasibility 

Environme~t.al 
impact 

Resource 
conservation 

Heat pwnps .·.·. · 
using power plant · · 
· .. coolillg wate~· . 

For.s{~gle r~si~~n~~! 
super~or to oil burnlng-.. 

-systems; 
inferior to district 
hea~ing within plant 
proximity. 
For apartment buildings: 
inferior to central boiler 

. and district heating. 

Favorable compared with. 
· : oil burning systems; 

better air pollution 
control. 

'Comparable to district' 
heating: good waste 
heat utilization. 

Favorable compared· with 
oil burning systems: 
less-overall consumption; 
Comparable to district 
he~ting: alternate fuel. 
opportunities.: 

Bottoming cycles 
for heat and 

·power plants 

. ' . ~ ; . . i . 

Improves with increas-
ing, cold~~~s. of the 

. cli.mate. 

Favorable due to use 
of dry cooling tower 
and reduced·waste 
disposal. 

Favorable because fuel 
is better utilized 
through greater overall 
conversion efficiency. 

Table 2l. SwnmaPy ·of evaluation of promising alternatives. 

- . . . . I 
The results of the evaluation ,are summarized in Table 21. Heat 

pumps are evaluated in.comparison -w;ith oil .burning and district heating 
systems. Bottoming. cycles are compared with plants without .. such low 
temperature cycles .. They are considered iri connection. with "heat and 
power" plants, meaning with steam condensing temper~tures near and above 
100 C(212°F), because the connection with a conventional power plant 
(condensing near 35C = 95F) appears! to be not feasible. 
. I 

.Based on the evaluation of these considerations the.heat pumps 
using __ po~er pla~t c.oollngwat~r a$·~ sour8e:f~r sp~qe peating ~;tre'the 
most promising alternative for final anaij~is. . Th~ ~ain ~easoris. ar~ the 
gre~t _improvement in energy utilization that is attainable 0 .. 10 t'o i2o%' 
fuel. utilization compared with_abqut 70% for; oil.:...burning_boile~s;. 
Chapter 2. 6.) and_ the pollution B;baiement. attainable (chimney_ e~issions 
are eiiminated in resid~ntial areas). . Th~ gai_ns from bottoming cyc.les 
ar.e . smaller- by. comparison .( ~b?ut . 5 to 10 percent_ age .. P?ints increased 



conversion efficiency and correspondingly reduced waste heat disposal; 
Table 18). I The a::Le;nificance of the area of application of the two 
alternatives is similar because space heating and purchased electric 
energy each account .for· about 20% of U. S. energy use. Therefore, the 
gre·:tter improvements in energy utilization achieved with the he~t pump 
system compared with bottoming cycles permit attaining a greater beneficial 
overall impact with heat pumps.· (Bottoming cycles. are, nevertheless, so 
attractive that they will be further analyzed in a separate effort 
outside of the scope of this study. ) 

District heating systems are best suited for central city and_ 
denselY populated areas. ·such systems are in use in many cities~ Heat 
pumps using distributed plant cooling water, however, are not used. 
They become economically superior to district heating systems where 
greater distances must be covered and the population density is less 
than in the central city; i.e. they are attractive for suburbs. They 
are not limited to cold regions because they are attractive for heating 
as well as air conditioning but they may prove themselves first in cold 
regions. 
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PART III: ·DESIGN OF A HEAT PUMP SYSTEM 

1. Introduction 

Part III- presents the design of a heat pump system using power 
plant. cooling _w~ter as a heat source. The system serves to heat a 
residential area with a heat pump in every house·. The cooling water is 
distributed through a pipe syste:m connecting every house just as the 
fresh water and sewer systems do. 

· An actual residential area is chosen as. a design application in 
order to test the design in a real world. situation rather than in a 

·hypothetical case. An.existing residential area is preferred over a 
.planned new city .because it.requires consideration of the conversion of 
existing heating equipment such as oil-fired boilers and furnaces. The 
conversion should include all houses in the area in order to be effective 
and must offer an advantage to serve as an incentive. The family housing 
area of a mil~tary post is a convenient choice because the complete 
conversion of.all houses can be effected through the-decision of one 
landlord, i.e. the. military command. However, this choice is not given 
because military posts do not have their own power plants. Those few 
posts that do have cent.ral power generation, such as Forts Richardson and 
Wainwright, and Elmendorf and Eielson Air.Force Bases in Alaska, have 
heat and power plants which provide direct district heating·to their 
post housing. Therefore, a civi-lian community is chosen. It represents 
·the most difficult case-because an economic advantage for the conversion 
must be shown,. but it is also the most rewarding case ·because of the large 
potential benefits that are possible through application of the system to 
many other towns and cities. · 

Fairbanks, Alaska, is selected as the community for w-pich a heat 
pump system will be designed. It has a municipal power plant that uses 
the Chena River in the city for cooling water d~scharges and it has fog 
and air pollution problems that make the conversion·ta heat pumps 
desirable. 

The purpose of the design is to show how· the heat pump systemworks 
in an actual application_ and what it Offers •. 

The technical parameters of the· heat pumps, the cooling water 
distribution system and the interfacing with·.the power plant are. determined. 
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The installation and the· operating costs are calculated to show the 
economic advantage of conversion to the home owners s and the benefits 
fro~ the standpoint of· air qua;J-ity and. ener~. resource conservation are 
described. 

2. Fairbanks 

The city of Fairbanks is located in- central Alaska on the Ch~_na 
River. The river valley provides a.reasonably flat area with some hills 
nearby._ The population is 14,771 according to the 1973 Rand Mc!,ially 
Road Atlas. Directly adjacent is the town of College, populat_i6n 3000s 
where the University of Alaska is -located. Fort Wainwright adjoins on 
the opposite side of the city. Fi~e 42 shows an aerial view of 
Fairbanks. 

The city-owned Municipal Utilities System (MUS) power plant is 
centrally located on the Chena river bank as marked on Figure 42. _It is 
a coal-fired steam plant with turbine generators. A second power plant. 
belongs to the Golden Valley Electric Association (GVEA). It is a Rural 
Electrification Administration funded plant and has Diesel-electric 
generators. The GVEA also has a coal-fired power plant at the coal mine 
at Healy (60 miles south of Fairbanks) arid· one- in Fairbanks that is 
retired. The University of Alaska has a heat and power plant and uses 
the Noyes ·slough for its cooling water. Fort Wainwright has a coal
fired heat and power plant with cooling ponq and a steam heating plant. 
The Alaska Railroad has a small heating plant for use duririg_the winter 
at its yard near the MUS plant. 

The fresh water system is operated.by the MUS and serves slightly 
more than half the population of Fairbanks. The water treatment plant 
is next to the MUS power plant·. It uses well water for its supply. The 
waste water syst.em is operated by the city.· 

The MUS power plant has three older generator sets with 8. 5 MW. 
electric out put, each, (called Chena 1, 2 and 3). They also supply 
steam by extraction for district heating of a commercial area l.n central 
Fairbanks. Their condensers are cooled with well water whfch is subse
que-ntly treated at the ·water plant for use as fresh water. The fresh 
water is supplied at about 60 to 65F (15 t·o 18C) to prevent freezing in 
the buried pipes.. The wat~r· system is a circulating system which maintains. 
a minimum flow at all times to prevent fre~zing. 

The new generating unit at the MU? power plant ( Chena 5) has 2o·MW 
electric output. It has a river water-cooled condenser which is in two 
sections. The _cooling water leaves the condensers at 60F (15C). One of 
the two condenser sections appears· as the practical choice for use with 
the cooling water distribution system that will serve one area of· the 

· city. 
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Figure 42. :·A.erial ·view of. Fairbanks·~·- ·The Chena River -runs east 
· tcYwest and the main part o/··the:eity·is on·the southside of the 
- · ·.,··river. ·The location of the MuS' plant is marked· by a aircle.-

The heating season in Fairbanks has 14,279 degree~days based on 
. ·Weather ·Bureau,. observations at Fairbartks , Interriatiorial··Airport ~ '1960-64. 

January is the coldest month with normal daily minimum and maximum 
temperatures of -:-21.4 and -0.8F (about -30 and -18G), -ll.lF (..:.24C) 
'a:verage. The( usual lowe~t 'temperatures' are( -50F (about -45C r and'the 
record low from. aiF<port data is -61F- (about --52C): in 1969:.· Ju=!-y is the 
warmest month with -irormal daily maximum and minimum temperatures of 71.7 
and 4 7. 6F ( 22 ~z;:td 8. TC), 59. 7F (about 15C) average~ The ·highest tempera
tures are'':about: ·8d:F :(about 27C)._ ~rid ·sometimes higher .. 

The majority of private homes in Fairbanks is heated with oil. 
Most of these homes have hot air systems, predominantly the smaller 
ones. The smaller portion of homes has hot water systems. A small 
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number of relatively new houses has electric resistance heating. Some 
older houses in th~ city have coal heating systems. In surrounding 
areas few houses are heated with': bottled propane gas and a few others 
are heated with wood (e.g. cabins __ with Franklin stoves). 

. . 

To the individual customer the cost of he~ting oil in Fairbanks was 
about 32¢/ gal in 1973 ·.(before the oil embargo) .:and rose- to about. 45¢/ gal 
during the winter 1973/74. The cost of ele.ctri.ci_tY: to operate the ·heat 
pumps may be assumed to be_3¢/kWh according to Frank Abeg (personal 
communication) oi the·Fa!rba.nks Municipal Utilities System. The assessment 
for' an individual home for fresh water service is about $1000, depending 
on frontage and lat.-size. The assessment-for waste water (sewer) is 
about $2000. 

3. The heat pump system 

The system is basic_ally a clo~ed:..loop cooling water system connect
ing the power plant_with all the houses in a part of the .city as shown 
schematically in Figure 43. The cooling water le·aves the. cond~nser at 
15C ( 60F) and should return to the. condenser at · 40F or lower in order to 
maintain full condenser efficiency. A return ·temperat:ure of 3C (37~4F) 
is planned, representing a temperature drop of .12C ... The temperature 
drop_ in the distribution lines is estimated tcY _-be about'· 3 degrees or 
less; there·fore, the· ·evaporators of the heat purrips will .cool the water 
a.bout·9 degrees from 1-3 to -4c (about 55 to 39F) and therefore ·utilize 
about T5% of_ the waste ~heat. A by-pass v~lve is provided at each house 
to assure a minimum ,water flow when the heat pump --is not· running. in 
order to prevent line freezing (the. same -as w~th the fresh .water system). 

The waste heat dissipated by Chena 5 is determined from the plant 
efficiency. __ Frank Abeg (personal communication) gives the boiler effi
ciency as 80% . and the . steam cycle . efficl.ency as 35% .· Th-erefore, .the 
waste heat available.from one of.the two_condenser sections corresponds 
to an electric power of 10 MW (half of the 20-MW.capacity). 

Available waste heat:_ 10(1~0 .. 35)/0.3_5 = 18·_-?7 MW(th) = 63:41 MBTU/hr 

T~~ flow rate-of the cooling wa.t~r -through the condenser is deter~ined 
by the temperat~e r~se _of 12 ·degrees (c)~ .-, 

Maximum water flow: 

-~ 6 
18.57 X 10 .. 

4. 2 X. 103 
X 12 
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Figure 43. Sahematia presentation of the plant aooling 
water distribution system linking the power plant with 
the heat pumps in a residential cmea. One of the two 

· aond:ensers _of the pOVJer plant is shown in the' proposed 
aonneation to the distribution system. The detail of a 
house illustrates the role of the heat pwnp in the over

all system. 

This cooling water flow may be handled by a 16-inch pipe. The 
velocJty in a Schedule 4o steel pipe is 10.6 ft/sec andthe pressure 
drop is o. 8'5 ·psi per 100 ·feet. · 

The heating requirements of a house can be estimated from informa
tion used by.oil_dealers to schedule deliveries. A typical value is 5 
degree-dais per gallon (#2 heatingoil) for a normally insulat-ed one-.. 
family house. _Assuniing a heating value of 140,000 BTU/gaT ·arid a boiler 
or ftirna~e- ._efficiency· of 0. 7 the heat_ing requirement of a house is: 

140 ' 00~ x 0 .J = , 19, 6oo BTU'/'de'gree:.:..'d.ay 
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· This value compares favorably with the heatingrequ:irements li~ted 
in Appendix D. 'Ifle required heating capaci'ty for 's.uch a bouse a:t -50F 
( 115 · degree-days per day) is: . · 

For a-heat pump with a coefficient of performance CP = 3.0 to 3.5 
the heat transfer from the cooling water is: 

93,917 (CP 
CP 

1) ~ 62,611 to 67,084 BTU/hr 

and the electric power for the heat pump is: 

27.5/CP = 9.17 to 7.86 kW 

The flow rate of the cooling water through the heat.pump with a 
temperature drop of 9 degrees (C) is 0.48'5 tq 0.520 kg/s (7.7 to 8.25 gpm). 
A suitable pipe size is 1 1/4 inches, Schedule 40, steel, resulting.in a 
water velocity of about 1.7. ft/sec· and a pressure drop of about 0.5 psi 
per 100 ft. 

The waste heat from the condenser that is utilized by the heat 
pumps (0.75 x 63.41 MBTU/hr) is sufficient to heat 760 to 710 houses 
at -50F (62,611 to 67,084 BTU/hr, each). The electric power required 
to drive the heat pumps is 7.0 to 5.6 MW. 

After the system has been installed and the ful·l number . of houses 
has be~n connected, the second s~ction of the condenser can be connected 
to a second water distribution system to serve additional 760 to 710 
houses, for a total of abo.ut 1500 houses (heat pumps). · The electric · 
power required to drive these heat p~ps'is 14 to 11.2 MW when the 
-t~mperature is near -50F. 

The present load of the MUS power plant is 7 to 11 MW in the summer 
and rises to 20 MW in the winter. The plant capacity of the Chena 1, 2, 
3 and 5 is about 45 MW. .The additional load of about 14 MW caused by 
the heat pumps raises the cold weather load to about 34 MW which is_,well 
within the plant capacity. Nevertheles-s, it appears that additional 
generating capacity should be constructed while· the second condenser 
section of Chena 5 begins to ser~e the distribution system and the growing 
riumber of heat pumps 'that come "on line~" Thed:tdditional generating -
capacity· provides back up capability and the opportunity to expand the 
system beyond the 1500 heat pumps. 
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I. 

"4. Description of the required heat pump 

.Most. commercially available heat pumps for heating houses use air· 
as a heat source but some are available using water as a heat source. 
Water is preferable as a heat s-ource compared with air because ca greater 
coefficient of performance can be achieved (the temperature difference 

.is smaller) but water is less commonly available in the required quantities . 
. Thus, the popularity of heat pumps using air as a source can be. understood. 
However, the availability of power plant .cooling water as a heat source · 
on a large scale can change the pict.ure completely. 

Practically all heat pumps offer the capability of heating as well 
as cooling ·(air co:pditioning) ·because most u_sers have .a' need or at least 
a desire for both modes. The change between modes is accomplished· 
simply by reversing the· functions _of ·evaporator and condenser through· 
valve changes' and the cost for ·,t~e. alternate mode capability is inci-
dental. The least-expensive way: to provide heatin~ and cooling from one 
heat pump is through .an air handling system which delivers either ~arm 
or cool air. Therefore., 'avaiiable,heat. pumps are usually air to air or 
water to air systems. :- ·. 

Water to water heat pumps are not generaiiy available for single 
family residences be~ause radi~tors .:used with circulating water systems 
are suitable for heating but not for cooling. Therefore, cooling must 
be provided. through different heat exchangers and probably a separate 
cooling water circulat.ion .system. T}?..is .is not competit_i ve with an air 
handling system.-in T;~sidential ho~$eS ~- In a sub~~rctic location such as 
Fairbanks, however, 'there i~:,--SO little nee~. for cooling_ (ai-r._eonditioning)' 
except in large commercial buildin~?-, that. the heat pump is needed only · 
for heating. Therefore, a water to water heat pump is needed for use 
with a circulating water heating sy~tem . 

. A water to- ~~ter heat pump fQr heafing o~ly . i~. not 'comniercialiy 
available as. such. but, it is commoilly- available as a liquid chille:r- o A 
liqU:id. chiller i's a' heat 'pump us_ed for chilJ,.fpg_ .wat_er_( or other liquid) 0 

The other side of .th-e chiller, .the condenser.~ . dissip~fe·~~ ~heat to coo.li.ng 
water ·a·t' a higher -t~mperature. The. cOndenser is ·-that sid_e· .wh~_ch is of 
interest here for heating the house while the evap.orafor chills the 
cooling wat~r iq th~ · distributi.o:n · syste~/ 

Li~~id chiller~ h~ve be.en b~ilt for. many years in s~zes .ranging . 
from very smal+ to very large". -~ey are gene.rally· :accepted as being 
reliable and .-durabl'e pi~ces of-. equipment. Figure 44 s~o~s a p8:ckaged 
liqu-id chiller . with ,hermetic motor and c'o~pr.essor urii t ~- .. ' . 

- ' . . ; ~ . . . 

. _The temp_erat~res .of the· _.chilled water leaving the e·v~porators of 
liquiq c.hiJ.,lers .range-.u~ually _fr.om 5 to lOC (41 to·· 50F) o _;Ti1ese values 
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-Fiig~e. 44 .. · Paaka(fed ::zic[uid ahiller:-~shbwing -iYii~'e ~~
_-compressor· over'thl ev!aporqrtor and' 'aonden8'er 

· '· (cy'liridr-iaal tube-' ir( tube· heat exchangers)~ ,-.=·-;'-· 

· · ·- · · >(iork-' ··manua tY · · · · · <' 
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agree co~pletely with the requirements of the plant cooling water distri-
: . : ·.- .- .. -· ·. -. ' -- . .· . . ·-, . I· _.. ... . . - .... . . ·_ .. · ... _ -. . . .,_ _., - .. · .. 

bution system.. 'The teinper13.tures of the water· l-eaving the ·c9ndens~~ are 
usua].ly abou£ ·75 .:to _llOF: (24 :t:o- 43c}·wb.i:·ch- ·is· lower :th:S,ri the tempetattires 

•· . . --· ' - ··, • . ·. . : :-- -.· .· . l " .. ' ' . .' "' _.. ·''' ."' .. . ' . : : _. :·. ·. 
des_J.::red· for a circulating water heating syst'em.·· _··-Theref9re; a ·sm~l1.. ·· ·. 
modi'fication' o;f"' normai' liquid ·ch:i).lers may: be rieces'sary' "to ad~pti them 
-for u'se ~s -.Water to wate:r heaf pumps'.· · · · - , · , · ~ ·· 

Information from York Technical· Mariuale{ '(196'3, i966T i'~ use'd.~·t<D'--:- · · 
compare the _ perfo:rmanc_e of· standard ~vailabl~ liquid chillers._ with the 
requirein'ent~ for. a he-at pump·. ; The ''chilterf{ are: comp'fete :packag~d'··uni:ts 
with water,_pipe-'conh¢ct,ic>ris' fo~ the cori;dense~ ·arid for the :ev~p6rat6r:'; ,,.)\ 
The sa.±ne· 'ch.iilers'' ar'e al'so'':avai'lable- as.'- :Mater ·:t6 ,;aii-r--:·uriit:s··'tair '-'C'o6'led} ·' 

. whereby the condense£ ij_S: S1ep~raf:~;,_fr6m :the',:chiller'-~'~":-~The'r;~ .. are' Lp£p\!~;. ,! ... '; '-':- ~· 
connections ,for the flo;w o:t: refrigerant frqm the compressor to the 
-condenser·J.rid:' b~ck:!' .- .Fl1g-tir'~ ;:4·5 ·'siro'WE('the' 3cdrp.plet·e water -6'oo1ed.: :c:hiil'Jr 
( watel-· tc>"' wlit'e:r!-) and. Fi~e -- 4'6 shch.fs. 't:he: r·emot·e ,:c6n:cieris'~r ;for the .. 'ai:r-.r i · 
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Figure · 45. · · Comp tilt;·~ ~aakaged tiquia ·a hi 7, ter. 
Its size is aomparabte to a freezer ahest . 

. , (Y,ork. manual,). 
,;:. _', 

Figure. 46 •. Remote. air· c:ooter}i aondenser for a:J,iqui..d, 
ahi7,7,er (York manual,). 
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Figure 47. Coeffiaient of perlormanoe for heating 
of a liquid chiller perfo~ing as a heat pump. Values 
are calculated from performance data given in York 

Technical Manual (l963, l966) . 
. · 

cooled unit. The chillers use F22 as the-refrigerant. The highest 
rated saturated condensing temperature and pressure in the water cooled 
units ·is about 49C (120F) and 18.9 bar (275 psia) (test pressure 335 
psi)'. The air cooled units have rated saturated condensing temperatures 
and pressures of about 57C (135F) and 22.8 bar (331 psia) (test pressure 
450 psi). The air cooled units are available with higher condensing 
temperatures because ambient air temperatures can be higher than avail-
·able water temperatures are •. The air cooled units also have more power
ful motors needed to operate at the higher condensing. pressure. The 
coefficient of performance for heating is computed from data given in 
York Technical Manual (1966) andpresented graphically in Figure 47. 

Figures 48-54 show vB,rious arrangements in· which the heat pumps are 
used for heating purposes .. In new constuction the condenser provides 
warm water or warm air di-rectly for circulation through the house. The 
heat pump takes the place of the _oil (or gasl:t;ired boiler or furnace. 
For the conversion of an existing systemthe,heat pump is connected 
parallel to the existing boi-ler· or furnace·. That arrangement retains 
the option to use the ·existing ~quipin~nt in case of a problem with the 
heat pump or the cooling water distribution system. In the case of 
circulating water heating the heat· pump is shown to provide preheating 
of the domestic fresh hot water supply. An electric booster heater is 
also shown because domestic hot water is usually desired at higher 
temperatures than those provideQ. by the heat pump. 

The standard water cooled chiller is not available with sufficiently 
high condensing temperatures to serve as a water to water heat pump, as 
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Figure 48. Schematic diagram of the liquid chiller with 
remote condenser operating as a heat pump for heating. 
The condenser serves simultaneously as an accumulator of 
warm water for ·the circulating water heating system and 
as a preheater for the domestic bot w~ter. An electric 

·booster heater provides the desired higher temperature. 
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Figure 49. Heat puirlp w·{th i·ntegrat condenser ·fpr ... compar'tson~' .· 
The accwriulator may be des,irabZ_.e or ·~ven necessary,. particularly 

when the heating system hils more ·than one zo'ne. · 
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discussed earlier. The saturated condensing temperature should be at 
least 57C (135F). as ·in the air-cooled chiller. A higher condensing 
temperature reduces the coefficient o:t:. performance of the heat pump so 
that its operating cost increases' and its economic advantage diminishes. 
There are two ch~ices other than developing a specific water to water 
heat pump: the remote-condenser.of the air cooled chiller is replaced 
by a water cooled1 remote ~ondenser _as. shown in Figure 48 or the factory 
produces a packaged water: cooled chiller with·l35F condenser using the 
motor, compressor and related componentsfrointhe air cooled model. In 
any case, standard componentP. _can '·be used. The manufacturers of liquid 
chillers can be expected to offer suitable equipment for a potential 
market .. of. hundreds or th<?uf3ands of heat. pumps. 

The conversion or .existing. ci;cul~ti~g-_water heat·ing systems to 
heat pumps may require the addition of.radiator area in some cases to 
offset the lower water temperature compared with that provided by an oil 
fired boiler. The result of insufficient radiator area is insufficient 
heating during very cold weather. In new construction the required 
radiator area can be provided by design. 

The York Technical Manual (1963) shows that the heat dissipation of 
the condenser, which represents· its heat·ing capacity, is 80 to 85 x 103 
BTU/hr (23.5 to 25 kW) for Model LC8 and about 110 to 115 x 103 BTU/hr 
( 32.2 to 33.7 kW) for Model LC 10 at a condensing temperature of about 
57C (135F) and a chilled water leaving temperature of about 4c (40F). 
The cost of the chillers is about $2200 for Model LC8 and about $2500 
·for Model LClO. This cost is the '1budget price'' given by York (verbal 
communication) and ~epresents the estimated price charged by a contractor 
including his mark-up but exclusive· of installation charges. Based on 
the heating requirements estimated in Chapter 3, Model LClO is suf
ficiently large· to heat a typical. one-family house _;in F-ai;rpanks while 
Model LC8 is probably too small (except for a very well insulated 
house). The dimensions of the chiller models are shown in Figures 
55 and 56. Models LC8A and LClOA are air cooled chillers which have 
refrigerant pipe connections for a remote condenser. 

The·· installation' of the heat~ pump is as simple as the installation 
of a dishwasher or a washing machine. There are two pipe connections to 
the cooling water distribution syste·m and two pipe connections to the 
house heating system~ The electric~l- connection is 208/220 volt, the 
same as an electric range or a clothes. dryer~· 

5. Economic feasibili~ 

The eccnomic feasibility of the heat pump system is analyzed by 
comparing the annual operating costs and the financing costs of the 
initial investment· for the various possible methods of heating the 
houses in Fairbanks: electric heat pump using plant cooling water, oil 
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fired furnace (boiler), direct steam from the plant, and electric resis
tance heating. 

The heating requlreme'rtt per degree-day is 19,600 BTU (Chapter 3) 
and· there are 14,279 degree days·. The coefficient of performance of the 
heat pump is CP=3. The cost of electricity for the heat pump is 3¢/kWh 
(Chapter 2). The annual operating cost of the heat pump is: 

14,279 X 19,600 
3 

93.289 x 10
6 

BTU= 27,317 kWh= $819 

The oil burned in a furnace or boiler provides heating for 5 degree
days per gallon (Chapter 3). The cost of the'oil is figured at 45¢/gallon 
(Chapter 2). The annual heating cost with oil is: 

14 , 279 = 2856 gallons 
5 $1285 ' 

· The cost of steam available 
plant is $4 per thousand pounds 
The monthly heating requirem~nt 
2500 degree-days in December or 
about 1000 BTU/po~nd of steam). 
is: 

14,279 X 19,600 = 
1000 

in central Fairbanks from the power 
for the first 50,000 pounds, monthly. 
does not exceed 50,000 pounds (less than 
January; about 20,000 BTU/degree-day; 

The annual cost of heating with steam 

279,868 pounds = $1119 

The cost of electricity for resistance he.ating is taken to be the 
same as for the heat pump. The efficiency of resistance heating is 
100%, corresponding to a coefficient of perform;;tnce of CP=l.': Therefore, 
the annual heating cost with electricity is. three times that .of a heat 
pump with CP::;:3: 

14,279 X 19,600 = 279.868 X 10
6 

BTU = 81,951 kWh = $2458 

In the. case of new residential construction, the cost of financing 
the capital investment in the heating system is_proportional to the. 
mortgage financing cost of the whole house. The ca~e of converting 
·existing houses and· heating systems will b~ discussed in Chapter 6. 
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The ratio of yearly cost Y of interest and amortization to initial 
cost P (principal) is a function of the interest rate i and the number 
of years n of the amortization:' 

. ' ~ 

Y i(l+i)n 
- =· 

(l+i)n-1· 
p '. (5.1) 

Values of Y/P for several typical interest rates and amortization 
periods are listed in Table 22. 

5 10 15 20 25 years 

8% 0.2506 0.14903 0.11683 0~10185 0.09368 
9% 0.25709 0.15582 0.12406 0.10955 0.10181 

10% 0.26380 0.16275 0.13147 0.11746 0.11017 

Table 22. Values of annual financing cost of principal l.O 
at various interest rates and amortization periods . 

. For this analysis the. chosen value for Y /P will be 0 .11, correspond
ing to a 20-year mortgage at 9% . 

. . The cost of the heat pump is estimated to be $2,500. The assessed. 
cost. of the connection to the planf cooling water distributiqn. sy'stem is 
estimated t.o be $1,500, which is 'the middle between the typical assess
ment for fresh water and for sewage (Chapter 2). The rest of the heating 
system in the house is not considered because it is comparable to the 
other systems. Therefore, the annual cost of financing $4,000 for the 
heat pump system is $44o .. The combined annual costof-operating and 
financing the heat pump system is 819 + 440 = $1259. 

The cost of the oil fired -boiler is· about $1,600 (Appendix F). The 
annual financing cost of the boiler is $176. Additiqnal costs of ,an oil 
stora·ge· tank. and a chimney aJiiount to· .at least $100.0 with an annual 
financing cost of $110. The combi~ed. annual. cost of operating and . 
financing is 1285 + 286 = $1571. (~ furnace for hot air heating costs 

I ·. 

about half as much as the boiler; its operating and financing cost is 
therefore 1285 + 198 = $1483). 

The cost of the connection to the district steam heating system is 
$30. Apparently the municipal power plant includes the steam distribution 
cost in the price of the delivered steam. It remains to be determined, 
whether the steam cost in a wider distribution· system {as wide as the . 
fresh water and the sewage systems). is the sanie as in the present sy~tem 
serving the conunercial downtown area .. The annual operating and financing 
cost for heating.with district steam is 1119 + 3 = $1122. 



There is· no comparable equipment· involved· in electric resistance 
heating. Only the individual heating elements are required (baseboard 
heaters or radiant cieiling panels). They are comparable to the hot 
water (or air) circulating systems or· the other methods of the comparison. 
Therefore, the annual cost. is $2458 (by far the highest in. .the .comparison). 

Heat pump system 
Oil fired boiler 
District steam 
Electric resistance 

Operating 

819 
l285 
1119 
2458 

Financing 

440 
176 

'3 

Total 

1259 
1·571 
'1122 
2458 

Table 23. Summary of the operating and financing costs of four 
different heating methods in Fairbanks. 

The comparison shows a ~arge advantage of the heat pump system in 
the operating costs. In the total cost comparison, the district steam 
is most favoraple, followed by the heat pump. The validity of the steam 
cost in a wide distribution system with numerous small-scale users is 
not verified. The cost of oil, at which the total cost of oii heating 
is the same as that of the heat pump, is 37.9¢/gallon. Based on that 
value it can be said that the heat pillnp system.became economically 
feasible in Fairbanks during the winter 1973/74 as the oil price rose 
from 32 to 45 cents per gallon •. 

6. Financing the conversion of existing residences. 

The plant cooling water distribution system must be placed into 
service the same way as a fresh water distribution and a sewage collection 
system in order to be economically justifiable, i.e. all the houses in 
the area to be served must be connected to the system and their owners 
must be as'sessed their share of the cost. The new system should provide 
an economic advantage to the house owners in order to make it acceptable. 
The economic advantage in new construction was demonstrated in Chapter 
5.. The advantage of conversion from an existing and functioning heating 
system is more difficult to demonstrate. · 

The owner of an existing house can only trade his annual fuel oil 
costs ($1285) for the heat pump system whose costs include operating 
($819) and financing expenses. Therefore, his financing expenses.must 
be less than $466. They also should be less also to provide a margin 
for uncertainties of cost and performance estimates. · · 

There are different ways a house owner may finance the assessment 
for the connection to the cooling wate~ · d'istr'ib'ution· system ( $1500) but 
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it appears essential that the house owner be given the option to lease 
the connection and the heat pump from the municipal company (MUS). The 
lease plan is similar-to that of a telephone_ company which charges a 
rental fee for its- installed phones and_ the c.onnection _ ~o the. sy-stem. 

At this point it is also proposed -_that the -MUS contracts with two 
or more- manufacturers t·o purchase -the hea:t pumps_ in- the necessary numbers 
and to the required specifications. In.turn, it can offer the heat 
pumps at a price or rental charge that assures the calculated economic 
feasibility of the conversion. 

The proposed finance plan for the leasing of·t:he·heat purri.ps-and the 
water system connections is based on the floating of- a bond issue ·to 
raise capital for the construction of the distribution system and'the 
procurement of the heat pumps, and on 'the collection 'of rental fees to 
pay for the interest on the bond and for its retirement. The rental 
payments are less 'than $466 in order t_o be attractive to the customers 
arid the equipment provides rerttai income after amortization in order to 
be attractive to the MUS. 

The bond is a 20-year municipal borid whose interest is- exempt -·from 
Federal income tax. The interest :tate is estimated to ·be 5 ~ 5% although 
a lower rate might be obtained. A_s:lnking fundwill be established to 
retire the bond after 20 years~ The yearly payments into the fund are 
assumed to bear!% interest (probably a·modest value compared with the 
company's cost of capital). The yearly payment is taken from Table 24: 

-·:·. . . 

l 2.44% 
40.9955 

Therefore, _the yearly cost ofl the capita-l.from _the bond is 5. 5 + 
2.44- (.94%. It is the MUS' cost of outside capital .. 

5 

5.5256 
5.63(1_ 
5-!505 
5.8666 

8.1420 
8.3938 
8.6540 
8.9228 

10 

12. 5!!9 
13.1808 

I . 
1:3.8164 
114.4866 
I 

15_ 

21.5(86 
23.1808 
25.1290 
2(.1521 

20 __ years 

33.0660 .. 
36.(856 
40.'9955' 
45. (620; 

Table 24. _The nwnbers repres~)nt_ the value ·of a fund resulting 
from yearly payments of L 0 4th co_mpound_ed ~nt~rest. The ratio· 
of fund value to yearly payment Y ~s a funct~on-of the interest 
rate i and the number .of years/

1 n~ . -

R (1 + i)n - 1 
Y = I 1 (6.1) 
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·· The rental fee for the water connection must be $1500 x 7. 94%- = 
$119 per year. The water, distribution system can be assumed to· serve. 

· -for at least 2o years. The:reafter, the rental .payments become a. very 
attractive profit . 

. _The service life of the heat pump is expected· to be 20 years, but 
for rental purposes it should be amortized OVE:!r 10 years·. Therefore, 
the rental· fee- will include a·· charge to go into a sinking fund that 
permits replacing the heat pump after 10 years .. The size of the fund 
at the end of 10 years can be less than the cost of a heat pump ( $2500) · 
because:. 1) Only the motor/compressor is ~xpected to become·worn out 
and needs to be replaced;· not the evaporator and condenser which will 

_ last more .than 20 years. 2) During the second 10-year period there is 
no need for a sinking fund because everything will be paid up at the end 
of the 20-year period. Instead of reducing the rental fee for the heat 
pump after the first 10 years it appears desirable to reduce the rental 
fee at the_beginning and to keep it constant. Therefore, the_ sinking 
fund is planned to achieve a value of $1250 (per heat pump) after 10 
years. The yearly charge is 1250/13.8164 = $90. Together with the 
capital cost of $2500 x. 7. 94% = $198 the rental fee must be $288 per· 
year. 

The yearly rental charge payable by a home owner converting to the 
heat pump is $119 + 288 :;= $407. This is noticeably less than the limit 

. of $466 calculated at the beginning of the chapter. There is . room for a 
small, fixed service charge for scheduled, routine inspection and -main-:
tenance by a plant· representative~ 

The cost to a home owner of paying for the water connection and/or 
the heat pump will be analyzed next. He may use savings to pay for it. 
His- resulting cost is the_ loss. of interest which may be at the rate o·f 5 
to (-..1/2%, depending on the deposit requirements-. Therefore, his cost 
for the connection and the heat pump is $4000 ( 5 to 7-1/2%) .= $200 to 
300-per year. 

The other possibility is to borrow money. Assume he obtains a second 
mortgage (or similar loan) payable over 5 or 10 years. Given an interest 
rate of 9% the cost of interest and amortization (Table 22) $4000 x 
(0.25709 to 0.15582) = $1028-to 623 per year. After_repayment of the 
loan the heat pump becomes very profitable because it operates free of 
financing or rental· costs. No consideration was given to possible tax 
savings in all cases. 

There is, of course, the posstbility to pay the rental fee for the 
water connection and to purchase the heat pump. Th·e benefits can be 
determined accordingly. 

The conversion of an electrically heated house (resistance heating) · 
to the heat pump requires the installation of a hot water or hot air 
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circulating system in addition to the heat~ .pump it·self. This additional 
cost must· he considered -in the economic analysJs:;~ it. must be financed by. 
the owner from savings_ or through a loan .because it is notrenta1.equip...:.
ment. The cost of installation of the baseboard heaters· and circulating 
pump for water heating is estimated to be $800 to 1600, depending on the 
size of the house (based on discussions with acontractor). The install~?-
tion of ducts and registers for a hot air system is· slightly less. 
Assuming. a reference c·ost of $1200 in- addition .to the cost of. the. heat- .· 
pump and system connection of $4ooo,-the-annual payment for amortization_ 
and 9%. interest of 5 to 10-year ·loans is $5200 ( o. 25709 to 0 .·15582} · = 
$1338 to 810. Therefore, the conversion from .. electric heating to heat 
pump, if paid. up in 5 yeas, costs. 819- + 1338::: $2157 per year;, compared 
with $2458 electric heating cost. After 5· years the cost .. is only $819 
per year. 

·The analysis shows that the conversion of existing residences.to 
heat pump service can be financed without_economic disadvantage or hard-· 
ship to the home owner but- with benefits ··to the whole community. This 
is an important prerequisite. for the successful application of the . · 
concept to the civilian economy under a democratic formof government. 

7. Other benefits and opportunities 

The calculation of the heating costs with the heat pump is based on 
a coefficient·of performance CP= 3. This value is achieved at a con~ 
densl.ng temperature of about 135F (57C), resulting in a.warm water 
temperature of about 125F ( 52C). At a lower condensing temperature.; 
e.g. 120F (49C), the coefficient of performance is greater, e.g. CP 
= 3.5, and the ·heating costs are correspondingly lower. This effect can 
be utilized by. adjusting the condensing temperature (pressure) as· .in· a_ 
refrigerator or freezer. The reduced temperature is completely.adequate. 
dur'ing most of the year and can be· adjusted-simply.by trial and error. 
The owner. has the· opportunity to reduce his costs, if he takes time to· 
adjust the heat pump condensing temperature, without lowering his room· 
temperature. The possible savings are estimated to be 10% or more, i.e. 
over $80 per year~ 

The rate charged for electricity to a residence with heat pump is 
given at 3¢/kWh, compared with· the usual rate .of about 4¢/kWh. :The 
lower rate represents. a savings in the cost of lighting the house, 
operating appliances, cooking, etc.··. The benefit to the user can be 
estimated. Assuming a monthly electric energy use of 500 kWh in a 
typical, oil heated home, the yearly savings are about 12 x $5 = $60. 
These savings can be treated as·a bonus for converting to the heat pump. 

The heat pump is a safe piece of equipment, as safe as a refrigerator 
or air conditioner. It has no open flame and burns no fuel. It is 
expected-to reduce the cost of:fire insurance of·a house, compared with 
oil burning-equipment. 
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The v~l.ue .of .a 1':10\.\Se is believed -to. b~ e~ance~ by t.~e ·conversion 
to heat in~ with the.· heat pump ·bec~use of the ~educ~d operating . costs .. 
This benefit.· is: intangible· but may prove t·o be a real incentive. 

' . .. . . ... ' . . . . . ~ .. . . ' .. '· ~·: ,. . . 

The economic feasibi.lity .calculations ,in Chapter~ 5 .. and 6- are based 
on known, available conditions. Next, three potential approaches to 

.. support the ·installation of the .. ;system are presented. First, Federal 
funO.s·.rnaY be obt·~:i,ned; e.g.- from EPA and/or HUD, to subf?idize the con~ 
struction. of the cooling water distribut~on system. 

Sec;ond, ·the property .owr:ter rDa.:}r be _grant.ed a real estate tax exemption 
for converting his heating syst~:rp. to the heat p~p. _The ju~tification. 
may pe the reduced contr.ibution,to air .pollution and its ·unidentifi.ed 
diseco~omies and costs to the city. The tax rate is $.12 per thousand to. 
the city and $6.50 to·the borough which includes communities and residen
tial areas around the city. The; r~te is expected .to ris~ to .~13 and 
7.50, respectively,: in 1974 (a~sessment is based on the ful.l.current 
market value of. the· house)~ Th~- t·ax reduction is $52 per year if an· 
exemption of ·$4,000 is. granted. from the city tax. · · 

Finally, a tax trust fund ~ight be established to aid in,financing 
the construction of the cooling wate~ distribution system. · The present 
tax revenue from the sal~ of.heating oil can be considered as ,the source 
of revenue. The justification is that the oil contributes.to,air pollu
tion and the revenue is used to reduce air pollution. The sales tax is 
3% for the city and 2% for.the.borough (i.e. all sales andservices in 
the city are taxed 5%). The three-percent ta~ to. the city provides 
about 0. 03 x ;:t.285 .= $38.55 from every oil heated ·house~ ·with more than 
3000· families in Fairbanks the t·ax revenue is more than $100,000 per. 
year from oil (a sales ·figure is not .available). A rel~ted ~pproach is. 
to impose an emissions tax on fuel of 1 to .2 cents . per gallon to start a 
trust fund for the construction- of -the cooling water distribution system. 
The tax revenue diminish~s as more customers use._th~ growing_ system. 

The various_cqnstderatio~s discussed in this ch~pter show how the 
operating ·and. financing costs ,of tl}.e heat pump systein.ma;y- be reduced 
from the levels determined in the preceding chapters~. 

8. Impa·ct of the heat pump . system. 

· ·The conversion .of 1000 houses from oil burning heating systems .·to. 
electric heat.: pumps USii1g pla~t ·cooling water has. identifiabte m~j or. 
env~ronmental effects:. and res()urce. u~age effects. These will. be analyzed 

· and evaluated· in.· t_er:ms of oYera.ll J:)e:p.efits . 

. . The ~gnua1 oil cons.umption. of 1090. oil f~re~ boilers (furnaces) is 
· 2; 856· x 10 gallons ·-or .10, 567 tons. ·'l'he ·heat1ng value of th~s oi:l 
(140; 000 BTU/ gal·)., is 400 x 109: BTU. ·· · . 
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. ·. The he~t pumps use 27.317 . X lo6· kWh ee) of electric . energy and' . 
54.634 X ··106 kWh(th) of Waste heat from the 'plant.· The .line ]~osses Of· 
the cooling water di~tribution system (assumed to ·be 25%) ·represent an· .. 
additionall~. 2 x ~0 kWh(th} of wast~ h7at from the J?lai?-t for a total 
of 72.8 x 10 ~Wh (th) of waste heat ·d1ss1pated. - ·· - · · 

_ The. power. -p~apt, ·with a -convgrsion efficiency · :r;om. steam to electri
city of 35%, produces 27. 31T x 10- /0.35 = 78.05 x 10 kWh (th) of ··steam 
energy and 50.73 x 106 kWh(th) of-waste heat while ·generating the'electri
c~ty_ for the heat pum~s. The ~oal ~e~u~red to pro~uce the steam in the 
boiler (80% efficiency) is 78.05 x 10 x 34l4/0.~ = 333 x 109 BTU.-
Given the heating value of the coal of 17.4 x 10 BTU/tori. the annual 
coat

6
consumption for the _o~erat1on __ of the heat pumps is 333 x 109/17.4 

x 10 = 19,000 tons. · 

The first effect that can be estimated is ·the reduction in waste 
heat discharged into the Chena "riler throu~h6the Pl8:nt'.s cooling water. 
This· decrease is (72.8- 50. 73) 10 = 22 x 10 kWh(th) per year. ·Based 
on a yearly generation of

6
130 ·x 106 kWh(e) .of electr~city'the discharge 

of waste heat is 130 x 10 ( 1- 0. 35) /0.35 = 241 x 10 kWh(th). There-
. fore, the relative decrease in waste heat discharge is 22/241 = 9%. 
This value increases if the coefficient of~performance of the heat pump· 
is increased. It is also increased if the plant efficiency is· increased 
(not a readily available option). 

During very_cold weather the relative reduct'ion of waste heat dis
charged into 'the river is greater than average. The normal plant-output 
is about 20·MW(e) which produces 37.143 MW(th) of waste heat in cooling 
water,_ given a conversion efficiency of 35%. One thousand heat pumps 
require 9.57 MW(e) (see Chapter 4) and use 19.14 MW(th) of waste ·heat. 
With 25% heat losses in the distribution system the waste heat used is 
4/3 x 19.14 = 25.52 MW(th). The: waste heat produced froin generating 
9-57 MW(e) of electricity is 9.-57 (1-0.35)/0.35 = 17.773 MW(th). 
Therefore, the exces~ of waste heat used by the heat pumps over that 
produced while generating electricity to drive them is 25·. 52 - 17.773 
7.747. The relative reduction of waste heat discharged into the Chena 
is 7.47/37.143 = 20.8%. · 

The decrease in waste heat discharge is dramatic in those cases 
where electric resistance heating is replaced by heat pumps.- The effect 
of converting ·1000 electrically heated ·houses is calculat-ed for comparison 
with the ·effect of c:onverting_lOOO oil heated ·houses but it must be noted 

· that only a small portion of those houses' that will be converted have 
electric heating. ' J'11~ ye~r,ly energy- re~uirement ~or heating 1000 electric 
houses is 3 X 27.317 X 106 = 81.95 X 10 kWh(e). The waste heat discharge 
into the Chena River resulting from generating this electricity is 
81.95 (1- 0.35)/0.35 = 152.2- kWh(th). When 1000 heat pumps are

6
operated 

instead, they reduce the plant's waste heat discharge by 22 x 10 kWh(th). 
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Therefore, the total .. benefit ~is the _.elimination ot<J.'T4 ·x- 1Q6 .kWh( th} o_~ :. ·. 
waste heat discharge. . ... · 

·-The .·next ·effect that can be _evaluat.ed. :i:s that frqm .emis.~.io:r1s of 
combustion, gases. · ·The ·.dischar-ge through 1000 ·chimneys of gases . fr~m ·th_e: . 
burning of 10, 567 ton$_: of oil ;is·. eli:minat~d. · Ins~ead ,. th_e power plaJ?,t 's. 
stack discharge·is ·increased··:py ·_the gases._from ·.burning l9,000 .tons of. 
coal. The --main· advantage ·of -~his shift :is thi;.t ·::·-th~:_-gas~s · 'rrom the_ ... . ··i·. 

plant's. stack··.convect'. and .disperse well. above._.the. air .-in the c.ity ... The 
emissions from house chimneys experience some mixing with the air ~ear 
the ground level; particularly during -fog. periods. · . 

The discharge of: water vapor. in the combustion gases is anp~_her 
point· of interest -during cold .weather. ·;The mass ratio of wate~- vapor :l.n 
the combustion gases to fuel is. greater than 1. 0 .for h~ating oil and .· 
about 0.-5 for dry coal. . The moisture ·content~of the coal is 25% by . ··. 
reced ved weight. The water vapor in the combusti,on _gases of the coal. is 
therefore actually about 0.75 x 0.'25 + 0.625 of the received coal weight. 
Thus, the total water vapor ·emissions are about· tbe same for the oil as 
for the coal but the contribution to fog i~ :less. frqm_ the. (!Oal _combustion 
gases leaving the plant's ·stack. Basically, the emissions· of combustion 
gases can be controlled more effectively in one big stack than at 1000 
or mqre small chimneys. · . 

From the standpoint of co'n·s_ervation of energy resources· there is· an . 
advantage to the use of heat pumps. The energy used by 1000 oil·fired. 
heating systems is 4oo x 109 BTU per year,. ·the energy used by tbe plant . 
burning coal to generate electricity -for the heat pumps :ts : 333 x 109 BTU .. 

. . 

The shift from oil t'o coal use is also in agreement with the national 
interest. Alaska by itself has abundant oil as well- as· ·all other energy 
resources (coal, gas,-uranium, hydro, geothermal, wind and even solar). 
However, the price rise of oil in Aiaska despite abundant supplies·and 
production is evidence of the national .(and internationa~) market ·forces 
that· mus·t,· be considered; In this case· the shift ·from, oii- to coal is in.
precise~ agreement .With the economic .the.ory of market adj~stmerrt;-~ _(t~e 
lower ·p·riced 'produc~ displaces. the higher pric.ed pro¢iuct.) ._., · :::;:: 

. . . . 

9 .. · sunimary 

The use ·of p-owe·r plant cooling \later as a heat · sourc·e· for: heat · 
pump.s is possible ·.with the. use of commercially available _equip~~n.t ... , The· 
cooling···Yiater distributi~on· system is principally the same .as ,,a' fr.esh . . 
wat.e.r supply system:. and involves no new tec:Qno)..ogy or skills. Its· cost 
is ·estimated by comparison· -with the assessment·s for the existing water 
and sewage sy~tems~ 

. '; 
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The major characteristics and e~fects of the different heating 
methods are listed in Table 25. They include the proposed heat pump 
met_hod, the normal oil burning heating method and the electric resist
ance heating method. 

Direct heating with ste~ from:a district heating system is not in
included in the comparison because comparable cost 'information could not be 
developed. Steam is thermodynamically. and mechanically ,·desir~ble because 
it avoids a conversion cycle and related equipment. Disadvantages are the 
heat losses. in·'the distribution lines and the .generating inefficiencies 
at the plant due to the imbalance between steam and electricity demand. 

The conversion of existing, functioning heating systems to heat pump 
operation represents the critical requirement for gener~l applicability 
of the concept and realization of large potent-ial· benefits. The .. conversion 

.proves economically feasible in: Fairbanks at an electric energy.rate of 
3¢/kWh and heating oil prices of about 45¢/gallon. For new c;onstruction 
the heat pump is feasible at oil prices of about 38¢/gallon. · For electric 
heating the conversion is extremely attractive. . . 

From the standpoint of ·air quality, fog abatement and resource conser,... 
vation the heat pU.mp shows advantages: over oil-burners and electric heating. 

1. Operati~g cost 

2. Cost of conversion 
from oil: - rental, 
alt.: loss of interest, 
alt.: 10-year loan, 

3 .. Cost of conversion 
from ~lectric: . 
5-year loan, . 
10-year loan, 

4. Waste heat dischar-ge 
into the Chena River: 
(yearly, per house):·--

5. Source and type 
- of air pollution , -
· (yearly, per house): 

6. Resource~ ·consumption 
(yearly, per house): 

Heat pump 

-$$19 

$407 
'$200 -- ( 300) l· 

$623 

- $i338. 
$810 .. 

- I 

reductioil of. 
22xlo3 ~Wh(th) 

:= 75xl0 · BTU 

power plant stack, 
smoke from · 

19 tons of coal 

heating value 
(coal) 

333xl06' BTU. 
= 35lxl:Q9 J 

. ~-

Oil

$1285 

reference 
base for 
comparison 

Electric 

increase of .· 
J52~103k~( th.)

:::;: 518xl0. BTU 

house chimney . power plant stack, 
smoke_from smoke from 

10~6 toris of oil · 57 tons of coal 

heating value 
- (oil~ 

_, 400xlO BTU:---
.' =·_ ·422xl09 J 

heating value 
(co~l) 

999xl0 BTU 
= 1053xlo9 J 

Tabl,e 25. Surrunary of characteristics and effects of different 
heating methods and the conversion to heat pumps, yearly, per 

- house. 
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Conclusions 

a. Waste heat disposal 

There are .four media available for the discharge of power plant 
waste heat. They are: 

·1._ the ground, 

2 .. · waters, 
. : ,· 

3 .. ·the air, and 

4. outer space. 

In cold regions, open water .is. not satisf~ctory because: the_ result1ng. 
evaporation. aggravates fog problems -~d amplifies. air .pollution problems.· 
Direct evaporation through a wet ~ooli.ng tower falls. ~nto t'he same . 
category. Heat transfer into the ground by conduction. ;is not. prac:tical . 
because the thermal diffusivity of earth materials is relatively low and 
the required heat exchanger size for central power plants .. is to9 large 
to be practical. Heat transfer· into outer space by emitted· thermal 
radiation is the. sole method of fin~l ~discharge.because space is.th~ 
ultimate heat sink but the requi:red radia~or s~ze is ;too large to be . 
practical for large plants o The. ori,ly .remaining feasible medium is ·air o . 

It is used in a ·dxy cooling. tower or in a hybrid cooling t?J!er ,_ au_gn1ented 
by evaporation during warm;, dry weather·: 

b.-- · Waste _heat utilization 

.. ~. · .. 
2. With cooling water from a conventional power pll}nt.tli~ough 
pipes as a source for heat pumps • 
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In cold regions there is a particular opportunity for waste heat 
utilization to generate electricity. Low air temperatures permit low 
condensing temperature and correspondingly high efficiency of an organic 
fluid Rankine cycle process, using Freon or similar fluid. As a bottom
ing cycle for a power plant or a heat and power plant it increases the 
overall conversion ef{iciency by 5 to 10%. 

c. Bottoming ·cyeles · · '\ 

'. 

The evaluation of the feasibility of the various alternatives in 
Part II shows that bottoming cycles are only feasible when·· used in 
connection with steam condensing temperatures of about lOOC U~l2F) or 
higher, as in a heat and power plant • The greatest:· advantage. is in cold 
regions, of course, where the highest overall efficiencies can be achieved. 
The reason for the advantage of the high steam condensing temperature is 
the eiimination of the large, costly low pressure stages of _the steam 
turbine. The Freon turbine is very compact because the specific volume 
of the vapor is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of -steam. 
Therefore, t.he most interesting combination is a heat and power plant 
generating electricity with a steam condensing temperature at or above 
lOOC (212F). The condensing steam serves to provide hot water (or 
steam) for direct heating of buildings through a pipe system. The 
bottoming cycle process operates parallel to the district heating system 
to generate electricity ''from that portion of. the steam heat which is not 
used for district heating. The bottoming cycle .uses a dry 9r a hybrid 
cooling tower to condense the Freon vapors directly and discharge the 
waste heat into the air.·· 

d. Heat pumps -and plant cooling water 

The evaluation of the feasibility of heat pumps using. power plant 
cooling water- shows that th~ir·advantage·-is greatest in residential and 
suburban areas which are usually too dispersed for a hot water or steam 
distribution system. It is feasible to transport 'the cooling water over 
several miles, if necessary, because the buried pipe_line requires no 
insulation and is therefore relatively inexpensive. The heat losses are 
smaller than fro111. an insulated hot water or. steam pipe;. besides, they 
simply serve the need for waste heat disposal. The cooling water pro
vide·s the _relati_vely high co-efficient . of' performance of the h-eat pump 
and resulting low operating· cost which makes the distribution··system 
economically very attractive and vastly superior to ambient air. The 
feasibility of the heat pumps is enhanced by their ability ·to provide 
cooling (air conditioning) as well as heating. The waste heat from 
cooling is discharged into the plant's ·cooling ·water distribution system. 
The increased waste heat load may require ·,supplemental means· for disposal, 
·such as a cooling tower, but its cost is small compared with the oppor
tunity provided for cooling.' · . 
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e. ~'- A. :~ystem-. for-'' Fairbank's 
X ... ~ .. ~. , 

.~ "' : ,' ,· ·-

·- · The··· -de"ffigit'-.-a,O:ci::·"ahaly)d's< d.f a.· heat pl.Unp···syst-~-; ·using~ ··powe:r:··pia:rit· ---_;_ 
cooling water i:[{,·Fairbariks·, 'Alaska'/ ·snows 'that the'.Coricept:·1·'~ ~fea,stbl·e· 
although the system is designed only for heating and not for air·:·c'orid.f;./ 
tioning. The system can be implemented using available technology and 
equipment:-~ The'.:heat ing·: 'cost savings·c:·resultfng: 'from:·convertTng-''e·xtsting 
oil he'at ihg: systems. :to: heat-: puirips: are ·greater th.ari the cost'· 6:r·>c:6rrve'rting' 
based on winter and spring 1974 prices. The advantage 'of:·cbhverti'ng'' ·., .. 
electrically heated homes is even greater. Use of the heat pump system 
reduces'' air·· poilutidn because em-lssions;··;rroni:.- ccimbusti:bn: ·are centt-aiized 
where .. · opportunit-ies: for: contf'ol 'arid dis'!>ersion are' ·greate'st\ ::'·Thermal . 
dischargeS are redUCed beCRUS'e'.theLsystem Ut·iliz·eS Inbre ~WaSte heat- than 
results from generating theelectricity for the heat pumps. Overall 
·eh~rgy-:·-use--rs ai·so :~-~duc~d.- by· _:~on:verting"' to th(/.·he~t pUnips .--~--· · 

~· ~ ,: ; ... '. ·, 

- The ~cO'st 'Of> direct·-~ he'ating~ lfi th'' st-'ean(·from the·''central plant 'is' " 
comparabie>to 'the' ;c'ost'· of heating ·w:tth- heat· ptimp"s,~·-· ·based on ·-steam· ·prices
·in'' the :c·en:t-:f.al pa:l•t 'of: :the city; :riear 'the plant-. . 'The· st.ea.nFprices·· ·are> 
expect.-ed''to 'increa-se:''wi'th' the 'distance·'' from· t-he plant: and'::.the hi'gh: .::··. 
density user area. Therefore, the heat pumps are· probably -advantageous· 
outside of the central business area of the city . 

·.! . •.• f : ···; . 

On Fort WainWright, adjacent to Fairbanks, the heat pumps' ':tnay b.e >: · 
also economical in the areas farthest from the post heat and power 
plant:. ··:At pr~serit',' ail bulld1ngs _are )1eated: wffh :ste8Jn;··'from' :_the plant. 
The_: plant :has a ~co-o~ing ;pona~ 'for~ waste' :hea.t~-··ciissi~~tioti'.' . ·' ' ,., .. :, . ; : .. _·, . 

2. Recommendations 

--.::::The: r;ec·o:lninendatiorts· that are·: based ori :the tesill.ts' :o'f :this s·tudy are 
· dir-ec:tE!'cf a.it· twb parties:; .. :ffrst; the City·'of Fairbaiiks·:and i'ts Munfc{pa.r 
Utili tl.es System· (MUS) ·because· the design· in ·Part .·rTI; rs: bas'ed bn ·the~rr·, 
situation and is of potential intere_st to their future plans, and ~econd, 
to the Corps of Engineers and' the· Department of the Ariny as the sponsors 
of the _study and'·the' planners· of man~ similar utilities systems. < 

~ ~: -

The recommendations to the city of Fairbanks and the MUS are: 

l) The alternative of district .heating with steam (or hot water) 
should be evaluated, considering heat losses from pipelines, numerous 
small users compared with the present large users, plant performance 
characteristics \Ulder varying electric to steam load relationships, etc. 

2) The price and availability trends of oil, coal, natural gas and 
electricity in Fairbanks during the coming 10 to 20 years should be 
evaluated. 
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3) The "legal aspects {zoning~ c-od-es, etC,.J should be checked for 
factors that might affect the installation of a ceooling water distributi-on 
system .. Also, the possible effect of the Alyeska -pipeline _constr-uction 
acti~vi ty ·on the construction of the water distribution system should be 
evaluated. 

- . - . . - . 

-4) The wat.er_ distribut-ion system for heat pumps should be considered 
in the planning efforts for generating plant :expansion and. water and 
sewer installation. 

5) A demonstration project with heat pumps in 10 to 20 houses 
should be started to test the concept· and equipment and_ to obtain operating 
experience and test results for planning purposes.; 

6) If the system proves feasible and desirable, a long-term contract 
for coal delivery and price should be obtained, a time-phased construction· 
and financing plan should be developed_ for area by- area coverage,- e.g. 
200 houses per year, construction plans .for plant expansion should be 
developed, a public relations and information program should be .conducted, 
a schedule should be published permitting home owners to plan for the 
conversion, etc. 

The recommendations to the Corps of Engineers and the Department of 
the Army are: 

1) To evai~ate the feasibility of providing heating with heat pumps 
on posts and installations where district heat is not available, by 
transporting cooling water from a power plant (or thermal spring water) 
if within reach. 

2) To consider recommendation (1) where an existing district heating 
system has line losses that have. become excessive due to deteriorating 
insulation or a heating plant that is old and in need of replacement. 

3) To consider recommendation (i.) in connection with providing 
cooling (air conditioning) as well as heating through one system with 
increased overall efficiency and reduced operating costs and energy use. 
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APPENDIX A: -EXERGY AND EFFICIENCY 

Thermal processes used 'for· generating' electric energy,. producing 
mechanical work, and transferring .heat between media or heating a building 
have different efficiencies •• Energy can be u~ed more efficiently if an 
economic analypis of the various ·processes identifies the location of 
the major losses·and shows how they may be· reduced. Exergy is t~e. 
measure that permits su~h thermoeconomic analysis. 

Exergy is the work capability of material in .·steady flow; it is the 
theoretically pos~ible work ·that can be extracted from the material 
stream as it is brought reversibly to'the ~urrouriding pressure and 
temperatu:r-e. Exergy is a measure ~f the quality of thermal energy. 

The exergy £ of work W is identical to W 'because W can be·· complete
ly recovered as w~rk in a reversible proces~: 

is 

£ = w . 
w 

The exergy of thermal energy taken from a source at temperature T 

T - T 
0 

T 
Q 

where a Carnot process is used between the temperature of the source, T, 
and the. temperature of the surroundings, T . The exergy expresses the 
value of Q as its· temperature differs from0 th.e surroundings. · 

In a stationary reversible process the total exergy of all materials. 
involved is constant. In an irreversible process the total exergy 
decreases. Exergy differs from energy which is always -conserved. 

The exergetic efficiency is: 

, fl'''::·· _ recovered exerg;y ., . : .... c·,,; . 

£ introduced exergy 

It applies to cyclic and open p:rocesses. n£ = 1 for a completely 
reversible process and n = 0 for a completely irreversible process. 

' £ 
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The thermal efficiency ·of a cyclic process is: 

The second law of thermodynamics states that n is always less than 
unity. 

The exergetic efficiency is a useful measure becaus~it·applies to 
all thermal processes and because _it tells how well thermal energy is 
utilized. 

The Mollier (enthalpy-entropy) diagram.is as convenient for deter
mining exergy graphically as it is also for determining the heat trans
ferred and the work done. Index 1 in Figures A.l. a_nd A.-2. identifies 
the state of the delivered process medium and index_O represents the 
state of the medium in equilibrium with the ambient surroundings. The 
surroundings line has the slope 

di -= 
ds T 

0 

The exergy £ of the process medium in the delivered state is 

This is the distance between points 1 and 6 and therefore 

£ i -
1 

The work done by the medium in the process is 

w =-i - i = £ 
1 2 w 

The exergetic efficiency of the process is 

1-

£ il - i2 w 
n£ = = 

£ _il - i6 
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T 

· Condenser 
----------~~------~2 

~+-------------------~6 
Surroundings 

s 

Figure A.l. Temperature-entropy 
diagram ·of a steam power cycle~ ·· 

i 

Figure A. 2. Mo Z Z ier diagram s hawing 
the· steam cycliJ from Figure A.l. 

Further discussion of the exergy of thermodynamic processes is folin,d in 
Bosnjakovi6z (1965). 

It is worthwhile to compare the efficiencies of various thermal 
processes because they differ, depending on. whether one compares t_hem 
exergetically or energetically_. Three examples are used: the s.team 
turbine, the steam boiler and the heating of buildings. 

Figure A.3. illustrates a steam turbine cycle. 

Entropy, s (kJ/kgK) 

Figure A.J. Rankine cycle of a steam turbine in the MoZZier diagram. 
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Point Temperature Pressure Enthalpy Entropy 
# T p i s 

1 4oo c 20 bar 3880 kJ k -1 10.6 kJ -1 -1 g· kg -K. 
2 45.8 0.1 3140 11.4 
3 45.8 o·.1 825 4.2 
4 212.4 20 1540 6.0 
6 0.01 0.0061 2580 10.6 
7 0.01 0~0061 2790 . 11.4 

11 6.01 0.0061 810 4.2 
0 0.01 0.0061 630 3. 5'. 

The steam_· expands ·in the turbine from Point l (steam from the 
boiler) to Point 2 (stea.ni to the condenser). The exergy supplied by the 
steam is its exergy when entering less its exergy when leaving the 
turbine. The exergy on the other side is the mechanical work which is 
identical to the difference in the enthalpy of the steam. The·exergetic 
efficiency is: 

n 
£ 

w ----= 
b.£ steam 

il - i2 

(i -i6)-(i -i ) 
l 2 7 

The term . 7 . is small. Using the pqints in Fig. A.3.: n = 0.78. 
(

i - i6) . 

ll - l2 £ 

This result differs from the thermal efficiency of the Rankine cycle: 

n 0.242 (from fig. A.3.) . 

The exergetic efficiency is gre?-test for the lowest possible condenser 
temperature. From the thermoec9nomic standpoint, the steam turbine 
performs an efficient process. : 

. I· 
The steam boiler h?s steam: leaving (Point 1) and feedwater entering 

(Point 3) on the other :side. On the other· side there are fuel and air 
entering and flue gas·es leaving. The combustion thermal efficiency is 
the ratio of steam production t'o fuel coz:.sumption: 

ncomb. 

Q ·,steam --
Qfuel 

The.exergies are: 
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Esteam out 

£ = feedwater ~n (i3 ~ ill) ws 

(il - i3) ws 

ncomb 

The exergetic efficiency is: 

£steam out - £feedwater in 
11£ 

·fuel 

Using values from Figure A_. 3. : n£ = o.42n b com 

From the standpoint of conserving exergy the steam boiler performs 
poorly, even though its heat balance (thermal efficiency) may be favorable 
(e.g. n b ~ 0.88). com 

Space heating uses thermal energy (e.g., from a fuel) to heat air. 
The air is at a higher temperature than the surroundings. The heating 
of the air is equal to the heat transfer through the building walls, 
roof, etc. 

The exergy of the warm air (ideal gas) is: 

T - T R 0 
Q £ air TR 

£ = wf(HV) . fuel 
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The exergetic effici~ncy_is: . 

£ . T . - T 
a1r R o n = = n · 

£ £fuel comb TR . 

At a room temperature TR =. 293K and a . surrounding temperature T 
0 

= 
273K: 

= 293 - 273 = 0_068 n 
n£ ncomb · 29._3 comb · 

Space heating is very inefficient, exergetically. From the stand
point of· energy utilization it is perfectly inefficient because all heat 
is lost •. Yet, it is-absolutely necessary and a major factor in the 
total energy usage of the ~orld. 
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APPENDIX B: THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE CALCULATIONS 
. ' . 

B. 1. Power plant, Chapte:r 3.1. 

Point Temperature Pr~ssure Enthalpy . Entropy 
·.# 

1 ... 
2A 
2A 
3A 
4 
5 
6 

11 

T .. 

560 c 
. 35 

35-
35. 

212~-4 
212.4 

0.01 
0.'01 

p i s 
. 20 bar 4230 

•. : . -1 
kJ. kg ll~2 ·k~T ~g-l K-l 

0.055 3190 11.8' 
. 0· 055 2970 11.2 
0.055 780 4.05 

. 20 .. i540 5-95 
20. . 3430 9.8 
0~0061 2710 11.2 
oO'oo61· . 770 4.05 

:.·Rankine cycle efficiency = energy available for work 
energy provided 

i1 - i2A 
n = = 

il i3A 
4230 - 2970 = 1260 = 0 365 
4230 780 3450 . -

Fuel energy and exergy (assumed starting value): 

£fuel = Qfuel = wf(HV} ··= 1000 kJ ~ 

Exhaust .gases: 
. . 

combustion efficiency .• n b = a·~ 88' (Dartmouth H&P Pi ant) com . 

gas temperature T = 300 C (Dartmoutll H&P Pltiiit t ~ ~ 

exer gy £ = i ; i - T . ( s - s ) 
' 0 0 . . 0 

"exh = we~ [~ (~ - To) - :o }>x. (;. - ; .)]·· .. i l. 1·· 01_ 

wexh = wf + w . a1r·. 

w •. · 
·.·: oil:·· ·· a1.r = i6·· 

wf 
HV·= ·41S4o ·kJ/kg 

w ·. . = 17 w . = ·17> 1000 = 0. 381 Kg ·exh f · HV · .. 
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gas 

co
2 

H20 

02 

N2. 

M. 
1 

kg/kmole 

44.01 

18.016 

32.000 

28.016 

l w. 
mole fraction: x. M ~ 

1 M. 
1 

molar mean molecular weight of exh. gas mixture: 

molar specific heat of mixture: c = I p 
i 

mole 
s. s 

oi mass 1 

fraction fraction at 573K at 273.15K 
w. x. kJ/kmole 

1 1 

0.186 0.1220 241.02 ·-.. 210. 96 
.. 

0.070 0.1122 211.33 i86~;4o 

0.007 0.0063 224.91 203.01 

0.737 0.7595 _2i0.72 189.50 

X. C . 
1 p1 

- -
X. (S. -S . ) 

1 1 01 

K , .. 

3.6673' 

2. 7971-
' ... 

0 .1380' 

16.1166' 

M = _1_ 
w. 

1 

M. 
1 

sp.heat 
Cpi 

kJ/kg K 

0.837 

1.858 

0.913 

1.047 

minor components of Ar~ so2 , NOx' etc., are ignored 

M = 28.87 kg/kmole 

C'p = 30.705 kJ/kmo1e K 

- -L x. (S. - S . ) = 22.719 kJ /kmole K 
1 1. 01 . 

- 8 [30-705 ( } cexh- 0.3 1 28.87 300 

High- pressure st.eam: 

o-~- = n - Q = 880 kJ 
. IIP steam. comb fuel . · . 

w = · o~-,-- _ /(i · - i ·_) = 88o[f4230_ · ... 78oY = .0:~255.- k_g_·_ s IIP· steam . 1 3A .· _ . · . ·. 
. . 

£ = w
8 

r~1 - i 6). =· o.255 (4~3o -~ 271d~> = _387-7_._ kJ- _f 

Low pres.sure steam:~ 
. . . . . . . . 

E:LP_t·- -_ · = ei/)1\. -: i 6 ) w =· (2970' ~ 2710._). 0~ 25--5_--~ 66. 3c kJ 
. s eam . c..ti: . s-
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sp.t.heat 
Cpi 

kJ/kmole K 

. r 36.84 

33.4 

29.22 

. ; 29.33 



Work done by the turbine: 

W = n~p steam = o. 365 x 880 = 321 kJ 

·· £ = W: = 321 kJ 

Condensate: · 

£ = (i3A- ill) ws = (780 - .770) 0.255 = 2.55 k.J 

Waste heat · trans.ferred from · LP steam· to cooling water · (or ·air) : 

Q = Q__ - w = 559 kJ 
IIP steam 

Cooling water : 

Exer~ of the cooling water, taken at ambient temperature T = 0.01 C, 
after being heated to T = 25 C: · ·· · :. 0 

£ ~~ [i ~ i ~ (s ~ s )] 
water water o o o 

The required amount of cooling wate~ is: 

Point 
# 

1 
2B' 
2B 
3B 
4 

10 

waste heat 559 
i - i 

0 

= enthalpy change · 

£water - 559 ( 1 
T ( s -· s.) )· ·· : 

0 ... 0 

i - i 0 . 

= 559 (1 - ~73~16 (o.~67i) ~ i 4. 27 kJ 
104.8 : 

B.2. Heat and power plant~ Chapter 3.1. 

Temperature 
T 

560 c 
86. 

100 
. 86 
212.4 

0.01 

Pressure 
p 

20 bar 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 

20 
0.0061 

·Enthalpy 
i s 

4230 kJ kg~1 11.2 .kJ,kg_1 :K_1 

327 5 .. '' . ;11 .1 ' . -
3320 11.2 
990. 4.7 

.1540 5·95 
.950 4.7 



n = 
il - i2B 

il - 13B 
4230 - 3320 
~~-.......:::.=~= 

4230 - 990 
_21Q-3240 - 0.281 

Conditions around the boiler are the same as with the· power plant, 
B .1. , ·except: 

Low pressure steam: 

Work done by the turbine: 

W = nO- - 0.281 X 880 riP steam-

£ = w = 247.2 kJ 

_Condensate: 

£ (i3B i 10 ) ws = (990 - 950) 0.272 = 10.9 kJ 

Waste heat available for district heating: 

Q = Q_ - w = 6 33 .kJ 
1IP steam 

Hot water for distribution: 

Temperature at heat exchanger exit = 80 C (assumed). Exergy 
provided by the hot water is the exergy of the hot water 
leaving-the plant less the exergy of,xhe return water. This 
is the same as the exergy of a correspondingly smaller 
quantity of leaving hot wat_er that has been taken at ambient 
temperature T = O.Ol c· = 273.16-k. 

0 

£ = 633 (1 - 273.16 (1.0753)] = 77 85 kJ 
water 334.92 · 

B.3. Heat pumps, Chapter 3.2. 

Hot water (leaving heat pump): 

temperature Th = 7~ C 

£ = 782 [1 - 273-16 ~1.0154)] = 
313.94 
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-Point 
# 

1 

2' 

2 

3 

4 

Gooling water di-stribution: 

w = eQ AT = 4-.l8~5~ 20 = -6~ 680 kg 
. p . 

B.4. Bottom cycle with power plant, Chapter 3.3. 

Temperature · ·Pressure· Enthalpy -Entropy ··Vapor· rr·action 
T p i _s X 

25 c 10.03 km 1465.9 kJ kg-1' 
•, ··-',, ·_ .. - ·-1 ·. 

5.016 kJ kg K --1 1 

20 8.57D 1462.6: 5.095 
0 4.295 1444.4 . 5. 340 

-20 1.902 1420.0 5.623 

20 8.570 . 1439.4 5.016 
0 4.295 1355-9 5.016 

-20 1.902 1266.3 5.016. 

20 8.570 275.1 1.044 
0 4.295 181.2 0.715 

-20 1.902 89.8 0.368 

25 10.03 298.9 1.124 

n = i 1 - i 2 = 146 5 • 9 - 14 3 9 . 4 = 26 . 5 _ =· 0 . 02 2 
i1 - i3 1465.9 - 275.1 1190.8 

- 1465.9 - 1355-9 - 110 - -
- 1465.9 - 181.2 - 1284.7 - 0 · 085 

1465.9 ~- 1266.2 . :i99~6 '0.145 
= 1465.9- 89.8 = 1375.2-= 

High pressure ammonia: 

1~~3.8 = 0.469 kg 

= 559 4 6 1375.2 = o. 0 kg 

£ = (i2A - i2B.) w = (1465 .·9 - 1355~9) 0.469 a 

= (i2B - i2C) w = (1465 - 1266.3) 0.435 = a 
.. 
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1 
1 
1 

0.9805 
-0.9299· 
0.8845 

0 
0 
0 

0 

= 51.6; k'J (OC ambfe'nt) 

86.8 kJ (-20C ambient) 
" 



Point 
# 

1 

2' 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Work done by the ammonia turbine: 

W = Q = 559 X -0.022 = 12.44 kJ .. 
11 

= 559 X 0.085 ~ 47.86 kJ 

= 559 X -0.145 = 81.13 kJ 

Waste h~_at transferred _from ammo~~ a ·to air: -

Q.= 558.6 ~ 12.4 = 546~2 kJ 

558.6 - 47.9 = 510.7 kJ 

= 558.6 ~ 81~1 ·= 477.6 kJ 

Efficiency of the combined cycles: 

n = 321 + 12.4 = 0.379 880 

321 + 81.1 = 0.457 880 

B. 5. Bottom cycle with hea~ and power 

Temperature Pressure Enthalpy 
T p i 

p'lant, Chapter 

~nt_ropy 

s 

:',. 

--

3.3. 

Vapor 

85 c 20-.33 bar 1585.6 kJ kg-l 5-093 kJ kg -1 K 
-1 

20 8.570 1462.6 5-095 
o- 4.295 1444.4 -5.340 

-20 1.902 1420·0 5.623 

20 8.570 1462.0 5-093 
0 4.295 1376.9 5 .. 093 

-20 1.902 1285.8 .5-.093 

20 8.570 275-1 . 1.044 
0 4.295 181.2- 0.-715 

-20 1.902 89.8 0.368 

50 20,.33 421.9 1. 515 

50 20.33 1474.7 4.773 
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fraction 
X 

1 
1 
l 

0.9995 
0.9466 
0.8991 

0 ..... 

0 
0 

0 

1 



I . 

i- -1 
n = 

~1 -
i2 

i3 
= 1586.6 - 1462.0 123.6 0~094 ~ 

1586.6- 275-1 1310.5 

= 1585.6 - 1376.9 = 208.7 = 0 149 
~5$~.6- 181.2 . 1404.4 . 

_.1585~6 - 1285.8 - 299.8 - 0.200. 
- 1585.6- 89.8 - 1495.8 -

High press·ure ammonia: 

632.8" . 632.8 w = = = 0.483 kg. 
a ,-i1 - i

3 
1310.5 

632.8 
= 1404.4 = 0· 451 

. 632.8. 4 
= 1495 . .8 = o. 23. 

< 

E = (i1 i2B) 

= (i1 ~ i2C) 

w = (1585.6 -·1376.9) 0.483 = 100.8 kJ (OC ambient) 
a 

w = 
a 

Low pressure ammonia: 

E = (i2A - i2B) wa 

= (i2B - i2C) w = 
a 

(1585.6 ~ 1285.8) 0.451 =·135.1 kJ (-20C ambient) 

( 1462 - 1376.9) 0. 483 = 4-1.1. kJ ( OC ambient) 

(1376.9- 1285.8) 0.451 = 41.1 kJ (-20C ambient) 

Work done by the ammonia turbine: 

W = Q = 632.8 X 0.094 = 59.48 kJ 
n 

= 632.8 X 0.149 = 94.29 kJ 

= 632.8 X 0.200 = 126.56 kJ 

Waste heat transferred from ammonia to air: 

Q = 633- 59-5 = 573-5 kJ 

= 633 - 94.3 = 538.7 kJ 

= 633 - i26.6 = 506.4 kJ 

Efficiency of the combined cycles: 

n = 2478;059-5 = 0.348 

= 2478;094.3 ~ 0.388 

= 2478;0126.6 = 0.425 



APPENDIX C: ENERGY PRICES 

C.l. 1970 average electrical costs to consumers: 

Residential 21.0 Mill/kWh = 5 .. 833 Mill/MJ 

Conunercial 20.1 Mill/kWh = 5 .·583 Mill/MJ 

Industrial = 9.5 Mill/kWh = 2.639 Mill/MJ 

Weighted Average 15.9 Mill/kWh = 4.417 Mill/MJ 

Source: Szego (1971)' Figure 7. 

C.'2. 1972 average annual cost of fuels burned for electric generation 

in the United States: 

Oil 50¢ per 10
6 BTU 0.474 Mill/MJ 

Gas = 42¢ per 10
6 BTU = 0.398 Mill/MJ 

Coal 35¢ per 10
6 BTU 0.332 Mill/MJ 

Source: Szego (1971), Figure Cl. 

C.3. 1972 typical heating oil (#2) prices, Hanover, NH, area: 

#2 heating oil 20¢/gal. 

= 148¢ per 106 BTU = 1.405 Mill/MJ 

Source: dealer prices 
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APPENDIX D: ENERGY USE 

D.l. 1970 residential energy use in the United States: 

Electric: 4.447 -x 1015 BTU = 30.8% 

-All fuels: 10.003 X 1015 BTU = 69.2% 

Total: 14.450 X 1015 BTU = 100% 

Source: Szego (1971)' Table F-1. 

D.2. 1970 population of the United States: about 204 million 

D.3. Winter heating energy requirements of an insulated house: 

ASHRAE Guide (1972) gives heating requirements for a two-stor~ 
house wit-h garage and basement at -lOF (23.3C) and 11 mph (1.91 
m/s) wind. The living space is 1650 ft2 (153 m2) and includes 4 
bedrooms, dining room, living room, kitchen and 2 bathrooms. The 
heating power is 6i,170 to 75,230 BTU/hr (17.9 to 22.0 kW). The 
d~ily energy requirement is 1.47 to 1.81 x 10° BTU/day = 1550 to 
1908 MJ/day. This corresponds to a 75 degree-day condition; the 
pro rata energy requirement is 19,574 to 24,074 BTU/degree-day or 
11.86 to 14.6 BTU/ft2 degree-day. (Note: values are based on an 
indoor temperature of 75F = 24C). 

D.4. Winter residential energy requirements (4 persons per house): 

4.447 X 1015 
X 4 6 Electric:· E = 0.2389 x 10 BTU/day= 14.2% 

204 X 106 
X 365 

District heat: 

Total: 

Q = 1.446 

1.685 

6 -
x 10 BTU/day = 85.8% 

x 10
6 

BTU/day 100% 

D.5. Winter residential energy requirements with heat pumps: 

Coefficient of performance CP = 3.5 

Electric: 

-Waste heat:-

Total: 

E = (0.238 + 
13~~6 ) 10

6 = 

Q = ~:~ 1.446 X 10
6 

0.651 x 10
6 

BTU/day = 38.6% 

1.034 x 10
6 

BTU/day = 61.4% 

6 -
1.685 x 10 BTU/day = 100% 



APPENDIX E: COSTS OF. WATER .DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

The principal cost of a water distribution system is the ~apital 
cost of the pipe system •. The ·operating and maintenance costs can be 

· estimated as a fraction of the cqst of the pipe ·system~ 

The cost of a distribut-~on system for cooling water from a thermal 
power plant as a heat source for heat·. ·pumps is estimated from a system. 
designed for a reference city~- For comparison the cost of a corresponding 
hot water distribution system for direct heating is also estimated for 
the same reference city. · 

The reference city is adapted from the one designed by Miller, et 
al (1971). A one square mile high-density residential area (apartments) 
is analyzed. Figure E.l. shows the lay-out of the residential area, 
Figure E.2. the lay~out of a typical apartment block.· The population of 
this mile area .is 21,500 residents. c· 

The design heating requirement~ used by Miller_-~re 30 BTU/hr ft
2 

. 
(floor space) for apartments and shops, 35 BTU/hr ft· for ·schools .. T}?-1s 
value is used to determine the peak capacity of the distribution system, 
assuming that all units are ope~ating at once but also assuming that 
there are no simultaneous heating requirements for hot water consumption~ 
The design coo~ing requirements (air condition~ng) used by Miller are 
27.3 BTU/~r ft for apartments, 43.6 BTU/hr ft for sf!ops and 31.2 

. BTU/hr ·ft for schools. · ·· 

The heat pumps use cooling water from the power plant as a heat source· 
available at a temperature of 2oc ·( 68°F) from the.· supply line and discharged 
at an assumed temperature of lOC (50°F) into the return line. During the 
cooling mode the flow is rever~ed and·thesame.temper~ture difference is 
assumed. The needed cooling water flow for a he_ating requirement Q and a 
coefficient of perforiD.a.n:ce of the heat pumps_ of CP = 3. 5 is 

w = 2.5, Q 
3.5xl8 

:. •:. . .. ' 3 :. • ·. 
= 39>7• x ·10- · \ Q_ (l·b/hr] 

~ } . . . . -..- ' 

The water flow rate during the cooling mode is about the same as during 
the heating mode. 

T}le hot water system proposed by Miller et al~ distributes water at 
300F (149C) and a maximum pressure o~f 221 -psi~. ( 15.24 bar). ·During the 
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Figure E.l. Residential area-with apartments (adapted 
from Miller et al.~ l97l). 

A: 
S: 

ES: 
SS: 

. 2 . 
apartment?~ · 25~ 200 .ft each~ 8 per block .. · 
~hopping qrea~ 25~300 ft 2 

2 elementary school~ 90~000 ft 
secondary school~- 3l2~000 ft 2 

All areas are net usuable enclosed space~ including 
hallways~ stairways~ etc. 

Eight 3-5tory Aport. 
_(Each 55 ~t x 170ft). 

II II 

-· 

I 
•I 1/S_mile-----... 

L 

1 
1/8 mile 

J 
r 

Figure E. 2. Typ{cal apartment l;lock (adapt~d . 
from Miller et al._~ l97l). · · 
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heating_. mode the ret-q.rn ,temperatu~e is lpOF _for, a temperature d_ifference 
of 140F._ Cooling. is-provided by abs~rption refrigeratiofi.units. whiqh
use 300F water and. discharge 210F ·water. ·The needed water -flow'· for 'th~ 

: \ design cooling requirements is given to be ·1·. 83 times. that for ·the . 
design }leating requ~rem~nts .. Based on a given he~ting requirem~nt 9,.the 
need~<L.hot-water flow is · .. _ .. -; ·: · .· 

. ·~ .. 

[lb/hr] 

Table E~l •. lists the ~eating- ~eq~irements and the needed water flqw 
rates for the variqus ·elements,. of'. the residential mile. 

Design Heating 
Element Floor.Area .Requirement Cooling_Water Hot Water 

ft2 BTULhr lbLhr lb/hr 

apartment bldg 25.2 103 0.756 
' 6 

30 
3' 

9.9 X X 10- X 10 .. -' 
·• 

lo3 6.o48 io6 103 •, apartment block 201~6 X X 240 X 79 
'' 

shopping block 25.3 X 103 
0.759 X 10

6 
30 X 103 

9-9 

element. school 90.-x 103 3 ~_:150. X 10
6 

125 X 103 .41 

second. school 
·.___ .·3 

10,. 92 10
6 

'434 l-03 143 312 xlO X X 

Table E.l. Design heating requirements and corresponding water 
flow rates for . the various e_lements of the residential m_i le. 

X 103 

X 103 
' . 3 

X 10 

X 103 

X 103 

- The sum of all the .. design heating requirem~nts qf the residential 
area consisting of 32 apartment blocks' 6 ghopping blocks,- 4 elementary 
schools . and 1 secondary. :sghool ·is· 222 x 10 BTU/hr -(65 MW). The total 
heated area is 7. 275 x 10 ft2. The desi~n flow ra:te of cooling water 
in the main d~stribution6lirie is 8.8 x 10 lb/hr; the design flow rate 
of hot water 1s 2. 9 x 10 ·_· lb/hr. -

The main distribution line for the cooling water between the power 
plant and the residential area is·, shown schematically· _:rn· Figure 16. The 
line consists of a supply_ and a return pipe and pump_ and connects to the 
existing line of a powe-r plant. with cooling pond. · The :length. of 5 km 
for the main distribution' line is· chosen as a reference base;_ 

The main distribution line for the hot water :sy~t=·em is ·shown. 
schematically in Figure .17: · It in-cludes a circulatihg :pump ;>a.nd.-·'a 
pressurizer. 

·· .. : .. . .. -:.·; 



The branch .lines in-the residential area are shown in Figures E.3.-
6. Each line consists of a supply arid a return pipe. Flow rates and 
pipe sizes are given in the figures. 

The lengths of the various line sizes are summarized in Table E.2. 
All lines consist of two pipes laid in a common trench. Hot water pipes 
are insulated, cooling water pipes are not insulated. Each main and 
branch 'distribution system has a total length of 26.76 km (16. 7 miles r. 

The in-place costs of various pipe sizes are listed in Table E.3., 
prepar.ed by_ the Specifications and Estimating Branch, Engineering Division, 
Directorate of Military Construction, US Army Corps of Engineers. The 
prices· are valid for July 1973 in Washington, DC. Correction factors 
for cost growth and for geographical location may be applied as given in 
Army Regulation 415-17. 

The in-place costs of all the different pipe lenfsths are liste-d in 
Table E. 4, and the costs of the two complete systems., cooling water and 
hot water, are listed in Table E.5. From this information a cost factor 
for different distances between the plant and the residential area is 
developed and presented in Figure E.7. 

Coolin~ Water Slstem Hot Water Sys·tem 

30" - 17,000 ft 18" - 17,000 ft 

24 1,320 14 '1 ,:3~0 

20 1' 320' 12 1,320 

18 2,640 10 4,620 

16 1,980 '8 5,280 

14 1,980 6 990 

12 3,300 5 - 4_,950 

10 990 4 3,530. 

8 _6, 27.0 3 - 10,560 

6 - 12,870. 2 .1/2 - 7,120-

4 7,120 2 8,960 .·, 

3 - . 8, 960 1· 1/4 - 22,460 

2 - 22.,460 

Total: 88,210 ft Total: .88,210 ft 
.. - . 

. . . 

TableE.2. Line lengths of the water-distribution 
systems by pipe· size. ·Each lengthaon8ists of dual 

pipes, one for·supply, -one.forretUrn. 
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.. 

'·· - ~ --. . -

· ·' · ··:···Asbestos-cement p;tpe; ~ ·-·
. ,wit~out insulation 

(·coid- water··systeml · 

>~~~- : steei. :P±:P~ with insuiat-fon -
~d. ~sbestos cem~nt. caf?ing 

<-· -· ' · ·(hot :water system) · · 

*2" .· 
·. : *.3" 
·:' 4'_'' 

6" 
8" 

10" 

12" 

14" 

16" 

18" 

20". 

24!'-. 

30" 

. . 

installed . cost .. per 
lin. ft.- ·qf ·ditch;. 
inc 1. S'Q.pply and .. 
return pipes arid 
excavation 

$ 5'~75 
6·.:75. 

r~ so. 
i .' .... ~ : . . · •.. -

11.25 

15.50 
' ..... ' --· 

20.50 
; 25~75 ~ 

' ~ . ~· . ; -

31.50 

36.75 

43.75 

49.75 
65.00 

84.25 

:_-:1 i/4" 
:·>:_-,·2·'·:. 
-~ ~ 1)2" 

'. ~~· 
4" 

5" 
6" . 

'8" 

10" 

12" 
14" .. 

.18" 

Installed. cost·· pef ::· 
lin. ft;. ()f. ditch'{ 
incl. supply arid 
return pf~e~ arid ·· ·~ 
excavation· '· 

· ... _ .. -

35~ Qb._. ' 

43_.'_00 .. 

46~--06 .. 
60.00 

76.00 
·· 9cL:oo 

122.00 

152.00 

182.00 

252.00 

306.00 

NOTES: .*f.. Prices for 2" and 3" CWp~pe are PVC pipe prices. Asb. cem. 
pipe not available in small·· siz.es. 

2. Add 10% to pipe prices_ as ~llowance for valves and fittings. __ 

. 3. Excavation assumed for 24" min. cover over top of pipe. 
·Backfill included. 

4. Prices based on 1 July 197_3 for Washington, D.C. 
. . 

Tab'le E. 3. In-pZ.aae ,,aQsJ;.s_ per 'lineal, foot of p'(p~,·i··f.1JC'luding 'l5% 
contingencies and 5% S&A. Priaes ina tude. supp Z.y, return, e~aav:ation:,. 
and baakfi'l'l. The aoo'ling water system is without insu:~C7.tiqn,,:.-the 
hot water system is insulated. (Prepared by Directorate of Military 

Engineering, Office, Chiefof·Engineers, 7,3 June· l9?3.) 
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-~cooling Wat-er ~System Hot Water System 
Pipe Size Installed Cost Pipe 'Size Installed Cost 

30" - 16,4--oo ft; :$1, 381~700- 18" - 16_,·400 ft; $5;346,400 
2'4 600 50,550 l8 .6oo 195,600 
24 - 1,320 85,800 14 1,320 332,64() 
20 - 1,320 65,610 12 1,32Q 2'40;240 
18 - -2,640 .115, 500 10 - 4,-620 702,240 
16 - 1,98:0 12,765 8 5;280 644,160 
14 1,980 62,370 6 990 89,iOO 
12 - 3,300 -84,975 5 - 4,950 376,200 
10 - 990 20:,295 4 3,630 217 ,Boo 

8 6~270 97,185 3 - 10,560 485,760 
6 - 12,870 144,78'8 2 l/2 '7,120 306,160 
4 7,120 53,400 2 8,960 313,600' 
3 8,960 6o,48o 1 l/4 -- 22,460 494,120 
2 - 22;460 129,145 

Total: 88,210 ft; $2,424,623 Total: 88,210 ft; $9,744,020 

-Table E.4. In-place costs of all pipes installed for 
the cooling water system and the hot water system. 

5-km main 
pipe line: 

Main pump station: 

Branch and 
service lines: 

Valves, fittings: 

~ . 

Total branch 
and-service: 

Total main pipe 
and branches: 

Relative cost of 
system w/o main line 

Cooling Water System 

$1,381,700 

800,000 

·1,042,923 

104,292 

1,147,215 

3,328,915. 

o. 585-
1 

Hot Water System 

$5,346,400 

800,000 

4,397,620 

439,762 

4,837,382 

10,983,782 

0.513 

Table E.5. Total distribution system costs for cooling.water 
and for hot water systems. The latter system includes the 

pressurizer with the main pump station. 
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I 
I 

~-· -. --~.~-: ---- ·.-r 
. Figure E. 5. .Branch diatributio~ system for hot water· distriat heating. 
Flow rates are ·in .1000-lb/hr .-units, pipe sizes· -are in inahes diameter. 

~i:gure E. B.- · Serviae .~ines for hot water district heating -
£n·an apartment block.- Flow rates-aPe in 1000-lb/hr. units~ 

· pipe sizes. ··are . in inahes diameter. · 
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If~ ~A· 
·, 

Aw ~OA : s s s . A 
. 480 8" . 

.·· :30)~~0 3'12io 3012" 2401' 480 8" 
. 570 480 _......._ 

1050 ioti 8" 
24ol

8
" 240!. 

8" 
240! 

. 8" 
960 10" 

Az40 24aA . : A24Q 24oA 

1530 12" 1440 12". 

Ai4o 
4" ES ES 

4". 

24'rf 125. --- 125 
1895 1805 12" 

2". 

24ff 53o' -· 
1925 14" . ~ss 

2045 12". 

A;.rn -. 2". 
'fc)S 

2165 2075 12". 

A24o 

4". 
ES 435 6" ES 

4". 

125 125 240 
2530 16" 2440 /6". 

A~ ~A A~-- A~ ~A- A~ ~OA 

3010 18" 675 8" 480 18". 2920 16" 

A~ ~A A~ 240 s~ ~A A~ ~?A 
3490 18". 1155 ~ 750 8". 3400 18". 

8795 5305' 4150 3400 
30 " 24 " 20 ". 18' 

Figure E. 3. Branch distribution system for power· plant cooling water·. 
Flow rates are in lOOO-lb/hr units., pipe ·sizes are in inches diameter. 

I-

I 

I 
I 

-I 

I 

+-----~-:-

! 

- . I 
- ----- - ---+--. I 

Figure .E: 4. Service lines for power pl·ant cooling water 
in an apartment block. Flow-rates are in 1000-lb/hr units., 

pipe sizes are in inches diameter. 
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Figure E.?. Cost factor for different transmission distances 
from the plant to the residential area. 

The capi, tal co~t of the distribution system to the. user.· can· be 
determined next. For this purpose the floor area of the heated space fs 
used as a base because it is convenient. It is recognized that this is 
not completely equitable. For the hot water system it is better to 
relate the system cost to the thermal energy use. For the cooling water 
system it is better to base the system cost on the capacity of the user's 
heat pump. In order to achieve a valid comparison, however, a common 
base is necessary and the heated area appears reasonable. 

The heated floor area o:f each apartment building is 25,200 :ft2 . This 
is 0.3464% Qf the heated area of the residential area served by the system 
(7.275 x 106 ft 2 ). The capital cost from Table E.5. assigned to each 
apartment building is $11,531 for the cooling water system and $38,047 
for the hot water system. · 

The residential area in the example has a high population density~ 
The effect of a lower population density on the cost of the distribution 
systems can be estimated through an expedient comparison. 

Each apartment building has a total of 21 apartments on three floors. 
Each apartment is occupied typically by four persons and has an average 
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floor space of 1200 ft
2

. Each apartment block has 8 buildings or 168 
apartments and COVers an area of 1/8 X 1/8 mile Which is 10 acres. 

A population density one fourth as great is now assumed. It consists 
of 42 houses or duplex units ~nstead of apartments. The average lot 
size is just less than 1/4 acre, i.e. about 100 x 100 ft. per house or 
unit. The same population as before, i.e. 21,500 residents, now uses an 
area of 4 sq. miles. The heating needs are assumed to be about the same 
as before or at least not significantly greater because the houses are 
assumed to have the same heated area as the apartments. 

The branch and service pipe lines are now about four times as long 
but the pipe sizes are half the diameter because they carry one fourth 
of the flow rate. The prices of the installed pipe lines a~e about half 
for half the diameter size. Therefore, the total cost of the branch and 
service pipe lines is about double for one fourth the population density. 
At the reference distance of 5km from the plant the cost of the cooling 
water system is about $4,476,000 and the cost of the hot water system 
about $15,821,000. 

The capital cost of the distribution system assigned to each house 
is that of an apartment building divided by 21 or 0.016495%. The cost 
is $738 for the cooling water system and $2,610 for the hot water system 
for each house. 

The effect of the size of the population served by such distribution 
systems is not analyzed. It is only assumed that a smaller system is 
more costly per house or apartment ·building than the example shows. 



APPENDIX F: COSTS OF HEATING AND COOLING EQUIPMENT 

1. Oil burning boiler for hot water heating 
system; 

a. residential type, size range: 
36,000 to 60,000 BTU/hr 

b. commercial type, size range: 
400,000 to 1,000,000 BTU/hr 

2. Oil burning furnace for hot air heating 
system, residential type, size. range: 
36,000 to 60,000 BTU/hr 

3. Heat pump, water to air; 

size range: 36,000 to 60,000 BTU/hr 

possible sources: 
a. Climate Master Products, Inc. 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
b. Heat Controller, Inc. 

Jackson, Michigan 
c. Dunham-Bush, Inc. 

Aqua-Matic Div. 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

4. Packaged water chillers, compressor type, 
water cooled: 

a. size range: 3 to 5 tons 

b. size range: 20 to 50 tons 

possible sources: 
a. Carrier Air Conditioning Co. 

Saracuse, New York 
b. Kohlenberger Engineering Corp. 

Fullerton, California 
c. Dunham-Bush, Inc. 

West Hartford, Connecticut 
d. York Corp., Subs. of Borg-Warner Corp. 
e. Acme Industries, Inc. 

Jackson, Michigan 

Basis of 
Estimate 

(91,000 BTU) 

(75,000 BTU) 

(10 ton) 

Estimate 
Cost *(1) 

$1600 

$3500-4700 

$ Boo 

$1500-2500 

$6000 

$7700-17600 

*NOTES: 1. Estimated costs at 1 July 73 with 5% contingencies and 5% 
S&A added. Cost is installed price. 



APPENDIX G: .ANNUAL HEATING AND COOLING COSTS 

The numbers are costs in dollars determined for Philadelphia, PA, 
with 4815 heating and 1400 cooling degre~-:-days • 

~i..:. 

HEATING 

Fixed costs: . (heat 
pump and water distr. 

· system) 

Energy costs: 
(electricity) 

Subtotal: 

COOLING 

Energy costs: 
(electricity~~ 

Total (heat + cool): 

. -:::-Apartment 

33,531 X 0.17 
.. . 21 

= 271.44 

3 . . -3 60.67 x: 10 .x-4.-417 .x,lO 
3.5 

. ==-~76.,56 

~-348.00, 

51 X 103.-::j{; 4-. 417 .X 10-3 

7.5 
= ··gQ.05-

$378.05 

C.Z.:- · Dist,ri~t hot water 

Fixed. costs i =·::(hot 
water distr. system) 

= 308.-oo.·. 

38, 04T x o:.-17 
21 

House 

2,408 X O.l'f . 
= 409.36 

$485.92 

none ::-extra· 

= 30~0~ ::· ...... 

House 
-~ . ' 

2,610 X 0.17 
= 443·. 70 

: . . ~.. -. 



Energy costs: 
(hot water) 

Subtotal: 

COOLING . 

Fixed costs: 
(absorption 
refrigeration) 

Energy costs: _ 
(hot water) 

Total (heat + cool): 

HEATING 

Fixed costs: 
boiler, chinmey) 

Energy costs,: 
( #2 oil) 

Subtotal:·. _ 

COOLING 

Fixed costs: 
(absorption 
refrigeration) 

Energy costs: 
(#2 oil) 

Total {heat + cool): 

1 

: 3 3 60.67 X iO X 0.6 X 10-
= 36.40 

$344.40 

22,100 X 0.17 
21 

= 178.09 

= 36.40 

$480.10 

1,760 X 0.17 
= 299.20 

51 X 103 
X 1.44 ~ 0.616 X 103 
= 45.24 . 

$567.73 

Apartment 

6,600 X 0.17 
21 

= 53.43 

3 . ·. 3 60.67xl0 xl.405xl0 
. 0. 75 

= ;Ll3.66 

$167.Q9 

2 ,-200 X 0 .17 
21 . 

= 178.-o9· · · · 

3 .... -
5lxl0 xl.44xl.405 

0.75 
... = 137.58 

$482.76 
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House 

2,400 X 0.17 
= 4~o·s. o.o 

3 . . 3 60. 67xl0. x1. 405x10 . 
0.7 

= 121.77 .. 

$529.77 

-1 , 7 6 0 x 0 • 17 
= 299.20 

51xl03xl .• 44xl. 405 
0.1 

= 14J.1ro 

$976.17 
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/Point 
# 

1 
2' 
2 
3 
4 

Point 
# 

1 
2' 
2 
3 
4 

APPENDIX H:: THERMODYNAMic· EVALtJATtdN OF SOME .FLUIDS'-

Table H.i·_. _Water {H2o);- propert:ies .. (From schlrldt ,' 1969}~. 

Temp. 
·T 
c 

100 
0 
0 
0 

100 

Press. 
p 

bar 

1.0133 
0.0061 
0.0061 
0.0061 
1.0133 

Sp. entr. ·Vapor 
s X 

kJ/kg K 

··7. 3554 
-- I.o 

9.1577 1.0 
7.3554 0.8032 

-0.0002 0 
1.3069 0 

. i .;.. i ' 
n = 1 - 2 = 0.2~91 

R i
1 

- i 3 

~ = v /i = 82.5 m3/MJ (at oc) 
- . g fg 

: ~ 
~· . ·• ... 

~ Sp·; enth •' ... - . 
i 

kJ/kg 

2676.0 
2501.6 
2009.3 

-0.04 
419.06 

Table H.2. Ammonia (NH3); properties (From Plank, 1956) .. _ 

Temp. 
T 
c 

100 
0 
0 
0 

100 

· , .· Press. 
.p 

bar 

4.294 
62.635 
62.635 
62.635 
. 4. 294 

Sp. entr. 
s 

kJ/kgK 

7-6932 
8.8094 
7-6932 
·4.1868 
5-775_3 

·Vapor 
·x 

1._0 
1.0 

--' ... 6. 7585 
0 
0 

~ = v /i = 0.229 m3/MJ (at oc) 
g fg 

165 

Sp. enth~ -
i 

kJ/kg 

1657.4. 
1681.1 
1376.2 

418.7 
941.8 

Sp. vol. 
v -

m3/~g 
1.673 
206.3 
165.7 
0.001 
0.001 

Sp. vo1. 
v 

m3/~g 
0.0178 
0.2897 

0.0016 
0.0022 



. . . . 

Table H. 3 •. Fl2 \cF
2
cl

2
); properties _{From Maybew and Rogers,· 1969). 

·Point · Tem-p. 
# T 

-C 

_l 100 
2' () 
.2 :0. 

3 0 
4 100 

Press. 
p 

bar 

33.1r4· 
3.086 
3.086 
3.o86 

33.44 

.S:p~ entr. Vapor 
s X 

kJ/kgK 

-{). 64~9 1.0 
0.6966 1.{} 
-0.6~49 ·'0.'9067 
0.1'420 0 
0.4193 0 

.. il - i2. 
-~ = i ·_ = -0.2110 

~ i3 

nR/nc =· o. 7873.: 

<II= v /if· = o.366 m3/_MJ (at oc) g g . . 

Sp~ enth. 
i 

kJ/-kg 

210 .. 12 
187 .5_3 
173.40_· 
36.05 

·148. 32 

Table H.4. Fll (CC1
3
F); properties (From DuPont, 1972). 

Point Temp. 
# T 

OF 

1 212 
2' 32 
2 32 
3 32 
4 212 

Press. 
p 

£Sia 

119.8 
5.830 
5.830 
5.830 

- 119.8 

Sp. entr. Vapor 
s X 

BTU/lb °F 

0.194 -1.0 
0.1979 1.0 
0.194 0.9766 
o. 0314 . 0 

0 

i - i2 ·1 ·n = = o .-2186 
R· i 1 - i 3 

:. 3-: 
<II = v /i = 2.128 m /MJ (at OC) . g fg 

166 

Sp. enth. 
i 

BTULlb 

116.6 
96.15 
94.23 
14.28 
53.58 

Sp. VOl• _ 

3v~ 
.ni / g 

0.0039 
0.055h 

Sp. vol. 

rt~Ylb 

6.481 

.. 



,, Table H. 5. Sulfur dioxide (so
2

); properties (From.Canjar and Manning, 1967). 

Point Temp. 
# T 

OF 

1 2l2 
2' 32 
2 32 
3 32 
4 212 

Table H.6. F21 

Point Temp. 
# T 

OF 

1 212 
2' 32 
2 32 
3 32 
4 212 

Press. Sp. entr. Vapor 
p s X 

12sia BTU/lb °F 

·399.4 0.8374 1.0 
22~36 0.8972 1.0 
22.36 0.8374 0.8204 
22.36 0.5642 0 

399.4 0.6744 0 

~ = v /if = 0.584 m3/MJ (at OC) g g 

Sp. enth. 
i 

BTU/lb 

-1903.42 
-1912.88 
-1942.27 
-2076.54 
-2012.04 

(CHC12F); properties (From Dupont, 1963, and Plank, 

Press. Sp._ entr. Vapor Sp. enth. 
p s X i 

psi a BTU/lb °F BTU/lb 

195 0.234 142 
10.3 0.254 123.2 

10.3 . 0.234 113.4 
10.3 0.038 17.1 

195 65 

~ = v /if = 1.238 m3/HJ (at OC) g g . 

Sp. Vol. 
v 

ft3L~b 

3.56 

0.01116 
0.01428 

1956). 

Sp. val. 
Vg 

ft3Llb 

4.9 
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APPENDix I:· _ 'cosT·s: -oF HEAT_ ~~cHANGERS 
,.· .. -·· .·.···.:· ... ,,.· . 

I.l. Water-cooled steam conden~ers. --

. Rossie, Cecil and Young (197·2·)':~--~:~~tJmate~t c-osts of steam condensers 
from information obtained -from the Ingersori-~Rand Company. The condensers 
are direct-contact, jet-type condens_eri:{- illuf~trated in..<Fi'~e-: I .1. 

The 1971 cond~nser costs are $-.90 per l_t.ilowatt of cooling power. _ 
The planning cost for delivery in 1975 uses-an 'escalation·factor of 1.36 
and results in a cost of $1.:22/kW. 

·The cost of surface condensers- ·such as the tube ~nd shell type 
shown in Figure I.2. is estimated from data developed by Fraas and 

2 Ozisik (1965) and lis-ted' in. Table 1·~1. ·The listed value of $6.-/ft of 
tube surface and a surface requirement of 32.56 m2/Wv/ gives a cost of 
$2.10/kW. The values in- Table I.l. are_assUined to.be valid for 1965 
or before. The cost for 1975 deliyerY: ·Js: guessed at $3.-/kW. 

Type of Heat Exchanger 

Shell-and-tube (liquid-to~ liquid r
Double pipe, finneq tube 

- . 

Banks of finned ::tubes {liquid-to-air, · 
Al fins) · 

Plate coils (liquid-~o-air· or 
liquid-to-liqu~d) 

Steam condensers (Admiralty metal 'tubes). 

Steam boilers (gas-fired)--

Cast-iron cascade coolers 

Cooling towers 

._Cost 

$ 
- 2 

- 5. 00/ft 

$2. ~O/ft2 
. '$6 ··50/ft 2 

tube surface 

total surface 

total surface 

$2.00/ft
2 

total surface 

$6.00/-ft
2 

tube surface 

$6.00/lb steam per hour 

$3.00/ft
2 

total surface 

$12-to $25/gpm water flow 

Table I.l. Rough estimatin{J valu~s for unit costs of 
typical heat exchangers, plain -ccirbo1tz. steel and capacities 
of 107 BTU/h:ra = 2. 93 MW(th). (Data from Fraas and Ozisik, 

l965). 

Surffice· condens~rs- have greater lini tia], cost than direct-cdritact · 
conde!is·ers, as the c'a!culations show. · Their c)perat ing costs are ·lower, 

'i69 



CASCADE 
PLATES--~~-

STEAM INLET FROM 
TURBINE EXHAUST 

Figure I.l. Direct contact condenser. The steam, condenses d_irectly. 
on water droplets falling from perforate.d. _trays. o>i·-··Th.e condensate 
becomes mixed with large quantities of cooling water. (From Rossie 

·:et al. ~ t. l9?2). 

Figure I.2. Surface condenser by Foster-Wheeler with reheating hot 
well and external air cooler. The cooling water flows. through the 
tubes in a single pass. . The steain condens.e$ on the outside surface · 
of the tubes and collects in the well for reuse in the boiler in a 
closed cycle. (From Salisbury: Kent's Mechanical Engineers' 

Handbook; l962). 
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however. They permit reuse of the pure conc~ensate in the boiler in a. 
closed cycle. Direct-contact condensers require much water, tre~tment 
of t;he water to make it suitable for use in the boiler and continuous 
rem(;>val of S;:l.r and other non-condensible gaBes. 

_ The difference between the cost figures for dir.ect::.:.cpritaG't and 
surface con4ens.e:r~?.,is. also 9ue __ partly to the~ differe~t·' equipm¢nt sizes 
to which they ·appfYt Tpe direct-contact condenser. ~.ost· appli~s to 
eooling: capacities ,'three: orders; of n:iagnitude: greater:'.th~n: that of the 
surface condenser./ · · · 

-. 
'' 

I.2~ Me~hanic~i':.draft~ .dry cooi:i.ng tower. 

. Rossie,· Cecil ,-.and Young ( 1972) estimate
1

d the. co~;:t. ·of ~echanical 
draft ~ry cooling towers from information provided by ~udson Products 
Corporation. .The cooling tow~:r-s are modules complete with coils, fans 
~d- structure (Fig. !~3.). Modules are grouped together· in the numbers 
required to meet the cooling needs.; Under the design condit-ions chosen 
by Rossie et al.--._-(1972) each module bas a cooling capac;i:tyof 95.2 -MW(th) 
an~· the cost is $6. '78 per kilowatt in 1971. The planning cost for 
delivery in 1975, using an escalation factor of 1.36 is $9.22/kW. 

The cost of .. a -.similar cooling tower for use as· a Freon condenser 
will be estimated on ~he. basis of-different coils used;;· .The Hudson 
tower uses U-shaped tubes,: probably with fins· •. The Freon -condenser_ uses 
finned flat- ::tubes as<_. shown in FigUre 35. 

The heat_. flux··:· of ;the U-shaped tubes in the Hudsori tower .. :is estimated. 
The. heat flux is bas_ed on. ·the bare tube surfaLce' independe_rit of fins. 
Equatio-ns 3.8 ·and 3.10 are: used to write an expressfon:· of the· heat flux 
for air c·ooling on th_e out~side of, ~he tubes: · · · · 

..... -· 

(3.8) 

.··.;:. ( 3 _.10) 

-? '. 

~air = 5z 
Cr.1) 

_. • ~ ., I • ." ~ ' .-

The temperature· ris'e. of -the- cooling water in the analysi~ "by .Rossie 
et· al. (197g:) is 30F ( 16 .• 7C). The increase in enthalpy_ is':' .. , 
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Figure -1~3. MeqhaniaaZ dr~ft dry aooZing to~ers by Hudson Produats Corp. The modular system 
is adapt;(lbZe to diff€;rent; sizes of large plants. (Frorrt Rossie~ Cecil and Young~ l9?2) .· 
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}Jf = 1.136 x 10 .;..; 3 Ns/m
2 

(water at 15C) 

Re 10
4 (~ssumed as a typical value) 

z = 50m (167ft)= length or·u~tube 

. . .... --

The length,z of each U-shaped "tube·is est~mated from Figure !.3. 

"' 69.1 X 1.136 X 1~-3 ;X 16
4 

= 
3

. 167 kW/m2 
~air = 5 x 50 1000 .-BTU/hr ft 2 

The actual: value of the heat flux achieved with the cooling tower 
coils may be greater. For example, the Reyn'olds number may be greater 
due to high water circulation rate. . However, .the actual. value is not 
expected to be·· greater than 6<.kW/m2 ~t the most. -In any ca~:e, the heat 
flux. in the U-tubes of the Hudson towe·:f-· i:s s_ignificantly less than in 
the air-cooled Freon condenser (10.31 kW/m2). 

- ~: 

·-· ··--- . 

Given the eds:t of-' the'·-comple:te.:Hudsbn tower·.of $9.22/kW, the U~ · 
tubes must cost less·; .. than $9.~/kW l{hich fs'_,ll~ss than $2.65/ft2 base'd on 
a heat flux of 3.167·; kW/m2 CO'~ 294,· kW/ft2X or less than $5. -/ft-·2 ·-:"b·as:~~ ' 
on a_ heat flux of 6 k\:l/m2 ·---'( 0.558·-:kw/f't-2)\.· .- Filgur~ r~ 4., frollf Chitton' · 
(196o)·,'·shows···greate:f.::,valu·~s for: t·h·e cdsf of finned' ttib.e·heat·'; ej{changers.' 
Of course, the. diameter .of the U-tubes is alf~o greater than 1 ii1. Ji.S in . 
the chart •. · · · . · · · · ·- · :-- · · · >.: .. ,. · - .. .· ..• -. · ·· ··-

The cost···bf-:th~ -firirted fltit tubes'· of the Freon 'cond·ense~ ·'is e~-~cted' 
to be near or above the high -v~iuet::i·.(>:r·:FigU:r~~ ·1.4. ,·perhaps $10/ft2 , 
because the tubes are smaller than 1 in. in d.iaineter. Bas-ed on the heat 
flux of 10.31 kW/m2 (0.96 kW/ft 2 ) the cost is about $10.-/kW .. This is ... 
somewhat greater than the cost of the U-tubes. The cost of ~' nre-dhS:nieai 
draft coolin~ tower as shown in Figure 3, incluciing spray deyi,ces f~r .... 
wet-dry ope·r~tfon ··during. ·hot:. we~th~r--, is· .esiim~ied· _ t·c)i b~ -$J!5·~ ~/kW'-:( l9.75: . 
delivery): •. :·;"~·'·,._;, .. ,·'· ·.· ... :,; .·· .. ,, __ :; . ,- .:. ·;.· .. ,.:;· . 

. . )_ .. . ' - ~.;- : . 

The Freon boiler is basically a finned t·.ube heat excha.tlger; the 
same as the Freon c_onden·ser ,-but· enctosed in ~ sh~ll ~ .. Th~ ch~t .·of' tt1e~:: _. 
finned tub<e heat eich'anger is as'sturied td be·~·;t~~~- .~--~e :~s; .. fo~; ~:~~- :??ri.dens~'r 2 
i.e. $10. -/ft2. The cost of the complete boi;ler 1s assumed to· •be $12. -.ft· 

The~::hetit< riillc :lii: the. l>oire-r · ha:s··_ been: ~st:lmat~d··t.Q:. be· 2·?'~99~: kW/m? "• ~ 
(Chapter j.2.2~ ). · Tlu~fefore·:,·.· til~ dp~·-t"·6r th~: boiier·'will lfe('abbut :$6~~/kw'· 
( 1975 deli very). · ''. . .. :< •· ·: .: :;::~:·. . ' . ~- ~<.: ~- · •. 
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10 

Cost 

6 

2 

0 

Cost factors 
20 ft tubes 
30 ft tube.s 
18. Bw-g a&niralty 
lu Swg admiralty 
~2'50 psi, design_ pressure 

3 

4 

---------5---------J·~.L-'------~ 
~--a6 

12 

2 . 3 4 5 6 7 B 

1.05 
·0.95 
l.-o4 
1.12 
l.iQl 

Toto'! Bore T~be.Surfoce (.ft2 ) 

Basis 
1 in. ·OD x 12 Bwg (Al fins) x 24 ft steel· tubes 
1_50 ps~_, de~ign. ·pressure 

-Fabricat-ed ·st ee·l headers. 
- Explosion~proof mo'tors 

{FOB"' not -incl. freigllt -9r expert crating·~ 

Figure L. 4. :casts .of banks of finned ~tubes for air-eooled .hea-t 
exchangers. ·The information ·ia -bas.ed on tube-s with 8 .fins per inch 
oand UJith a ratio of to~al.:surfaa~. to bare tube external .surface 

of l6. 9:1. {Fro~ -chi"lton.J -Z9B:()). 

I.4. Steam boiler 

Fraas and Ozisilt {1965) give a ¢ost figure fo~ gas-fi!ed -steam 
boilers of $6 .. - per pound of steam p~r hour (Table I .1.). Assuming an 
enthalpy increase of the ·steam from bondensate to superheated s-team of 
1500 BTUllb the cost is $4.- per l-QOO BTU/hr or $13-.66/kW·-(th) :for a . 
boiler capacity o:f about 3 .MW'(th) .- · An oil-fired boiler i-s slightly .more 
expensive because burners and related .equipment are more expensive .. 

The cost o:f a ho~ water boiler is given in Appendix F. A boiler 
·with a capacity- o:f 10 BTU/hr .Iabout 0. 3 Mw(th)) costs $4700, inst-alled. 

The cost is therefore $16. -/kW{ th}. _ ; _ , 

·Consi~ering this inforuia,t~.on_ -Ct~p~, slze and ~at:e) the current cost 
:(for future -deli very)· of an o~l~fired steam boiler .in the 100 MW( th )-
range is -assumed to be near- $15·· ~/kW:. r . . 

• 
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f: 
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APPEND'IX .. J: · COSTS OF . TUHBINES ...... ~_:.:' . ----.:. 

. . 

Info~mat.~ton~ -.on:· the c;~st~ . of: -Freo~ ~ :t,~;pinel~:· .was ··. n~t ·. ·~ btl:t:in~d ; .. there
fore, .. ap~.~:st~plat~.~,i.~ ... Ina4~: .... by.·a· ~{~~··G9mp~;r;!s<?~1:· ~it h. ~~·e~. t~r~in~.~:~:·< The 
Freon turbine <J.~s.cribed·.,.by Kan,aev .(l96T:) ap4, ~3ho:wt:l ·in..,F:i..gu.r.es · 38 and 39 · 
has a total exhaust' ~r~~s section a~ea ~f 8. 8.9 'm2 ( 95.37 ft 2 ) and develops 

. 176 MW rated output. It is a single stage turbine. Steam turbines with 
comparable exhaust cross section are the single shaft, dual flow·LP 
section condensing turbines (as in curve A) wj;th 26-inch last stage 
buckets, 82.2 ft 2 , 175 MW and with 30-inch last stage buckets, 111.2 
ft2, 225 MW. A steam turbine with matching exhaust cross section area 
would have a rated capacity of 200 MW and would cost about $35/MW (curve 
A) or a total of $7 Million, including the ge~Lerator. The steam turbine 
alone ~Y cost half that amount or a total of $3.5 Million. The Freon 
turbine has only one. or ;t,wo. stages, does not reql,l:i-~*F,Jl.!gh temperature 
resistant materials and should not cost more than half as much as the 
steam turbine, i.e. $1.75 Million or about $10/kW. The cost of the 
generator in the 175-MW range is again assumed. to be half of the value 
of curve A, i.e. $18.50/kW. Therefore, the cqst of the Freon turbine is 
estimated to be $28.50/kW in the 175-MW range ~or $8.50/kW less than 
curve A and about $3. 50/kW less than curve B i:n the lower power range 
when built in reasonable numbers. 
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Cost 
$Jkw .4 

A._ -Large condensing turbines f-or s-team. from fossil fuel fired. 
boilers ·{high superheat) witp r€hea~ ,_ 3600 RPM.- -

B. Industrial noncoridensing-turbines with typical back pressures 
of 200 psi (about .13.6 bar}; 3600 RPM. 

C.· Condensing turbines for nuclear applications using saturated 
and low superheat .steam_, non-reheat-~ 1800 RPM. 

D. Noncondensing turbines for :nuclear applications with 10 to 
30 psi g {0 . 7 to 2 bar) back pressure , 1800 RPM. _ 

Figure J.l • . Cost of single shaft steam turbine-generator units 
based on price data from General Electric Co. (l972 and l969). 
Values are applicable for delivery in l975 and include transpor-

tation and technical direction of installation. 
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APPENDIX K:. EXERGFI'IC~·EFFICIENCIES :· 

The exergetic effic'iency, of space ·:heating has been shown in ·Appendix 
T. _.;T ,_ 

A to be. n :: · R .. O h -"~ .· ;:~> 0 ~0'68. tf : :: ·: ;wheri ··the temp-erature of· the :- ... 
£ TR comb · comb 

heated space is TR = 20C and the outside air temperature is T0 = OC. 
When fuel is burned for heating with a combustion efficiency of ncomb = 
0. 75 then n = 0. 051 .. ;, ;' >· ·~ , :- --. 

£ 

The· exergetic e:ffic·i'ency· bf'-'space he.at:ing- with heat·- pUJD.p·s, ·.f·s 

·.~hereby· 

and 

th~refor-~.,-

exergy of the warm air 
work done ih' the·,prpcess 

W =- Q/CP :,. 

T - T 
. n = _R T .. .. ? CP 

... e:··· .. -R 

= 
£ . a1r 
w 

__ .. Th~ ~6kr'f't~ien-t. <?f ·,perform~zice C:P takes the place_ o_f ·the ·efficiency 
of combustion. For ··cp = 3:5 

.. :. ." ,., 

n = o.o68 ~ 3.5 = 0.238 
£ . . . '- .: .. 

·.·.;. 

Now the :efficienc-y of r-the heating process ·,;fth heat -pu.Jllps must be .. · 
checked further because the energy used -t-o drive the heat pump (W)" ·and 
the waste heat taken from -t~e ,coql~ng. water _( Q) both come from a power 
plant which is consuming.energy.resources. 

In ord~:r· to provide Q = .1000 kJ for ,,heating th~ heat pump uses W = 
Q/CP: = 1000/3• 5 = 286 ~J of ~l~ctri~ -;~;?-ergy and lQOO ~ 28q =, 7~4 kJ 

. :.;. : . 
··) .. 
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of "waste heat~ .. The waste heat comes, from the power plant which operates 
with a cycle efficJency_ of 0~ 4.09 (Table 18l and uses 714/(1 - o. 409} = 
1208.kJ of steam energy or 1208/0.88 = 1373- kJ of fuel energy. The 
elect·ric energy produced by the plant with this steam is 1208 x 0. 409 · = 
494 kJ. The heat pump uses 286 kJ of this electric energy and 494 - 286 
= 208 kJ remain available· for other use-. 

The useful benefit derived from 13-72 kJ of energy resources used by 
the power plant is- 1000 x 0. 238 =- 238- kJ ( exergy of space heating. ~i th. 
heat pumps} and 20l3- kJ -· ( exergy of electric ene~gy )-. Therefore; the 
exergetic efficiency of a system that includes a power- plant-and a 
population using the cooling water and heat pumps is n; =- t238- + 208 ):/1312 
= o-. 325. £ 

K. 2-. Exergetic efficiency of direct district heating. 

The- ~xergetic: effi-c,iency of space heating us-ing_ direct hot water or 
steam is 

The- thermal_ efficiency of the hot water 0r steam. transmission line 
is assumed to: be nt~ . = .. n.95. tlsing T. =, 2€)G- and- T = OC, as before raoo R 0 

n- = t:Jc. o-68. x o-. 95 = o.o6-5- . ; 
£ 

Back at t·he heat and power plant the ·steam energy is converted· into 
electricity with an efficiency of 0. 308 (Table 18) and the balance is
available to produce hot water for district heating. The steam energy 
necessary to produce 1000 kJ of heating is 1000/ (l - 0:. 308} = 1445 kJ, 
corresponding to 1445/0.88 = 1642 kJ :fuel energy. The electricity 
produced is 1445- 1000 = 445 kJ. 

The·useful benefit derived from-1642 kJ of energy resources used by 
the heat and power plant is _1000 x 0.065 = 65 kJ (exergy of space heating) 
and ·445 ·kJ (exergy of electric energy). The exergetic efficiency of the 
heat and power plant is therefore 

n = (65 + 445)/1~42 =-0:311 . 
e:l 

K.3. Exergetic efficiency o:f .the power pl~nt with bottoming cycle. 

The exergetic efficiency is equal to the conversion efficiency -of . 
fuel to electricity in the plant. There is no other useful benefit. 
The conversion efficiency of the power plant with steam condensing at 
35C is 0. 399 (Table 18.). With steam condensing at I05C the conversion 
efficiency is 0.389. 
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13. . Abstract (cont. ) 

:resistance heating, waste ·heat disposal from the-plant is· reduced, air 
pollution is reduced and its control improved, overail energy needs are 
reduced, opportunities for fuel ·substitution are increased, available 
technology and: equipment can be used, and the cost of conversion from 
existing heating methodf3 pays for -it-self with a small profit. 

14. Key Words: Electric power plants, heat transmission,· heat sinks, 
heat transfer, . heat recovery, heat pumps, space heating_. 
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